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RCSIsmj editorial and director’s welcome
Unity in a time of separation
We enter the year 2021 with a renewed appreciation for what we once

patients by re-examining racial representation in medical curriculums.

thought were the certainties of life: enjoying a meal in a busy restaurant,

Finally, Celine Sooknarine takes us through her unique experiences with

chatting with our friends on our way to school, or embracing our loved

clinical electives done entirely online.

ones no matter where they are in the world.

The hope is that the contents of this collection can instil in you, the

As our global community marches down a path to recovery, paved by the

readers, the same enthusiasm that first inspired our writers to compose

labours of frontline workers, medical scientists, and public health officials,

their initial drafts, communicating the latest leaps and bounds made by

students at the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland also put pen to paper

our scientific community. Each year brings us a welcome reminder of RCSI

to discuss the topics that currently fuel our curiosity. Unique to this issue

students’ proficiency in self-directed learning and dedication to discovery.

of the RCSIsmj is the theme of unity and how even a global pandemic
could not stifle our determination to find new ways to build and nurture

We are delighted to present the 14th edition of the RCSIsmj.

our relationships. In our isolation to protect ourselves and our
community, we remain connected.
The importance of human connection is featured throughout. Candice
Parmar and Harleen Jhinger explore the effects of its absence on mental
health, both in the general population and in our ageing citizens.
Christine Okeefe illustrates how understanding chronotypes can optimise
management through careful timing, while Vitallia and Celine Sooknarine
puzzle over the current advantages of cutting-edge surgical robotics that
reduce our proximity to patients, but may improve their outcomes.
Kathryn Haley reflects on whether we are doing justice to all of our future

Brian Li
Editor-in-Chief, RCSIsmj 2020-2021

Director’s welcome
“Medicine is not only a science; it is also an art. It does not consist of

As my time with the RCSIsmj comes to a close, I am reminded of all the

compounding pills and plasters; it deals with the very processes of life,

individuals who have come before me, and I look forward with optimism

which must be understood before they may be guided.”

and excitement to see where the RCSIsmj will go. As always, we are

– Paracelsus

overwhelmingly grateful for the support and encouragement from the
Dean’s office, Prof. David Smith, numerous RCSI faculty members, and

Welcome to the 14th edition of the RCSIsmj! It is a privilege to be this

the unparalleled publishing work of Think Media. Finally, and for the last

year’s Director, and I am once again overwhelmed by the calibre,

time, onwards and upwards RCSIsmj!

magnitude, and excellence that the RCSI student body represents with
the creation of this journal. In its truest form, this journal is a hard copy
of hard work, and I would personally like to congratulate all of the
students published this year, as well as acknowledge the dedication of our
committee members.
The RCSIsmj embodies a unique platform for student authorship,
research, and innovation.
Despite the widespread trials and tribulations of the COVID-19 pandemic,
the RCSIsmj continues to shine a light on the contributions RCSI students
have made, and will continue to make, to medicine as a whole.
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Alyssa Conti
Director, RCSIsmj 2020-2021

RCSIsmj prize

Ethics Challenge 2021/2022
The ethics of vaccination in a
post-COVID-19 world
The UK Vaccination Acts were a series of legislative acts by

vaccine distribution. Construct an argument either in support of,

Parliament that first made vaccination compulsory in 1852.

or against, mandatory vaccinations, and with whom the decision

However, there exists innate controversy in the arguments and

to be vaccinated should lie.

counter-arguments around compulsory vaccination laws.
Contrary to available scientific evidence and medical advice,

Questions to address:

anti-vaccination beliefs about potential health risks can

1. Should vaccination be mandated by law?

undermine vaccination uptake rates. Many parts of the world are

2. Should disclosure of vaccination status be mandated by

experiencing recurring outbreaks of vaccine-preventable diseases,
notably measles and mumps, due to coverage rates dropping

school/employment/public medical record?
3. Please discuss the ethical and legal issues surrounding

1

below the threshold for population-level protection. Countries

this issue.

such as Australia have implemented laws around claiming
financial assistance for unvaccinated children, and penalising
childcare facilities that enrol unvaccinated children.2

References

Recently, the COVID-19 pandemic has re-ignited the vaccination

1.

controversy.

With

eradication

requiring

population-level

protection, the debates around vaccination have never been

Conroy N, Casey M, Eichler N. Mandatory vaccination for Ireland; an
informed intervention or a knee-jerk reaction? Ir Med J. 2020;113(6):97.

2.

Smith DT, Attwell K, Evers U. Majority acceptance of vaccination

more relevant.

and mandates across the political spectrum in Australia. Politics.

For this year’s ethics challenge, we would like you to consider this

2019:26339571985945.

debate from all angles, from paediatric vaccinations, to the
annual influenza vaccine in healthcare workers, to COVID-19

This is the thirteenth instalment of the RCSIsmj Ethics Challenge.

Submission guidelines

The editorial staff would like to congratulate Chloé Warehall on

Please construct a lucid, structured, and well-presented discourse for

her winning essay in the 2020/2021 Ethics Challenge. Please see

the issues raised by this scenario. Please ensure that you have

page 6 for her submission.

addressed all the questions highlighted and discuss these ethical

We invite students to submit an essay discussing the ethical questions

issues academically, making sure to reference when necessary. Your

raised in the scenario presented. Medical ethics is an essential aspect

paper should not exceed 2,000 words.

of the medical curriculum and we hope to encourage RCSI students
to think critically about ethical situations that arise during their
education and subsequent careers. All essays will be reviewed by
a faculty panel of experts and the winning essay will be published
in the 2022 print edition of the RCSIsmj. The deadline for submission
of entries will be separate from the general submission deadline
for the 2022 edition of the RCSIsmj. Please visit our website at
www.rcsismj.com

for

specific

dates.

Please

editorsmj@rcsi.ie with any questions or concerns.

contact

us

at

Your essay will be evaluated on three major criteria:
1. Ability to identify the ethical issues raised.
2. Fluency of your arguments.
3. Academic

quality

with

regard

to

depth

of

research,

appropriateness of references, and quality of sources.
Good luck!
The winning entry will be presented with a prize at the launch
of the next issue.
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RCSIsmj ethics challenge
ETHICS CHALLENGE WINNER 2020/2021

The duty
of candour:
open
disclosure
of medical
errors
Chloé Warehall
RCSI medical student

Introduction
In the operating room, a sterile surgical sponge is left in a patient’s

disability, or death – caused by medical management rather than the

abdomen before closing, despite the counts being correct. In one

underlying condition of the patient.2,4,5 According to the Irish

scenario, this patient recovers well without adverse effects and the

National Adverse Events Study, the prevalence of adverse events in

sponge goes unnoticed entirely. In another instance, the sponge

the Republic of Ireland in 2009 was 12.2%, with over 70% of these

causes inflammation leading to bowel obstruction and perforation,

events deemed preventable. Additionally, a mere 1.9% of Irish

requiring immediate surgical intervention. In a final case, a

patients who experienced adverse events were reported to the

granulomatous reaction occurs, resulting in an abscess, septic shock,

National Incident Management System in 2011.6 Underreporting of

1

and death. While these situations cover a spectrum of severity – and

errors and adverse events is, and has historically been, rampant

by no means encompass all possible consequences – they share one

throughout the medical profession, prompting extensive ethical and

thing in common: medical error.

legal debates over whether open disclosure should be mandated by

The Institute of Medicine in the United States (US) defines medical

law, and if a breach in this responsibility should result in criminal

error as the failure of a planned action to be completed as intended

sanctions.

or the use of a wrong plan to achieve an aim. Its 1999 study
determined that up to 98,000 patients in the US die annually as a

Mandating open disclosure

result of preventable medical error.2 Behind only heart disease and

Although healthcare professionals (HCPs) share a duty to protect

malignancy, medical error was the third leading cause of death in the

and care for their patients, medical error is inevitable because to err

US in 2013, responsible for more than 250,000 deaths.3

is human.2 Despite this, HCPs must take responsibility by disclosing

Unfortunately, 33-50% of medical errors result in an adverse event,

their errors through open discussions of these incidents that result in

which is defined as an injury – resulting in prolonged hospitalisation,

harm to the patient.7 Additionally, open disclosure involves an

Page 6 | Volume 14: Number 1. 2021
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apology and a clear explanation of what transpired, as well as
potential steps to manage it and prevent recurrences.

8,9

right to know of and understand the error fully, especially if they

Since 2001,

choose to switch providers or prefer a different treatment plan as a

several countries including the US, UK, Australia, and Canada have

result of the error. Justice is the fair and equal distribution of

issued nationwide disclosure standards.10-12 In January 2009, the

healthcare. Regarding medical error, the patient deserves support

Irish Government approved the Commission of Patient Safety and

and fair compensation for injuries.4,15 Thus, the HCP must convey

Quality Assurance’s report entitled ‘Building a Culture of Patient

information that permits patients to seek the reparations that they

Safety’. This argues that a system must be in place to inform and

are entitled to, which is particularly important when the medical

care for those harmed by adverse events.

13

Disclosure promotes

patient safety through analysis and understanding of the error to
determine how to prevent its recurrence.

13,14

error prevents a patient from engaging in normal daily activities.
Patients should be able to trust HCPs to provide correct and

Despite the

complete information, which will not only keep them safe, but also

overwhelming agreement among HCPs, patients, and ethicists that

allow them to make informed medical decisions and access

medical errors should be disclosed to patients, especially as severity

additional support when needed. Open disclosure observes these

rises, studies indicate that physicians fail to disclose adverse events

ethical principles, thus granting respect and protection to patients,

and medical error in a consistent manner – often less than 50% of

while safeguarding trust and credibility to maintain the HCP-patient

the time.

6,10,15-17

Although medical codes of ethics do not require

relationship. Although medical ethics should be sufficient to motivate

truthfulness, it is vastly apparent that open disclosure is ethically and

HCPs’ commitment to open disclosure, the uncertainty in regard to

morally correct in order to facilitate both trust and respect for

the medicolegal aspects may make HCPs apprehensive to undertake

patients.

18

open disclosure after adverse events.

Ethical implications

Legal implications

Medical ethics involves a set of non-hierarchical principles that are

Legislation is a key contributor in changing professional culture and

used to guide HCPs throughout all stages of patient care. When

ensuring regulatory mechanisms in healthcare.20,21

implemented, open disclosure honours the core principles of

Systems with criminal sanctions

beneficence, non-maleficence, autonomy, and justice.4

There have been improvements in medical error reporting rates by

Beneficence and non-maleficence

using the threat of criminal sanctions. Japan saw a six-fold increase in

Beneficence is the duty to act in the patient’s best interest by
promoting good and preventing or removing harm.

19

police reports following the inclusion of Article 21 of the Physicians

In terms of

Act, making it a crime to fail to report an unusual death. While this

medical error, the healthcare team must aim to correct or circumvent

law has proven effective, this may be at least partially attributed to

the error that has occurred. Non-maleficence is the duty to do no

the fear of the public discovering a hospital cover-up, leading to

harm.19 While medical error can result in a range of outcomes, the

distrust, a drop in patient census, and economic loss.22 In England

patient will always face harm if they remain unaware of the truth,

and Wales, the failure to disclose medical error with an apology is

often causing distress, anxiety, and distrust of their medical

punishable by law; however, there is insufficient certainty regarding

practitioner. Open disclosure supports the principles of beneficence

apology protection and criminal proceedings, thus potentially

and non-maleficence because when error occurs, patients want to

putting individual HCPs at risk of litigation.11

not only understand what happened, but also to know that the error

Although criminal sanctions may induce change, they may also result

was investigated in order to prevent recurrences that could otherwise

in prosecution of the individual, which distances the healthcare

do more harm to them or to others.

15

system from the adverse event, instead of requiring it to perform its
own inquest and implement corrective measures. Some victims of

Autonomy and justice

medical error might seek solace or retribution for the harm that they

Autonomy refers to the patient’s right to make informed decisions

had experienced through criminal prosecution, yet others may find

regarding their care.

19

In order for patients to practice autonomy,

the criminalisation of a single person as counterproductive, and an

they must be told what error has occurred. If they have concerns that

oversimplification of the faults of the healthcare system. It also rarely

not all information has been disclosed, they may not trust consent

instils confidence in victims that another event like this will not occur

discussions, or may assume a possible risk. Additionally, it is their

again, which is a critical reassurance that patients seek.15,23
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Criminal sanctions are not the answer

While preventable adverse events should always be disclosed to the

Making it a criminal act to fail to properly disclose medical error could

patient and their family, they are often not caused by a single

increase rates of reporting; however, it is unrealistic to assume that

individual, but rather by conditions within the healthcare system. By

new laws resulting in criminal sanctions will have an immediate

assessing the system as a whole, patient safety and prevention of

impact. A pertinent example of this is the development of the legal

future adverse events are placed at the centre, rather than identifying

doctrine in the 1970s in relation to informed consent. This

a single person to blame.5 This is not to say that there should be no

dramatically changed the patient-physician relationship, although it

accountability for one’s errors, particularly if they result in harm to a

took several decades for this effect to be realised.

20

While laws can

patient; however, accountability promotes successful integration of

promote change, criminalisation of the individual will not instil any

patient safety strategies, while blame often incentivises concealment

lasting or pervasive change as long as the current culture of “name,

of error and adverse events for fear of criminalisation.5,20 Considering

blame, and shame” remains pervasive within the medical

the current punitive and unforgiving culture around medical error,

24

profession. This culture strengthens numerous barriers and concerns

the threat of criminal sanctions on physicians, trainees, and other

regarding open disclosure, which include fear of litigation,

HCPs may promote greater error concealment, or it may create an

disciplinary action, short tenure, and scapegoating, as well as lack of

environment in which no one takes action in critical situations to

policy, guidelines, or training.

14,24

avoid being blamed for errors altogether.14,24,30 Therefore, there

The true victim of medical error is the patient; however, the erring
25

HCP is often considered the “second victim”.

should be less focus on the prosecution of individuals and a greater

While the use of this

pursuit of system improvements centred on proper patient safety,

term has proven controversial, and patients and families affected by

disclosure training, and errors serving as learning opportunities for

medical errors have called for it to be abandoned, its use has grown

future prevention. These changes would ensure that HCPs act in the

over the past two decades due to the recognition of the traumatising

best interests of their patient to minimise any impacts of medical

effect medical error can have on HCPs.26,27 They often experience

errors, maximise disclosure, and deliver better healthcare.

physical, psychological (guilt, shame, anxiety, grief, depression), or
cognitive (burnout, secondary traumatic stress, compassion

Conclusion

dissatisfaction) reactions.25 These negative impacts are difficult to

Returning to the opening scenario, around 88% of retained surgical

cope with within the current blame culture, particularly among

bodies are discovered in situations where the counts were deemed

physicians.

correct – meaning that no surgical materials were unaccounted for.1

Despite healthcare being delivered by multidisciplinary teams, open

Thus, despite there being protocols in place to prevent this type of

disclosure predominantly occurs within the patient-physician

medical error, it still occurs, making it unjust to fault a single

relationship.14,28 Often the ethical grounds for open disclosure are

individual. Nonetheless, the patient deserves to know because open

overshadowed by physicians’ financial and professional concerns and

disclosure of medical error is vital to maintain patient safety, the

the fear of becoming an outcast in the medical community. This is

promotion of trust, and the four core principles of medical ethics.

particularly true for medical trainees, who are more vulnerable to

However, an idea supported by many is that a culture of safety will

medical error than experienced colleagues, yet face the professional

only develop when HCPs change both their attitudes and behaviour

expectation of competence and favourable reports for career

– from those driven by fear of shame and defensiveness of error to

advancement.

24

those impelled by a duty of disclosure and a willingness to learn and

Younger Irish non-consultant doctors who work extensive hours also

adapt to prevent recurrence.14,20,24,31 While open disclosure should be

face high rates of burnout and emotional exhaustion, which

mandated by law, the motivator to uphold this law should not be

contribute to medical error and poor patient care.

29

Although

criminal sanctions for failure to disclose. Instead of prosecuting an

numerous countries have disclosure laws, there is minimal evidence

individual, there should be efforts to change the system. HCPs should

that they have promoted open disclosure of medical error

be formally trained in disclosure policies, patient safety and wellness,

significantly.20 If mandating open disclosure is to create a substantial

as well as analysing and learning from errors in order to ensure that

benefit in Ireland and beyond, it is vital that these laws also aid in

they do not happen again. The integration of open disclosure laws,

shifting the medical profession towards a ‘no blame’ culture, centred

education reform, and a cultural shift will not occur overnight but

around promoting patient safety, and prevention of future

with time, will aid in the continual progression of the healthcare

occurrences.

14,24
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Breakthrough for
hepatocellular carcinoma

Promising results from a study on two repurposed anti-tumour agents
are a significant milestone in the treatment of hepatocellular
carcinoma, says RCSI medical student SOHRAB ZAND.
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) accounts for 12,000 deaths per

tissue remaining after surgery can lead to disease recurrence.2

year in the United States and over one million deaths per year

Ablative techniques such as radiofrequency ablation, microwave

worldwide, making it the second most lethal malignancy following

ablation, and cryoablation are useful in treating unresectable

1

pancreatic cancer. The five-year survival rate remains at 18%,

tumours, but are less effective in extrahepatic and macrovascular

making early diagnosis and treatment a priority.1 The therapeutic

invasion. 3

management of a patient with HCC is determined by staging

chemoembolisation (TACE) and transarterial radioembolisation

criteria met at the time of diagnosis. As a result, some patients with

(TARE). While both are effective in treating nonresectable HCC in

advanced disease may not qualify for treatments that are offered to

a liver lacking extensive cirrhosis, TARE is the embolisation

patients with less aggressive disease.

technique of choice in cases where there is macrovascular

Embolisation

techniques

include

transarterial

invasion. However, TARE involves non-targeted radiation, which

Current therapeutic options

can lead to further complications such as cholecystitis, upper GI

Currently, the curative therapeutic options available to patients

ulcers, and pneumonitis.3

with HCC include resection, ablation, and embolisation assisted

Finally, in order to qualify for a liver transplant, patients must

by interventional radiology, and transplant; however, the

meet strict transplant criteria: only patients with an isolated

qualifications for these options depend largely on the stage of the

tumour of less than 5cm, or patients with two to three tumours

cancer and the condition of the patient. Only patients with HCC

that are less than 3cm each with no vascular or extrahepatic

who lack extensive hepatic fibrosis or neovascularisation are

spread of the disease qualify for a liver transplant.2 These listed

considered for liver resection. Although resection is associated

techniques are not favourable options for patients with diffuse

with a greater five-year survival rate, any amount of neoplastic

HCC. Therefore, the development of an effective systemic
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treatment for patients with advanced HCC is imperative to

plus bevacizumab trial group, while 165 were placed in the

provide this subset of HCC patients with an alternative

sorafenib control group.4 It was found that patients on the

therapeutic option and improve survival outcomes.

combination treatment with atezolizumab and bevacizumab had
significantly longer survival rates than those on sorafenib alone

Due to the aggressive nature of HCC,
patients often do not qualify for early
curative resection treatments.
Establishing an effective systemic
therapy is therefore essential
for these patients.

(p<0.001).4 The combination therapy group demonstrated an
84.8% survival rate at six months and a 67.2% survival rate at 12
months, as compared to 72% (six months) and 54.6% (12 months)
in the control group (p<0.001).4 In addition, patients receiving
atezolizumab plus bevacizumab had significantly longer (p<0.001)
progression-free survival compared to the control group who
received sorafenib alone (6.8 months vs 4.3 months).4 The drug

Promising research

response rate based on the mRECIST criteria was significantly

The current first-line systemic treatment for HCC includes the

higher (p<0.001) with atezolizumab plus bevacizumab relative to

tyrosine kinase inhibitors sorafenib and lenvatinib. The moderate

control (27.3% vs 11.9%).4 The combination treatment group not

clinical success of sorafenib and lenvatinib, however, comes with

only experienced a longer delay (11.2 months vs 3.6 months) in

significant side effects. Sorafenib is associated with bleeding,

the deterioration of quality of life based on questionnaire responses

vomiting, alopecia, and hypertension, while lenvatinib is known to

(HR: 0.63; 95%CI: 0.46-0.85), but also maintained physical

cause severe headaches, pain, and shortness of breath. Both can be

function for a longer period of time (13.1 months vs 4.9 months)

highly debilitating for patients, warranting the need for alternative

relative to the monotherapy control group (HR: 0.53; 95%CI:

therapeutic options.

4

0.39-0.73).4 These results were consistent in each subgroup tested,

A recent study by Finn et al. demonstrated promising results in

including those with extrahepatic and vascular spread.

treating unresectable HCC with two repurposed anti-tumour agents:
atezolizumab and bevacizumab.4 Atezolizumab, a monoclonal

Milestones

antibody, is known to prevent T cell suppression by binding to

Due to the aggressive nature of HCC, patients often do not qualify

programmed death-ligand 1 (PDL1), and subsequently disrupting

for early curative resection treatments. Establishing an effective

the interaction between programmed cell death protein 1 (PD1)

systemic therapy is therefore essential for these patients. The recent

and B71 (CD80). Bevacizumab, a vascular endothelial growth factor

findings published by Finn et al. show that compared to the current

(VEGF) inhibitor, blocks angiogenesis and subsequently prevents

first-line treatment of sorafenib, atezolizumab in conjunction with

tumour progression. Compared with sorafenib, the combination of

bevacizumab is more effective in prolonging survival time and

atezolizumab and bevacizumab was shown to be more efficacious in

quality of life as well as reducing disease progression in patients

delaying disease progression in HCC patients.4

with advanced-stage HCC. In an unforgiving malignancy like HCC,

In their study, 501 patients with both viral and non-viral HCC

where the incidence is almost equal to the mortality rate,

aetiologies who did not qualify for liver resection or transplant were

therapeutic advancements of this nature are significant milestones

selected. Of these patients, 336 were placed in the atezolizumab

in the field of hepatology.5
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Predicting psychosis
Senior staff writer CHRISTINE OKEEFE spoke to Prof. David Cotter
about his work in neuropsychiatry.

Prof. David Cotter received his medical degree from University College

You have a research background in the neuropsychiatry

Dublin, then subsequently went on to qualify as a psychiatrist. He

of psychiatric disorders and you recently completed a

received his PhD from the University of London and a Diploma from

study on the identification of biomarkers for the risk of

Trinity College Dublin. His work is focused on the neuropsychiatry of

developing psychosis in adolescents. Can you tell readers

psychiatric disorders and he has pursued a neuroproteomics research

a little bit more about this?

programme in order to achieve this. He is currently funded as a Health

Essentially, we looked at the plasma of young adults who were in

Research Board (HRB) clinician scientist and recently published an

what is called the ‘clinical high-risk group’, meaning that they have

article in JAMA Psychiatry on predictive biomarkers for the

psychotic experiences that are not severe enough to be labelled a

development of psychotic disorders in young adults.

psychotic disorder. You should know that of those individuals, only
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20-30% will develop a full-blown psychotic disorder, so the majority

study from Brighton commenced in the early 1990s where children

do okay. They may have depression or anxiety, but they don’t

were enrolled while their mothers were still pregnant with them, and

develop a psychotic disorder. You wouldn’t treat them with

then the children were involved every year or two afterwards, with

medications for psychosis because they wouldn’t ultimately have a

soft clinical details obtained. In this sample, there were 5,000 in the

psychotic disorder. The big issue in this area is how to treat those

beginning. We selected children at the age of 11 who were well and

20-30% who will become psychotic, and that starts with identifying

looked at their bloods, then compared those same children at age 18

those who are at risk.

to see who had developed psychosis. We found that very similar

We took the bloods of these young adults and we used a method

proteins were altered at age 11 among those who would develop

called proteomics to compare the blood proteins of those who, after

psychotic experiences at age 18. It means that something is wrong

two or three years, became psychotic, with those who did not

early on in psychosis that can help you to predict, and hopefully help

become psychotic. We found a whole host of proteins that were

you to prevent, this outcome.

differentially expressed. Then we used some machine learning
methods, which basically means you insert the data into the machine
and it churns through it to get a predictive set of proteins. Ultimately,
it was able to predict, with 95% accuracy, those who would become
psychotic.

Of those individuals, only 20-30%
will develop a full-blown
psychotic disorder, so the
majority do okay. They may have
depression or anxiety, but they don’t
develop a psychotic disorder.

This means you get it wrong 30% of the
time. Therefore, if you treat all of the
people in the clinical high-risk group
and only 20% will transition, but you
got 30% wrong, you are going to
get it wrong an awful lot.
What are these proteins involved in?
What the proteins are involved in is complement and coagulation,
which is interesting because people used to think they were only
involved in these two functions, but they are much more important
than that, as they are also involved in inflammation in the blood and

What’s the importance of getting such a high accuracy

the brain. One of the values in doing discovery (that’s the term that’s

rate?

used when you really have an open mind to the research that you are

That was really important because the last 20 years in this field have

doing) is that you aren’t targeting a particular protein or candidate.

been full of people doing imaging studies, psychology studies, and

When you are doing discovery work, it means you take whatever

EEG studies trying to predict who in the clinical high-risk group will

comes out of the bucket. Discovery work is what we did in the

transition into a psychotic disorder, and only getting predictions of

proteomics and that’s how we found these complement and

around 70%. This means you get it wrong 30% of the time.

coagulation proteins to be elevated overall and showing an

Therefore, if you treat all of the people in the clinical high-risk group

upregulation of inflammation.

and only 20% will transition, but you got 30% wrong, you are going
to get it wrong an awful lot.
That was really interesting, but in science you want to confirm
everything you get. So what we did next was we took out one of the
samples from London that had been responsible for about a quarter
of the subjects in the clinical high-risk group, and we ran the
machine learning using the samples not from London. We then

Discovery work is what we did in the
proteomics and that’s how we found
these complement and coagulation
proteins to be elevated overall and
showing an upregulation of inflammation.

calculated an algorithm, which is like a formula for predicting a
psychotic disorder. We applied the London sample data algorithm to

What’s the cause for the upregulation of these proteins?

the London samples and again we got 95% prediction accuracy. We

The cause for that most likely continues to be adversity and stress.

also did a study in the ALSPAC cohort, which stands for the AVON

We know that there are certain epidemiological risk factors for

Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children. This is a longitudinal

schizophrenia and psychosis in general and those include early life

Volume 14: Number 1. 2021 | Page 13
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stress, stress perinatally, death of one’s father in utero, and then

with 97% accuracy would go on to develop a psychotic disorder. You

infections in early life. Our suspicion is that these stresses set the

might prevent them from ever developing illness and if they never

inflammatory tone of the blood such that it is elevated and puts

develop the illness, their outcome would most likely be far superior.

these people at an increased risk of psychotic disorders. Then if they
go and take cannabis, it puts them over the edge, or if there is some

What drew you to studying these biomarkers?

other adversity in adolescence it could put them over the edge. Or

I have done work in schizophrenia since I qualified as a psychiatrist.

just simple normal life stress can also put them over the edge into

I worked originally in post-mortem brains, the idea being that

developing a psychotic disorder.

because psychosis is a disease of the brain you might be able to find
the pathophysiology by looking at post-mortem brains. But there

We know that there are certain
epidemiological risk factors for
schizophrenia and psychosis in general
and those include early life stress, stress
perinatally, death of one’s father in utero,
and then infections in early life.

wasn’t a whole lot that we could see. It could very well be that most
of the changes we saw were due to chronic illness, deprivation,
smoking, and secondary consequences. So I started thinking it might
be worthwhile looking at samples from people who were alive,
before they developed the illness and while they were unwell. That
started in 2011. I got a clinician scientist award from the HRB and so,
nine years later, we’ve come up with this paper in JAMA Psychiatry,
which is the outcome of all that work. It takes a long time. In parallel,

When you have these biomarkers and you figure out who is at

there’s been work on lipidomics showing changes in lipids in people

increased risk, is there a difference in how you would treat

with psychosis, which is interesting because it demonstrates that

them to prevent the development of psychosis, as opposed to

psychosis isn’t just a disease of the brain but also a disease of

how you would treat people presenting with psychosis?

metabolism. Do you know how early the mortality is for people with

Not yet, is the answer. Currently, we don’t have services for people

psychosis?

in the clinical high-risk group in Ireland. In Australia, these services
exist and are under the remit of Headspace, which is sort of an early

I do not.

mental health identification and treatment programme. It sounds

They die 15 to 20 years younger.

grandiose to say, but it really could be quite transformative if this
biomarker is validated in another study. The Wellcome Trust has, in

That’s very early.

fact, funded us to go and confirm these findings in a lot of other

That’s horrible, and the reason for that is due to metabolic disease

international samples because they recognise how important it is. It

and cardiovascular disease in one form or another. Diabetes is

would transform clinical services because if you could identify

another potential cause. Those are consequences of the illness, but

someone who would become psychotic, then you could treat them.

also reflect the broader spectrum of the illness. Unfortunately, for

And what would we do? We would give them cognitive behavioural

people with psychosis, we tend to treat their symptoms, but we

therapy (CBT), absolutely. We also have some other data, which

don’t really pay that much attention to the other parts of their

shows that if you have low levels of DHA, an omega-3 fatty acid, you

symptoms that aren’t as distressing to the public. But the fact that

are at an increased risk of developing a psychotic disorder seven

they are getting cardiovascular disease could be part of the disease

years later. So I think things like diet and psychological counselling in

itself. We need to act on that in the future – we need to start looking

terms of CBT would be very helpful. But a lot of other treatments,

at the broader picture. I mean, it’s an absolute shocking disgrace that

new treatments, could be developed, treatments that might

these people are dying 20 years early and the public isn’t aware of

specifically target this complement coagulation pathway. We know

this, so it’s a failure of psychiatry not to advocate for them. It’s much

that in multiple sclerosis and other neurological disorders, there is a

easier to focus on their symptoms, their auditory hallucinations, but

huge interest in complement because of its role in inflammation, and

what’s actually going to kill them is the high body mass index (BMI)

drugs for these conditions are already there that could very well be

and the cardiovascular aspect. Fortunately, that information has

reused. Another possibility is that you might be willing to use

become more overtly known recently and that’s due to this

old-fashioned drugs like haloperidol, which we know works very

biomarker work, which has shown lipids to be dysregulated very

effectively, on people in the clinical high-risk group that you knew

early before psychosis develops in people with psychotic disorders.
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What would you say is the biggest challenge in using the

to a huge degree; I worked at the Institute of Psychiatry in London

discovery approach to find these biomarkers?

and I did a PhD there and it was more about the academic milieu.

There’s always going to be new tools so the challenge is just

Teaching can be a very limited term if you think about it as a formal

ensuring that you use the new tools to identify the biomarkers. I

lecture with formal books – that’s what we think about as medical

think we’ve actually found the biomarkers that are pretty

students. But I think as a clinician scientist, teaching is much

predictive; I don’t think we need to go hunting too much further

broader in a way: you’re learning from colleagues, you’re learning

to be honest. You could spend your life hunting for a refined

from the field, you’re learning from multidisciplinary experiences

biomarker that’s already staring you in the face. But obviously,

and from patients.

there are more tools available and you always wonder if you could
use the most recent tool and find something new and exciting. The
next step is to confirm the findings in other international samples
and then develop a toolkit that is commercially viable, and that’s
important because you will not get a drug company to develop a
kit unless it is commercial. Then there needs to be clinical services
that would be able to benefit from this biomarker. There is no point

The most important thing is to develop
clinician scientists. They don’t just pop up
out of nowhere; they have to be nurtured
and the opportunities have
to be made available to them.

in having the biomarker if you don’t have people tending to this
clinical high-risk population.

Is it difficult to become a clinician scientist in Ireland?
Actually, there’s no formal structure for clinical academics in

The next step is to confirm the findings
in other international samples and then
develop a toolkit that is commercially
viable, and that’s important because you
will not get a drug company to develop
a kit unless it is commercial.

Ireland, or at least there is very little. There’s this thing called the
Irish Clinical Academic Training [ICAT] programme, where
commissions can compete to get PhD training. There are only two
to four of those made annually in the whole country across all of
medicine, which includes surgery. There is very little formal
training for clinician scientists and maybe that’s a problem that’s
worth discussing. For example, in Norway, all clinicians are
required to spend about 25% of their time in clinical academic

What would you say is the most rewarding aspect of your

research. So they are expected to be academically active,

work?

contributing to clinical trials in the belief that it allows them to be

Doing something useful for patients and working with good

better clinicians and able to offer their patients the most

colleagues. It’s not much fun doing useless research, so it’s nice to

up-to-date treatments. It also makes sure they are cutting edge in

come up with something worthwhile every now and then.

terms of their knowledge. In Ireland, by comparison, there is a tiny
fraction of people who are clinical academics.

You currently hold an appointment as a professor with
RCSI and you supervise PhD students. How has teaching
shaped your experience as a clinician scientist?
It’s a bit of a difficult question because there are two ways of

There is very little formal training for
clinician scientists and maybe that’s a
problem that’s worth discussing.

looking at it. The most important thing is to develop clinician
scientists. They don’t just pop up out of nowhere; they actually

Do you have any advice for students?

have to be nurtured and the opportunities have to be made

Yes, absolutely get involved early and be enthusiastic. Find

available to them. That’s the most important thing and it’s not so

something that you enjoy doing and if you are good at that, go

much formal teaching as it is collegiate co-operation: getting PhD

down that track. If it’s not for you, you’ll know pretty soon, and then

students, getting them funding, and supporting them in their

you’ll find another thing that you are good at, but start early if you

careers, hopefully supporting them to get research of their own

can. Get a CV, get some publications; it’ll put you in a good position

and then to be successful on their own. The marker of [my] success

to compete for these PhDs and allow you to know what you enjoy

is their success. But I don’t think I ever got formal training myself

and what you are good at.
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Rubber neck or not: a look
back at a neck injury

Abstract
Myelomalacia is a condition caused by injury to the spinal cord and is known to progress over
time. The condition occurs due to reduced blood supply to the spinal cord, resulting in
softening of the cord. Discussed here is a case of a 47-year-old male who presented with
forearm tremor and spasm 11 years post neck trauma due to an ice hockey injury. The neck
injury presented gradually over the course of 11 years, with an increasingly dramatic tremor
and twitching of the left forearm and index finger. The diagnosis was confirmed with magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) and a neurology consultation. This clinical scenario is rare and
demonstrates the broad variability of sequelae resulting from a remote neck injury, which can
range from mild symptoms to paralysis.

Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland Student Medical Journal 2021; 1: 16-19.

Introduction
Myelomalacia

that

the spinal cord, causing it to soften. Diffuse

predominantly occurs in the C1-C6 vertebrae, due

myelomalacia most commonly follows an acute

to increased susceptibility to injury as a result of

intervertebral disc extrusion that may cause a

Emmeline Shaw

their location in the neck. It is a degenerative

transverse spinal cord haemorrhage and necrosis.2

RCSI medical student

1

neurological condition that progresses over time.

The pathology appears to form the initial vascular

Injury to one of the C1-C6 vertebrae may progress

compromise secondary to sudden vasospasm of

to myelomalacia due to the lack of blood supply to

the parenchymal arterioles. Moreover, vascular
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FIGURE 1: Cervical spine X-ray: degenerative disc disease at C6-7.

FIGURE 2: T2-weighted MRI cervical spine demonstrating an area of increased cord
signal – left side at C6-7.

compromise may result in the release of amines including serotonin,

phrenic nerve involvement and subsequent paralysis of the

histamine, glutamate, norepinephrine, and dopamine, which in turn

diaphragm.

further contributes to scarring and softening of the spinal cord.

Ultimately, myelomalacia is an incurable condition. Supportive

Eventually, paraesthesia and atrophy can occur as a result of

treatment can include spinal surgery to stabilise the spinal cord, and

3

myelomalacia. Given that myelomalacia is incurable, it is important

medication with gabapentinoids (pregabalin and gabapentin) to

to confirm the diagnosis early before disease progression results in

relieve impingement and neuropathic pain.6 Gabapentinoids are

spinal cord impingement and further complications. Magnetic

believed to work on the gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) system by

resonance imaging (MRI) is utilised to differentiate between spinal

binding to calcium channels in the nervous system and subsequently

cord densities when diagnosing myelomalacia. On T2-weighted MRI,

decreasing the release of neurotransmitters.

4

myelomalacia presents as a white, dense area of the spinal cord. A
cervical spine X-ray can also be used for diagnosis, as it allows for
localisation of degenerative disc areas, old fractures, and arthritis,
which may correspond to areas of injury in affected patients.
The clinical course of myelomalacia typically involves an initial period
of flaccid paraplegia and subsequent areflexia, followed by loss of
deep pain perception.5 In rare cases, myelomalacia can cause muscle
atrophy and even muscle paralysis. In the event that the damage
extends to the phrenic nerves and motor nuclei, death can occur.1

The clinical course of myelomalacia
typically involves an initial period of
flaccid paraplegia and subsequent
areflexia, followed by loss of deep pain
perception. In rare cases, myelomalacia
can cause muscle atrophy and even
muscle paralysis.

Damage between C3 and C5 results in respiratory paralysis due to
Volume 14: Number 1. 2021 | Page 17
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dull ache and weakness. He was unable to drive for one week
following the injury and could not engage in physical activity for four
months. To date, the patient continues to have difficulty with typing
on a keyboard for work due to his pain.
Two weeks post injury, the patient presented to his general
practitioner and was subsequently sent for an MRI. MRI findings
demonstrated moderate degenerative disc changes in C6-7 with no
evidence of spinal cord narrowing. As illustrated in Figure 1, the disc
between C6 and 7 had degenerated.7 Lateral foraminal stenosis in
C3-4 and C4-5 due to underlying uncarthrosis was also evident on
MRI; however, no focal disc herniation was observed. Following
review of the MRI, the patient was cleared to undergo physiotherapy.
On commencing physiotherapy two weeks post injury, the patient
was experiencing atrophy in his triceps brachii and paraesthesia in the
C6-7 dermatome. On examination of his triceps brachii, the patient
was hyper-reflexic with 3/5 grip strength in his thumb and index
finger. Upon completion of six months of physiotherapy, the patient’s
triceps bulk had returned and his index finger twitching had resolved;
however, reduced sensation in his left index finger persisted.
Following the injury and subsequent physiotherapy, the patient
continued to be an avid ice hockey, squash, and tennis player.
On second presentation, 11 years following his original neck injury,
the patient complained of increasing fatigue, aches, and marked
twitching of his left index finger, which was more pronounced in the
FIGURE 3: MRI C-spine sagittal view: myelomalacia is evident at C6 for 2.2cm

evenings and on days when he played competitive sports. The patient

demonstrating mild spinal cord atrophy.

presented to his general practitioner and reported no further trauma

Case report

in the previous 11 years. His exam revealed dysaesthesia, asthenia,

A 47-year-old male presented with an eight-month history of left

and tremor in the C6-7 distribution of his left index finger with no

index finger twitching, numbness, and left shoulder pain. Symptoms

significant wasting of his triceps. His pincer grip strength was 3/5. An

were intermittent for the first three months and subsequently became

MRI subsequent to his second presentation revealed areas of T2

constant. The pain originated from the neck and upper shoulder and

high-intensity fluid signal at C6-7 within the cervical cord, and had

radiated down to the left index finger. The pain was sharp and

the radiologic appearance of myelomalacia (Figure 2). The sagittal

shooting in nature, ranging from 6-9 out of 10 in intensity. The

view showed narrowing of the spinal cord at C6-7 (Figure 3). Visible

patient found that ibuprofen was useful in dulling the pain, but noted

disc bulge without spinal cord impingement was also noted at C5-6

that an ache was always present. His tremor was more accentuated at

and C6-7.

rest, and he reported noticing more pronounced index finger

Due to the radiologic diagnosis of myelomalacia, an urgent consult

contractions later in the day.

with neurology was advised. Sensory examination by the neurologist

The patient had injured his neck due to an ice hockey accident 11

demonstrated

years prior to presentation. He was hit from behind and was propelled

distribution, left finger extensor weakness, and an involuntary fine fast

head first into the boards, sustaining trauma to his neck and shoulder.

8-10Hz postural tremor in both hands. Random myoclonic

At the time of the injury, the patient reported wearing a helmet, and

movements of his left index finger were also noted. The neurology

was carried off the ice with subsequent presentation to the hospital.

opinion was consistent with a diagnosis of remote spinal cord injury

In the hospital, a shoulder X-ray did not reveal any radiological

resulting in myelomalacia at C6, which was likely contributing to the

evidence of injury. In the weeks following his initial injury, the patient

patient’s left extensor finger weakness and myoclonic jerks. Given that

noted progressive pain in his left arm, where he also experienced a

there was no evidence of spinal cord compression, surgical
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intervention was not warranted at the time. The patient was advised

This case highlights the potential for injury sequelae to present many

to avoid any circumstances or sports that could potentially harm or

years post injury. Fortunately for this patient, neurology confirmed

re-injure his neck. He was also counselled against any heavy lifting

that this was not a progressive case due to the remote nature of the

above his shoulders. In the event of increased symptoms, an urgent

primary injury. Progressive myelomalacia may lead to paralysis and, in

MRI and neurologic follow-up were recommended.

the event that the phrenic nerve is affected, respiratory paralysis and
death can occur.8

Potentially life-saving and
paraplegia-sparing surgery is
available in the form of
decompression and stabilisation.

This patient initially fared well with physiotherapy. We postulate that
his symptoms may have initially abated due to the physiotherapy,
which likely relieved any disc compression that was causing necrotic
injury. As for the recurrence of symptoms 11 years post trauma, we
hypothesise that his activity level and age may have contributed to
further disc degeneration, with the original myelomalacia spinal cord

Discussion

pathology becoming exacerbated due to progressive arthritis and

This case describes a localised trauma that resulted in an acute

degenerative disc disease.

neurological injury involving the C6-7 distribution. Muscle wasting,
weakness, and myoclonus initially occurred in the left upper

Conclusion

extremity.

This case highlights the potentially severe complications that are a

Radiological investigation revealed degenerative disc disease on

possible outcome of any neck injury. Initial radiology and MRI findings

C-spine X-ray, and MRI demonstrated lateral foraminal stenosis at the

may be negative, but if nerve injury is clinically present, a neurology

level of C3-4 and C4-5, with no evidence of spinal cord compression,

consult should be requested.

7

scarring, or disc extrusion at two weeks post trauma. The patient’s

Potentially life-saving and paraplegia-sparing surgery is available in

neurological symptoms did not correlate with the radiographic

the form of decompression and stabilisation. Fortunately for this

findings at the time of imaging. He was cleared to start physiotherapy

patient, he had a mild case of cervical myelomalacia, but his lifestyle

and symptoms abated after extensive physiotherapy. Over a decade

has changed considerably as a result of his injury. A previously avid

later, some neurologic symptoms recurred, including altered

hockey player, he is now no longer able to lift any object greater than

temperature sensation and myoclonic jerks of the left index finger.

30 pounds, and must avoid activities such as wakeboarding,

Differential diagnoses included disc pathology, myelomalacia, cervical

waterskiing, and cliff jumping so as not to put himself at risk for

stenosis, and cervical spondylosis.7

further neck injuries.
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Obtaining best possible
medication histories may
improve long-term patient
management and prevent
adverse drug events in the
emergency department
Abstract
Obtaining best possible medication histories (BPMHs) can reduce unintentional medication
changes upon hospital admission, and thus reduce the risk of potential future adverse drug
events (ADEs). The aim of this study was to evaluate whether BPMHs have additional value in
guiding the medical management of patients presenting to the emergency department (ED).
We sought to characterise the nature of any changes in medical management and to determine
whether medication discordance (difference between how the patient confirms that they take
medications compared to an electronic record of medications dispensed) led to identification
of ADEs at presentation to the ED.
Prospective questionnaires were provided to ED physicians for cases in which potentially
Kimberley Co
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significant medication discordance was revealed by BPMHs. We found that ED physicians
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positively endorsed a change in medical management resulting from the BPMHs in 24% of
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2,3
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2,3

Dr Matthew Mo Kin Kwok2,4

these cases. Additionally, 90% of positively endorsed cases were found to be actual ADEs.
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Richmond Hospital,

Background

Richmond,

Over the past several years, major efforts to improve

a medication history, based on a retrospective analysis

British Columbia,

medication safety in hospitals have focused on

by pharmacy staff.1,4,5,7 Therefore, although many

Canada

obtaining best possible medication histories (BPMHs)

institutions do practise medication reconciliation,

Faculty of

on admission. BPMHs ensure that a patient’s current

medication histories taken by non-pharmacy staff are

Pharmaceutical Science,

medications can be continuously prescribed in the

still more prone to inaccuracies than those taken by

University of British Columbia,

1-6

pharmacists. If BPMHs recorded by pharmacists prove

3

hospital without unintentional discrepancies.

Vancouver,

Obtaining BPMHs entails an accurate recording of

to be significantly more accurate than those taken by

British Columbia, Canada

how patients take their medications at home. In this

other hospital staff, this could provide additional

Faculty of Medicine,

way, any medication changes that are made in the

justification for hospitals to invest in dedicated

University of British Columbia,

hospital are transparent and intentional. The process

pharmacy staff in the emergency department (ED).

Vancouver,

of comparing a patient’s regular medications to the

PharmaNet is a provincial registry in British Columbia,

British Columbia,

medications that the patient is taking in a hospital

Canada, which lists medications that have been

setting is referred to as medication reconciliation.

dispensed to patients from community pharmacies.

Research has shown that pharmacy technicians are

PharmaNet has been assessed and identified as an

more accurate than physicians or nurses when taking

inaccurate record of medications taken, with

4

Canada
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inaccuracies ranging from 20% to 40% depending on medication
8,9

reconciliation methodology and patient population.

These inaccuracies

may result from therapies being altered by physicians verbally, or by

Setting
Richmond Hospital ED, a community-based teaching hospital with an
annual patient volume of approximately 60,000 patients.

patient non-compliance with prescribed medication. In addition, certain
medications that do not appear on PharmaNet include medication

Sample

samples, non-prescription medication, and medications obtained abroad.

For the purpose of this study, if a medication was verified as discordant

These medications are therefore omitted from a patient’s medication

from PharmaNet by a healthcare provider, the verified medication was

record on PharmaNet. In light of these shortcomings, the current practice

regarded as the accurate medication. Furthermore, if the dispensing

is to use the PharmaNet record as a supportive tool.

record (Appendix II, column 1) differed from verified medication history

Ultimately, BPMHs are beneficial insofar as they are known to reduce

(Appendix II, column 2), it was recorded as discordant. The rationale for

10-12

future adverse drug events (ADEs).

Herein, we suggest that BPMHs are

this was that identifying discordance between PharmaNet and how the

vital in two additional ways. First, an accurate medication history permits

patient takes medications reflects the value of the BPMH. Medications that

identification of an ADE that could be contributing to the patient’s

are discordant from the PharmaNet record are the source of interest in this

presentation to the ED in the first place. ADEs cause or contribute to 10%

study.

of medical admissions to hospital and a similar number of ED visits.13,14

As per usual care, ED pharmacy staff prioritised conducting BPMHs for

Secondly, identifying non-adherence to medication via BPMHs allows

patients who were likely to be admitted, or patients over 80 years old with

clinicians to stage appropriate interventions to support the patient’s

a high risk of an ADE, as classified by triage nurses according to a

management, especially for chronic conditions. Although much research

proprietary algorithm (Appendix III). There were two periods of data

has been done to capture the value of an accurate medication history in

collection: July 24, 2018, to August 22, 2018, and April 5, 2019, to May

reducing potential ADEs that result from medication discrepancies, we are

4, 2019. A total of 116 and 127 patient charts were sampled during the

unaware of any research that has been performed to identify the other

first and second periods of the study, respectively. A total convenience

1,4-6

benefits of an accurate medication history.

We hypothesise that these

sample of 243 patients were found to have at least one discordant

additional benefits may further improve patient management in the

medication over the 29-day duration of the study.

hospital setting.

The decision to request a questionnaire from an ED physician was at the
discretion of the RA, based on whether the identified discordant

Methods

medication had any known association with the presenting complaint.

Objectives

Medications that were not coded as discordant included non-prescription

The objectives of this pilot study were to identify:

medications (excluding acetaminophen [APAP] and non-steroidal

1. The proportion of patients where identified medication discordance

anti-inflammatory drugs [NSAIDs]), previous fills of a current medication,

led to a change in medical management.

and short-term therapies.

2. What the change in medical management was.

In the first period of the study, 92 questionnaires were forwarded to ED

3. The proportion of patients in whom medication discordance led to

physicians. During this period, the ED clinical pharmacist screened 32 of

the identification of an ADE.

the discordant medication cases and recommended forwarding 20
questionnaires to ED physicians. During the second period, the second RA

Study design

screened all 127 discordant medication cases and passed on 33

This pilot study was performed as a prospective cohort study. After a

questionnaires to ED physicians for completion. Screening performed by a

medication discordance had been identified from the BPMH, the research

pharmacist was added to the workflow in an attempt to decrease the

assistant (RA) asked ED physicians to complete a questionnaire about the

workload on ED physicians by only passing on the more relevant cases.

prospective management of the patient (Appendix I). An ADE was defined
as unintended harm to a patient due to taking or not taking a medication

Data collection

that subsequently led to a change in management. Determination of ADEs

Physicians were asked to return completed questionnaires. The RA

was performed retrospectively by the research team for cases in which

followed up to assess the patients’ emergency, accident, or short stay

physicians described a change in medical management. ADE identification

(EASS) records. EASS records are completed by ED physicians for all

was performed by two members of the research team independently, with

patients presenting to the ED, and include information such as presenting

discussion for any cases where there was disagreement.

complaint, past medical history, and final diagnosis. This information was
Volume 14: Number 1. 2021 | Page 21
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then entered into a proprietary Microsoft Excel database for the purposes

We identified ADEs in 19 of 21 patients (90%), with inter-rater

of this study.

agreement of 0.76. The majority of ADEs, 13 of 19 (68%), were due
to non-adherence.

Data analysis

In summary, 24% of the identified medication discordance cases were

Data analysis was performed for the following:

endorsed for a change in medical management. This change in

1. Proportion of patients in whom discordance led to a change in

medical management was due to the identification of the

management.
2. The change in patient management.

discordance. Furthermore, 28% of these medication discordances
were deemed to have some role in the patient’s ED presentation.

3. Proportion of patients in whom discordance led to the
identification of an ADE.

Discussion
Changes in medical management

The research team retrospectively evaluated cases where there was a

We found that the proportion of patients with at least one discordant

change in medical management in order to assess whether an ADE

medication was associated with a change in medical management in

was present. A difference in adjudication was resolved by discussion.

approximately 24% of patients. In the discordant medication cases

Inter-rater agreement was measured using Cohen’s Kappa.15

where ED physicians indicated a change in medical management, we
were able to characterise the nature of the changes, including

Results

regimen changes, consultation additions, and hospital admissions.

Over the course of 29 days, 243 patients had at least one discordant

An example of where identification of medication discordance was

medication identified via BPMH. Of the 243 cases, the decision to

associated with change in medical management was a 58-year-old

distribute questionnaires was made for 125 patients (51%). In the first

female who presented with weakness, light-headedness, and dizziness

period of the study, a total of 92 questionnaires were forwarded to ED

(patient 162). The ED physician documented no home medications.

physicians, from which 60 were completed (65% completion rate).

The pharmacist subsequently interviewed the patient and discovered

During the second period of the study, 33 questionnaires were placed

that the patient had taken metoprolol 50mg and enalapril 10mg,

on ED physicians’ charts, from which 28 were completed (85%

which were purchased overseas and not part of her PharmaNet

completion rate). The total completion rate for the entire study period

record. The patient was monitored and subsequently discharged with

was 70% (Table 1).

a final diagnosis of syncope secondary to medication. This case

From the 88 questionnaires that were returned, 21 cases (24%) were

highlights the benefit of an accurate medication history and

positively endorsed to have a change in medical management. In

dedicated pharmacy staff to take BPMHs in the ED. It can be

other words, ED physicians answered ‘Yes’ to question 1 of the

postulated that pharmacy staff have more time and training towards

questionnaire (Appendix I). These positive endorsements, broken

taking BPMHs, leading to higher quality BPMHs.

down by study period, are summarised in Table 2.
The second question of the questionnaire asked how likely it was that

Adverse drug events

the medication discordance would explain the patient’s presentation

Since ADEs were not determined prospectively, incidence of ADEs

(Appendix I). As shown in Table 3, 60 cases (72%) of identified

could not be determined in this study. This was not the purpose of

medication discordance were unlikely to have explained the patient’s

our study, as incidence and severity of ADEs in patients presenting to

presentation. Meanwhile, 23 cases (28%) of identified medication

the ED have been previously investigated by others.4,14,16 Instead, we

discordance were deemed possible, probable, or certain in explaining

retrospectively evaluated whether an ADE was represented in any of

the patient’s presentation (Table 3).

the 21 cases in which a change in medical management was

Furthermore, for those cases in which a change in medical

positively endorsed as a result of identification of a medication

management was endorsed, physicians were asked to describe the

discordance. We identified ADEs in 19 of those cases. This proportion

change in medical management (Appendix I, question 3). These

(90%) is much higher than those identified in previous studies.6,10 This

changes are detailed in Table 4, with at least five events relating to

is likely due to prior studies having reported ADEs in proportion to all

insulin dosing and management. Notably, a description of the change

identified discordant cases, as opposed to our much smaller

was not provided for one case (patient 41), and was therefore

proportion (21) of the total 243 discordant cases. Furthermore, the

omitted from Table 4.

definition of ADEs varies between reports. For example, ADEs
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Table 1: Proportion of returned questionnaires separated by study period.
Time period

Questionnaires distributed

Questionnaires completed

Completion rate

30 days

33

28

85%

32 days

92

60

65%

Total

125

88

70%

Table 2: ED physicians’ response to question #1 of questionnaire – will there be a change in medical management of
this patient due to this medication discordance? (Yes/No).
Time period

Questionnaires completed

Total number of positive endorsements

Positive endorsement rate

30 days

28

6

21%

32 days

60

15

25%

Total

88

21

24%

Table 3: ED physicians’ response to question #2 – could the medication discordance explain the patient’s presentation today?
Unlikely

Possible

Probable

Certain

60

12

5

6

Table 4: ED physicians’ response to question #3 – if yes to question 1, what was the change in management provided?
Patient
number

Change in medical management responses from questionnaire

5

Advised pt to f/u w/GP re: bp control, stroke/TIA prevention

8

Psych consultation and admission

11

Admission, IV Abx, antipsychotic drugs

15

No change in medication; may have changed medication if unaware of medication discordance

20

Decrease oxazepam to as prescription and discuss w/GP asap; decrease fluticasone to 250mg BID

31

Change in insulin regimen

46

Admission to pain control

49

Admission and treatment for OD, Narcan given

79

ED visit, internal med consultation, furosemide was taken for 14 days or so as per BPMH form

80

Increased hydromorphone leads to confusion (also secondary to sepsis)  admit to hospital

90

Warfarin to start at 2mg daily when INR <4

95

Avoidance of intravenous AV nodal agents

116

Uncertain time of taking insulin  hypoglycaemia gave D10W

124

Change in insulin regimen

133

Will decrease insulin

134

Vitamin K and hold warfarin

137

Pt presented with severe DKA because GP stopped insulin cold turkey one month ago and told
pt “you’re becoming resistant to insulin”. Pt is type 1 diabetic

149

Restarted meds

162

D/C metoprolol

171

Presented with TIA/stroke. Antihypertensive medications/BP control essential including med selection
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resulting from over-the-counter medications may be included as an
ADE in some reports but not in others, such as our study.

16

was a qualified pharmacist, and was able to screen all of the cases
before forwarding to ED physicians. Less than half were screened in

It is important to note that, although the ADE itself could have been

the first period. Pharmacist screening may have introduced selection

identified by the ED physician without the aid of pharmacy staff, the

bias, which also limits the generalisability of our findings. Some

discordance information yielded from the BPMH still assisted in the

questionnaires were subject to recall bias as they were completed

management of these cases. An example of this is a 91-year-old

days after the original ED presentation. Delayed completion may have

female (patient 133) who presented with trauma associated with

led to decreased number of positive endorsements due to difficulty in

insulin-related hypoglycaemia. As part of her care, the ED physician

recalling the case.

adjusted the patient’s insulin dosage. Without the BPMH, the ED

We acknowledge that some cases of discordance should be easily

physician would have correctly identified this ADE. However, the

identified by the ED physician and would not necessarily benefit from

BPMH revealed that this patient was already taking an insulin dose

a pharmacy staff member taking a BPMH. A re-analysis where these

lower than what is stated on PharmaNet. Thanks to the BPMH, the ED

cases are removed may be appropriate. Identification of these cases,

physician knew to decrease the insulin dosage even further.

however, may be difficult. This is because the likelihood of an ED
physician requiring a BPMH to identify the link between a medication

Limitations

discordance and the presenting complaint is subjective.

We have noted the limitations of our study, including completion rate
and study design. Suboptimal questionnaire completion rate

Future research

contributed to an inadequate sample size. In our determination of

Future research related to this study may include an expert panel

sample size, we needed at least 96 questionnaires to achieve a

review of select medication discordance cases and potential effect on

standard error of ≤5% based our assumption of 60% positive

the medical management of patients. A different study design may be

17

endorsement for a change in medical management. The proportion

more appropriate due to the low frequency of cases in which

of medication discordance cases that are associated with a change in

medication discordance was associated with a change in medical

medical management is not known; therefore, a sample of n≥100

management, as well as the time demand placed on clinicians to

17

would have been more appropriate.

There were many factors

evaluate each case. It may be more efficient to gather clinically

contributing to the low completion rate, including low priority with

important medication discordant cases prospectively by routine care

respect to patient care, high workload in the ED, and time required to

providers. This would allow for recruitment of a larger sample size to

complete the questionnaire.

capture a wider range of cases that are known to present in routine

Although questionnaire completion rate improved to 85% during the

practice. Instead of relying on ED physicians to complete

second period of the study, medically relevant medication

questionnaires, discordant cases would be reviewed by an

discordance cases were not always captured. One example is a

adjudication panel. This panel could also factor in the likelihood of the

90-year-old male who presented with general weakness (patient

ED physician relying on the BPMH to reveal the discordance, as this

231). According to his PharmaNet profile, he was taking

was a potential limitation in our current design.

hydrochlorothiazide as needed. However, the BPMH revealed that he

One study found that early ADE identification through BPMH led to

was instead taking it every day. The ED physician discontinued the

reduced length of hospital stay among adults under 80 years old.18

hydrochlorothiazide, which would have qualified as a positive

Given our preliminary findings of the potential relationship between

endorsement. However, the questionnaire was not completed, so it

medication discordance and ADEs, it would be interesting to explore

was only categorised as a discordant case.

whether early identification of medication discordance could aid in

Furthermore, because convenience sampling was used, we cannot

identifying an ADE.

infer that the 24% of medication discordance cases that resulted in a
change in medical management is reflective of the true incidence. It

Conclusion

might have been more appropriate to approximate the baseline rate

In this study, BPMHs were taken by pharmacy staff for cases

as number of positive endorsements divided by the total number of

presenting to the ED. Of the cases in which at least one discordant

discordant cases. However, doing so would introduce the assumption

medication was identified, 24% were associated with a change in

that incomplete questionnaires equated to a negative endorsement,

medical management. Changes in medical management included

which would be erroneous. In the second period of the study, the RA

admission to hospital, consultation with specialty health services, and
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modification of medication orders. For the patients in which a change
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Patient positioning for
subclavian central venous
catheter placement

Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland Student Medical Journal 2021; 1: 26-31.

Abstract
Central venous catheterisation is commonly performed at the subclavian vein for resuscitative
measures as well as long-term drug administration. Catheterisation at this site may be beneficial
in many patients and preferred over internal jugular vein catheterisation and femoral vein
catheterisation. However, subclavian vein catheterisation is considered a blind procedure, even
with the use of ultrasound, and it would benefit from patient positioning and manoeuvres that
increase the cross-sectional area of the vein and aid in landmark identification. Assessment of
these parameters and their degree of change with different patient positioning and manoeuvres
was conducted via review of the existing literature. Based on this review, no single patient
position or manoeuvre was reliably identified to provide significant change in these parameters
Emily Kindall

and increase catheterisation success rates. However, this paper outlines the different aspects of

RCSI medical student

patient positioning for performing subclavian vein catheterisation and how they may affect
cannulation success. Further investigative studies are required to determine the single optimal
patient position to support subclavian vein catheterisation.
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Introduction

this location.2 Even with the use of US, SCV catheterisation is considered

A central venous catheter, also known as a central line, is a catheter

a blind procedure as the SCV is deeper than the IJV, non-palpable, and is

placed in large central veins such as the subclavian vein (SCV), internal

obstructed by the bony structures of the clavicle and the first rib on US

jugular vein (IJV), or femoral vein (FV) in order to gain venous access in

imaging. Further, SCV catheterisation may also be associated with

critically ill patients. Specifically, central venous catheterisation is

serious complications, including pneumothorax and arterial puncture.

performed if peripheral veins are inaccessible, if rapid fluid resuscitation

The use of US-guided insertion greatly mitigates these risks, but patient

is required, when vasoactive drugs (such as norepinephrine) or

positioning and manoeuvres to increase cross-sectional area (CSA) or

hypertonic solutions are administered, or when specialised treatment

venous pressure may promote successful cannulation and may further

1

such as haemodialysis is needed. Although the IJV is the most common

decrease the incidence of these complications.2,3

site for central venous catheterisation, the SCV is also widely used.2 SCV
catheterisation, as compared to IJV catheterisation, is thought to be
better for long-term catheter placement due to easier wound care and
dressing, lower infection rate, and increased patient comfort with less
restriction of shoulder movement.2 In addition, the SCV has the added
benefit of staying patent when a patient is hypovolaemic due to
surrounding anatomical relations to firm connective tissue structures.

A central venous catheter is a catheter placed
in large central veins such as the subclavian
vein (SCV), internal jugular vein (IJV), or
femoral vein (FV) in order to gain venous
access in critically ill patients.

Typically, the right SCV is preferred to the left to avoid damaging the

Positioning

thoracic duct; however, both sides may be suitable for venous access.

Classically, patients are positioned supine or in Trendelenburg (Tburg)

Further, SCV catheterisation may be achieved through two different

position with their head turned away from the puncture site and a

approaches: infraclavicular and supraclavicular. The infraclavicular

saline bag or rolled sheet placed along the spine between the

approach is better suited for a landmark-guided technique, as the

scapulae to retract the shoulders. However, the clinical benefit of this

relationship between the SCV and the clavicle is more constant at this

positioning is frequently challenged and is not shown to provide the

site.2 The supraclavicular approach, though it poses an increased risk of

optimal CSA of the vein to facilitate successful cannulation.4

pneumothorax, is better suited for an ultrasound (US)-guided technique

Alternative positions and Tburg that affect SCV catheterisation are

as the vein is in closer proximity to the skin and has a larger diameter in

outlined in Table 1.

Table 1: Summary of positions reviewed.
Disadvantages

Advantages

Position
Elevation

• Unfavourable for landmark-guided insertion

• Lifts vein off clavicle

Depression (caudal traction)

• Close to underside of clavicle

• Favourable for landmark-guided insertion

• Decreased overlap of vein and artery

Shoulders
Retraction

• Close to underside of clavicle

• Excess retraction may compress SCV

• Lowers deltoid prominence for workspace
Protraction

• Unfavourable for landmark-guided insertion

• Lifts vein off clavicle

Contralateral rotation

• Decreased contamination

• Obtuse angle between SCV and IJV with risk of malposition

• Decreased patient anxiety
Head

Ipsilateral rotation

• Acute angle between SCV and IJV with
decreased risk of malposition

Abduction

• Vein superficial to skin

• Risk of contamination
• Increased patient anxiety
• Not well studied

• Increased CSA

Arm

• Increased US visibility
15º Tburg

Valsalva

• Increases CSA by 9.1%

• Increase in CSA not as clinically significant compared to IJV

• Decreased risk of air embolism

Tburg
Passive leg raise

• If Tburg not well tolerated

• Less distension than normal Tburg

Valsalva

• Decreased venous return causing increased distension

• Increase in CSA not as clinically significant compared to IJV

Full expiration + PEEP

• Increased distance between vein and parietal pleura

• Requires ventilator support
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Shoulder position
Shoulder positioning is the single most important factor that

complications.9 However, another study has indicated that caudal

influences the SCV position. Shoulder positions include elevation,

traction results in an 8.1% higher incidence of catheter malposition in

depression, retraction, protraction, and neutral. Each position alters

the IJV.10 Nonetheless, caudal traction may still be favourable when

the vein (Figure 1):

5

the patient is placed in Tburg in an attempt to compensate for the
gravitational tendency of the shoulder to assume an elevated position

• elevated shoulder position (shrugging) is shown to lift the vein off

at a head down angle.

the clavicle and shift the point of intersection more medially along

Shoulder position in paediatrics is not well explored. According to one

the clavicle;

study, neutral shoulder position gives the greatest CSA when

• depressed shoulder position brings the vein closer to the underside

combined with a neutral head position.5 Another study advocates for

of the clavicle, may decrease the degree of overlap between the

caudal traction during supraclavicular SCV catheterisation, citing that

vein and artery, and decreases the angle (making it more acute)

it increases the longitudinal view of the SCV under US by 33-39%.11

between the SCV and the brachiocephalic vein;
• retraction of the shoulder increases the area of contact between
the SCV and the underside of the clavicle and lowers the deltoid
prominence, allowing for more working space. Excess retraction,
however, leads to compression of the vein between the clavicle
and the first rib; and,
• protraction of the shoulder lifts the vein away from the clavicle.

As caudal traction has also been
shown to bring the vein closer to the
underside of the clavicle, it has
been explored in another study
alongside retraction.

In classic positioning with a rolled sheet or saline bag placed between
the scapulae, the shoulders are in a retracted position. The retracted
position is advantageous in that it lowers the deltoid prominence,
allowing for more room to perform the procedure, and brings the

Depression

Elevation

vein closer to the underside of the clavicle, which is favourable in a
landmark-guided insertion as the clavicle is used as a reference.6
Neutral

However, too much retraction can cause the vein to be compressed
against the clavicle, reducing its CSA.

4,6-8

As caudal traction has also

been shown to bring the vein closer to the underside of the clavicle,
it has been explored in another study alongside retraction.6,9

Retraction

Protraction

Application of caudal traction may increase the distance between the

FIGURE 1: Five shoulder positions for subclavian vein catheterisation: depression,

vein and the artery by 3.1mm, further reducing the risk of

elevation, neutral, retraction, and protraction.5
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Head position

Arm position

Head positioning and its effects on SCV catheterisation are not well

With a further deviation from classical positioning, some studies have

established. Head positions include: contralateral, neutral, or ipsilateral

looked at the effect of arm abduction on SCV catheterisation. At a

3

(Figure 2). The classical positioning with the head turned away from

neutral arm position the artery may overlap the vein when viewed on

the site of insertion has notable benefits: decreased risk of

longitudinal US.16 One study shows that abduction of the arm may

contamination; reduced patient anxiety about the procedure; and,

bring the vein more superficial to the skin, increase the SCV CSA, and

4,7

However, turning the head away from the

increase SCV visibility on US-guided catheterisation.17 In addition, arm

site of insertion has also been found to increase the angle (making it

abduction has been shown to increase the CSA of the axillary vein,

increased CSA of the vein.

7

more obtuse) between the SCV and the IJV. This effect may increase the

aiding in a lateral/axillary infraclavicular approach.18 However, when

risk of catheter malposition into the IJV.7 Turning the head towards the

trialled against neutral arm position, arm abduction was not found to

insertion site has not been well studied, except in a select few paediatric

improve the rate of success in catheter placement.19 A paediatric

trials, and it may compromise the work space to perform the

study assessing the effect of arm abduction on supraclavicular SCV

procedure.12,13 A neutral head position has not been found to decrease

catheterisation found that there was a 31-39% decrease in

CSA, although it may decrease risk of catheter malposition; as such, it

longitudinal length of the SCV viewed on US (Figure 3).11

may be the preferred head position in adults.7,14
In contrast to adult studies, there have been paediatric publications that
have studied the SCV catheterisation success rate when turning the head
towards the insertion site. One study cites a success rate of 77.8% with
the head turned towards the insertion site as compared to a success rate
of 72.2% with the head turned away from the insertion site.12 The same
study looked at the effect of tilting the head towards the insertion site

In contrast to adult studies, there
have been paediatric publications that
have studied the SCV catheterisation
success rate when turning the head
towards the insertion site.

after the finder needle had located the vein (before inserting the

Valsalva

guidewire) in an effort to combat issues of limited work space when the

The Valsalva manoeuvre is performed by forcefully exhaling against a

12

head is turned towards the insertion site during cannulation. Tilting the

closed glottis. This increases intrathoracic pressure and reduces

head, rather than turning it, was found to decrease the risk of

venous return. Similar to Tburg, the Valsalva manoeuvre has minimal

malposition into the IJV, with a success rate of 91.7% in children less than

effect on the CSA of the SCV as compared to the IJV.3,20 This is once

one year old.12 The risk of malposition is greater in young children as the

again due to the fact that the SCV is surrounded by firm connective

conformation of the SCV differs compared to adults; in paediatrics the

tissue structures. Other respiratory manoeuvres such as full expiration

vein is more cephalad and the angle between the SCV and the

have also been explored as a way to increase the distance between

brachiocephalic vein is more acute. With age, the vein trends down

the SCV and the pleura to decrease the risk of pneumothorax.21 In

towards the adult conformation. Another paediatric study found that a

adult studies, this manoeuvre has not been found to significantly

5,15

neutral head position facilitated an increase in CSA by 0.39cm.

Contralateral

affect the vein’s distance from the parietal pleura. However, an

Neutral

Neutral

Abduction

Ipsilateral
FIGURE 2: Head positions for subclavian vein catheterisation: contralateral, neutral,

FIGURE 3: Two arm positions for subclavian vein catheterisation: neutral and

or ipsilateral.3

abduction.11
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extensive paediatric study by Jang and colleagues in 2013

Trendelenburg

documented the effects of full expiration and positive end-expiratory

Tburg positioning is not as effective in distending the SCV as the IJV

pressure (PEEP) on distance from the parietal pleura, both from an

due to the connective tissue surrounding the SCV. Several studies cite

infraclavicular and supraclavicular approach.22 Although full

that Tburg does not increase CSA to a level of clinical significance.15,20

expiration or PEEP were not found to increase the distance from the

However, Tburg position may still cause slight distension of the SCV

parietal pleura in an infraclavicular approach enough to be clinically

and significantly increase the CSA in hypovolaemic patients.4,23,24 One

significant, it was shown that full expiration and PEEP may increase

study shows that a 15º Tburg position may increase the vein’s

the distance from the parietal pleura in a supraclavicular approach

diameter by 9.1% compared to a neutral supine position.23

enough to be clinically significant.

Additionally, Tburg is considered standard practice, when tolerable by
the patient, in an effort to decrease the 1.2 in 1000 risk of air
embolism.20 When Tburg position is not tolerable by the patient,

SCV catheterisation, although a common
site for central venous catheterisation,
is associated with serious complications
such as pneumothorax and
arterial puncture.

passive leg elevation may be used to achieve the same effect to a
lesser extent (venous pooling only from the lower limb in leg
elevation rather than from the lower and upper limb in Tburg)
(Figure 4).25

Conclusion
SCV catheterisation, although a common site for central venous
catheterisation, is associated with serious complications such as
pneumothorax and arterial puncture. Optimal patient positioning to
decrease the risk of these complications would, in theory, accomplish
the following: increase the CSA of the vein; increase the distance
between the vein and artery; increase the distance between the vein

Neutral
Trendelenburg

and pleura; bring the vein more superficial to the skin; and, belay the
incidence of catheter mispositioning into the IJV. However, no single
patient position has been shown to achieve all of these parameters.
Further investigation is still warranted in this area in pursuit of the best

Passive Leg Raise

positioning. For now, based on the current literature, it can be
concluded that patient positioning for SCV catheterisation must be

FIGURE 4: Three degrees of Trendelenburg positioning: neutral, Trendelenburg, or
passive leg raise.25
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Robotic transabdominal
cerclage: where have
we reached?

Abstract
Recent technological development of the da Vinci robot provides an alternative treatment for
cervical insufficiency. A transabdominal procedure is normally done for patients with abnormal
cervical anatomy, such as a shortened or damaged cervix, or a failed transvaginal cerclage.
Robot-assisted transabdominal cerclage may be a better option for patients, both pre and post
conception, and those with additional comorbidities such as obesity and endometriosis. With
continuous improvement to both machinery and robotics training, this approach may become
a standard alternative to laparoscopy or laparotomy. Compared to either procedure, the robotic
approach has been shown to be favourable and has demonstrated its efficacy. This review was
done to evaluate evidence of superiority in robot-assisted transabdominal cerclage in
comparison to the current best practice.
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland Student Medical Journal 2021; 1: 32-36.

Introduction

abnormalities.3

Based on The American College of Obstetricians

pregnancy, a history of preterm birth at fewer than

and Gynecologists guidelines, cervical cerclage is

34 weeks of gestation, and a short cervical length

the

recommended

treatment

for

Women

with

a

singleton

cervical

(less than 25mm) before 24 weeks of gestation are

insufficiency.1 Cervical insufficiency is defined as

recommended to undergo cervical cerclage. The

painless dilation of the cervix during pregnancy,

gold standard surgical route for cerclage is via a

which can result in bulging and subsequent

transvaginal approach.4,5 Patients with a short,

2

Celine Sooknarine

1

rupture of membranes. Potential risk factors that

deformed, scarred, or absent cervix, however, are

Vitallia Sooknarine

1

may predispose women to cervical insufficiency

unable to undergo transvaginal cerclage and,

RCSI medical student

include traumatic delivery complications, previous

hence, would benefit from a transabdominal

cervical

or

procedure.6,7 Additionally, women who have

exposure-related

experienced a previously unsuccessful transvaginal

1

surgery,

diethylstilbesterol
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and
(DES)

congenital
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cerclage can also benefit from this approach.7,8 Open laparotomy or
laparoscopy have been the mainstay approaches for transabdominal
cerclage. The da Vinci robot offers an alternative to these procedures,
with a level of precision greater than that of a laparoscopy, and a level
of invasiveness less than an open laparotomy.3 It was first approved in
2000 by the United States Food and Drug Administration for general
laparoscopic surgery.3 The da Vinci robot is composed of three
sections: a three-dimensional high-definition vision system, a
surgeon-controlled console, and a patient-side cart consisting of three
or four robotic arms that carry out the surgeon’s commands.9 The
robotic arms consist of the camera and the EndoWrist Instruments,
each carrying out a specific function.
It wasn’t until 2005 that this robotic surgical system was approved for
gynaecologic laparoscopic surgery.3 Previously, robotic procedures
were solely performed by surgeons with advanced laparoscopic skills.
The creation of the da Vinci robot for the use of gynaecologic surgery
has permitted the use of robot-assisted laparoscopic procedures by

FIGURE 1: Robotic surgical port placement on the abdomen of a pregnant

surgeons of all skill levels.10 In 2007, the first robotic-assisted

patient.10

abdominal cerclage was successfully placed using the da Vinci robot

through which the required surgical instruments can be introduced

in a 39-year-old female patient by robotic surgeon Dr Larry Barmat.3

(Figure 1).12 Some surgeons may also introduce a 12mm fourth port

This paper will focus on a detailed comparison between the da Vinci

site in an upper quadrant for use of a suction irrigator and for the

approach to cervical cerclage and other transabdominal cerclage

passage of the suture.11,13 Once the port placements and the

procedures such as laparoscopic and laparotomic techniques.

introduction of surgical instruments to the abdominal cavity are
complete, the robot can be docked onto the patient by attaching the

The creation of the da Vinci robot
for the use of gynaecologic surgery
has permitted the use of robot-assisted
laparoscopic procedures by surgeons
of all skill levels.

remainder of the trochars to the arms of the da Vinci robot. When this
docking process is completed, the surgeon can then begin via the
remote console. This console allows the surgeon to view the cavity in
high definition and manoeuvre the right and left arms of the robot.12
The vesicouterine peritoneum is incised with either an ultrasonic
scalpel or monopolar sheers to create a bladder flap.11 The incision is
then dissected laterally to expose the uterine vessels, and extended

Procedure

onto the posterior aspect of the uterus. This is done medial to the

Cervical cerclage is done under general anaesthesia with the patient

uterine vessels and superior to the uterosacral ligament.13 At this

in the dorsal lithotomy position. The patient is also catheterised to

point, some surgeons may use a transvaginal ultrasound to assist in

allow for continuous bladder drainage.11 Firstly, a Veress needle is

cerclage placement. This is done to give the surgeon better

introduced through a small midline incision, commonly above the

visualisation of the area, and allow for better manipulation of the

umbilicus into the abdomen. This allows for the passage of gas into

cervix for improved accuracy of the placement. A nonabsorbable

the abdomen to create a pneumoperitoneum. The Veress needle is

suture, such as Mersilene tape, is then used for cervical cerclage.11 The

then removed and the incision site is widened to allow for the passage

two needles attached to the tape are passed through the left and

of a 12mm trochar. This trochar is then attached to the optical arm of

right

the da Vinci robot. Subsequently, an endoscope is passed through the

anterior-to-posterior or posterior-to-anterior direction, depending on

trochar and is also docked to this arm allowing for visualisation of the

desired knot placement.12 The surgeon then ties the suture around

cavity. Once visualised, the additional laparoscopic ports into the

the cervix and secures it with six knots. The tape may then be sutured

abdomen can be made. Two ports are created bilaterally in the lower

using 2-0 silk to the lower uterine segment to prevent bladder erosion

quadrants at about 10cm apart, each containing 8mm trochars

and allow for easier identification in the subsequent C-section.11

sides

of

the

cervico-isthmic

junction

in

either

an
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FIGURE 2: Posterior knot placement in a pre-conceptional uterus using laparoscopic

FIGURE 3: Anterior knot placement in a post-conceptional uterus using laparoscopic

tools for knot tying.20

tools for knot tying.20

Comparison to common best practice
Evidence, thus far, has suggested that robot-assisted cerclage may

However, this was contradicted in other studies, stating that

be superior to laparotomy and even laparoscopic approaches due

robot-assisted abdominal cerclage resulted in an increase in cost.18

to some notable advantages. Compared to a conventional

One factor that may contribute to these increased costs is the surgical

laparoscopic approach, robotic-assisted transabdominal cerclage

time of robotic approaches compared to laparoscopy.2 It was found

has better 3D visualisation and instrumentation.

14

This allows for

that the median procedure time of the robotic approach was between

increased precision, more secure knot placement, and improved

157 and 159.5 minutes, whereas the laparoscopic approach had a

haemostasis.15 The robotic approach is preferred over the

median time between 52 and 55 minutes.2 This increased time,

laparoscopic approach in patients post conception as it involves less

however, may be related to a steep learning curve in addition to the

manipulation of the uterus and has the ability to manoeuvre around

time required to dock the robot onto the patient. As longer surgeries

a larger uterus.16 Less manipulation of the uterus has been shown to

are more expensive, a reduced surgical time would make the

15

decrease the risk of foetal morbidity.

Decreased bleeding, less

cost–benefit ratio more favourable. More in-depth, long-term audits

postoperative pain, decreased risk of adhesion development,

can provide further clarity on the inconsistency of costs, such as

improved tremor control, and improved dexterity are also associated

studies accounting for the time required by surgeons to learn how to

with a robotic approach compared to the laparoscopic approach.

5,17

operate the machine.2 These would allow hospitals to better evaluate

A potential decrease in morbidity to the mother is another notable

cost–benefit ratios and make an informed decision on whether they

benefit since the number of open surgical procedures is decreased

should invest in this new technology.

when compared to a laparotomy.15 Traditionally, a laparotomic
transabdominal cerclage requires two open procedures: the
laparotomy to insert the cerclage, and a C-section at the time of
delivery. With the robotic approach, patients only have to undergo a
C-section.15 Moreover, the robotic approach was associated with
shorter hospital stays, less pain, and fewer complications compared to

One factor that may contribute to these
increased costs is the surgical time
of robotic approaches compared
to laparoscopy.

laparotomies.15
When evaluating the cost-effectiveness of da Vinci compared to other

Patient cohorts

approaches, researchers have struggled to obtain a definitive

As mentioned briefly above, robot-assisted transabdominal cerclage

conclusion. For example, the costs were found to be comparable in a

can be used either pre or post conception. Pre-conception cervical

case series that was published by the Journal of Robotic Surgery.15

cerclage minimises the risk of increased bleeding and provides
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optimal exposure to the surgical site. Conducting this procedure prior

operative field, allowing for better suturing precision during cerclage

11

placement.25 Another improvement made to the robotic approach is

Previously, it was a concern that a pre-conception cerclage could

the use of indocyanine green dye with the near-infrared camera

cause cervical stenosis and reduce fertility; however, there is evidence

system that was incorporated in the da Vinci robot in 2010.26 This

suggesting that placement of cerclage before conception does not

allows for the comparison of high-contrast vessels and low-contrast

to conception eliminates the potential injury to the foetus.

19

In a pre-conceptional implantation,

tissue visualised by the near-infrared light.2 This allows surgeons to

the knot is placed posteriorly, allowing for vaginal delivery if the

better visualise and identify the vascular anatomy in surgery. Of note,

patient experiences first trimester loss or the need for mid-second

placental transfer of the dye was not noted during visualisation of the

negatively affect fertility rates.

20,21

trimester delivery.

Posterior knot placement in a pre-conception

vasculature.26 This is important as indocyanine green dye is classified

uterus is shown in Figure 2.

as pregnancy category C, meaning it is unknown whether it will cause

Post-conceptional cervical cerclage is best conducted during late first

foetal harm.27

trimester to early second trimester, as there is a reduced risk of

Another development to reduce the risk encountered by highly

miscarriage in comparison to earlier in the gestation.19 Cerclage

vascularised regions is the use of a ‘needleless’ technique.22 This

placement later in the second trimester is unsuitable due to the

involves the creation of an avascular tunnel at the level of the

increased size of the uterus, making for a challenging procedure with

cervico-isthmic junction, either to the left or right of it, between the

19

more complications. In post-conceptional women, the knot is placed

ascending and descending branches of the uterine artery. Rather than

anteriorly due to the increased difficulty in getting to the patient’s

positioning the tape using a needle to pierce through the tissue at this

posterior cul de sac; reperitonisation is then necessary.20,22 Anterior knot

location, blunt dissection is performed in order to create the tunnel.

placement in a post-conceptional uterus is shown in Figure 3.

The tape is then directed through the tunnel to the opposite side of

Robotic transabdominal cerclage may be the answer in complex cases

the uterus. Another window is created at the opposing side of the

such as morbidly obese patients and those suffering from

cervico-isthmic junction through which the tape is passed so that

endometriosis. In the case of a morbidly obese patient, this procedure

both free ends are on the same side of the uterus. The tape is then

was particularly useful as it allowed for better visualisation compared

knotted and cerclage is successfully completed.28

to traditional surgical methods.18,23 Additionally, due to the nature of

The use of a vaginal fornices delineator, the Koh Cup, has been found

the procedure, the potential for the treatment of associated

to be beneficial to this procedure.2 Two ringed forceps clamps were

pathologies, specifically endometriosis, is available. For example,

placed at the base of the Koh Cup, which encircled the cervix. This

while the surgeon is in the cavity for the transabdominal cerclage,

allowed for manipulation without disruption of the cervical canal.2 By

they can also remove endometriomas, reducing the need for a

delineating the vaginal fornices, the Koh Cup was used as a guide to

separate surgical procedure. Robotic-assisted transabdominal

enhance visualisation of the inferior borders of the cervix.29 This

cerclage was found to be successful in women with advanced-stage

allowed for a safer surgical outcome as ureter and uterine vessel

endometriosis with minimal blood loss and no significant

identification was reportedly increased.29

complications.24

Conclusion
Challenges and developments

Robot-assisted transabdominal cerclage is a promising surgical

Given the novelty of this robotic procedure, challenges are inevitable.

procedure for patients who are not suitable for transvaginal cerclage

It can be difficult to access parts of the uterus due to its enlarged size,

placement. Being a relatively new procedure, there is a need for more

2

investigation to ascertain its superiority both in terms of patients’

Increased vascularisation increases the risk for haemorrhage and

health benefits and cost benefits for hospitals. Further research,

manoeuvring the uterus can be particularly tricky without the use of

particularly randomised controlled trials, would provide further clarity

a specific manipulation tool for uteruses.2 These challenges, however,

on its position as a better alternative to laparoscopy or laparotomy.2

are being addressed through the development of surgical techniques

It is important to identify the limitations of this approach in certain

and instruments discussed below.

patient cohorts, such as those with significant comorbidities or other

The use of transvaginal ultrasound improves visualisation during the

genitourinary diseases. As surgeons continue to improve their surgical

procedure. By using the ‘TilePro multi-input’ setting on the da Vinci

skills using da Vinci, this procedure may prove to one day be the new

robot, surgeons can view both real-time and ultrasound images of the

gold standard approach to transabdominal cerclage.

its softness, or its increased vascularisation during pregnancy.
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Into the future: how artificial
intelligence is shaping
precision medicine

Abstract
The advent of artificial intelligence (AI) has revolutionised the field of precision medicine. The
ability of AI to characterise tumours based on their biomarkers has the potential for earlier
detection of genetic mutations associated with malignancies. Improvements in variant calling,
defined as the ability to identify single nucleotide polymorphisms in genes, and variant
prediction, the process of distinguishing benign and pathological variants, can contribute to
the development of pharmacotherapies that target tumour cells with more specificity. The
technology, however, is only as valuable as the way in which it is managed. Causal inference is
defined as the ability to identify and prioritise associations in order to help guide effective
clinical decisions. The success of a treatment regime can be predicted by AI based on an analysis
of genetic background; however, this may not reflect clinical evidence of associations between
patients with said gene profiles and subsequent treatment responses. Thus, it is imperative to
view these advancements in AI as a clinical aid, rather than a singular prediction tool that can
replace the role of a physician. Lastly, AI’s incorporation in medicine should also address
Evani Patel
RCSI medical student

technical challenges such as bias and explainability, and grapple with growing ethical
obligations to privacy and patient autonomy.
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland Student Medical Journal 2021; 1: 37-43.
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Introduction
Medical research has increasingly shifted towards the development of
computer programs focusing on early detection of genetic alterations,

Personalised medicine

such as point mutations and chromosomal translocations that are
associated with malignancies. Characterisation of tumour biomarkers
ultimately leads to the identification of genetic variants that serve as

Genomic screening

actionable therapeutic targets and can respond to targeted therapy.1,2
These actionable targets include mutations in key signal transduction,
metabolic or cell cycle pathways, or DNA rearrangements that
produce fusion proteins.3 The discovery of new targets and

Cancer-associated
mutations

Discovery phase
Bench side

underlying mutations at earlier stages helps to predict patient
susceptibility to disease and tolerance to specific medications,
ultimately shifting the focus of care from reaction towards prevention.

Drug discovery,
targeted inhibitors

This encourages clinicians to create customisable disease prevention
and treatment alternatives and, in doing so, navigates away from

Patient selection
(diagnostics)

evidence-based medicine’s ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach and offers

Diagnostic phase
Bed side

increasingly customisable healthcare in the form of precision
medicine.4 Precision medicine is defined as treatment that is targeted
to the needs of a patient based on their unique genetic, phenotypic,

Effective drug delivery
to pathologic cells
Discovery phase
Bench side

or psychosocial characteristics (Figure 1).5,6

Development of
companion diagnostics

Next-generation sequencing in precision medicine
Small molecular inhibitors
Precision medicine requires the development of modalities that can

FIGURE 1: Precision medicine pipeline from bench to bedside.2

sequence large sections of the genome using high-throughput DNA
sequencing. Over the years, developments have led to the advent of

tyrosine kinases and have narrow ranges of action when used

next-generation sequencing (NGS), a type of discovery platform that

alongside chemotherapy agents.2 Due to their specific modes of

sequences

proteomics,

action, SMIs can elicit synergistic responses with chemotherapy by

known

genomes

metabolomics,

and

to

analyse

interplay

transcriptomics,

with

as

specifically blocking signalling cascades that would lead to

‘panomics’.2,7 NGS is unique as it captures a broad spectrum of

collectively

chemoresistance if treated with mono-chemotherapy alone.10 One

mutations with high sensitivity, resolution, and coverage. Many

example is the use of the SMI MK-2206, a protein kinase B inhibitor,

prognostic markers have been identified using NGS mutation panels.

which has demonstrated improved tumour regression in non-small

One such example is the acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) biomarker,

cell lung cancer cell lines when used with chemotherapy agents in

FMS-like tyrosine kinase 3 (FLT3), which is listed by the World Health

vivo as opposed to mono-chemotherapy alone.10 Thus, the

Organisation (WHO) as an internal tandem duplication that

identification of druggable, actionable targets with the use of

8

sophisticated platforms like NGS can lead to the development of SMIs

Routine screening for FLT3 mutations has been recommended since

that potentiate chemotherapeutic agents, improve drug response,

2010 in order to prompt clinicians to consider medications that target

and target tumour pathogenesis.

significantly improves clinical outcomes when targeted with therapy.

FLT3 mutations, such as quizartinib. In 2018, a non-randomised study
conducted across 76 hospitals in the United States, Canada, and

How AI has addressed gaps in precision medicine

Europe found that patients with relapsed or refractory AML with an

The advent of precision medicine has introduced the challenge of

FLT3 mutation achieved substantially greater overall response and

interpreting large quantities of genetic information. Deep learning

composite complete remission rate when administered quizartinib, as

technologies, which consist of a subset of artificial intelligence (AI)

9

opposed to patients with no FLT3 mutation. These medications are

algorithms that recognise patterns within a dataset, hold promise in

known as small molecular inhibitors (SMIs), drugs that target receptor

addressing
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Deep

learning

makes

predictions

using
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interconnected networks and rules, enabling identification of novel

variants based on a comparison to a reference genome, which

biomarkers and therapeutic targets. In healthcare, where NGS has

analyses NGS data to identify SNPs and indels in germline DNA.

successfully identified prognostic markers that aid in clinical

DeepVariant is able to call the highest number of variants when

decision-making and diagnoses, deep learning can assist in two ways:

compared to GATK with the highest amount of true positive calls and

variant calling accuracy; and, augmenting variant prediction.

11

the lowest amount of false negative calls, rendering it a more precise
variant caller.14 This is due to the tool’s ability to learn statistical

Characterisation of tumour biomarkers
ultimately leads to the identification
of genetic variants that serve as
actionable therapeutic targets and
can respond to targeted therapy.

relationships between variants and true genotype calls with increasing
use, thus making more precise decisions when identifying SNPs with
more training. While methodologies that incorporate DeepVariant
into clinical practice have yet to be developed, improvements to
variant calling with NGS data in the setting of precision medicine
highlights the potential value of AI technologies.

Variant calling
Variant calling is the process of identifying single nucleotide

Variant prediction

polymorphisms (SNPs), or small insertions and deletions, from large

Beyond characterising genomic variants, an even larger challenge in

quantities of pre-existing NGS data. Google’s AI tool, DeepVariant, is

precision medicine is being able to distinguish between benign and

one such example.12 Genomic data received through NGS are

pathological variants. Similar to DeepVariant, deleterious annotation of

scanned by multiple machine learning (ML) algorithms within

genetic variants using neural networks (DANN) utilises a series of

DeepVariant to call for variants. Understanding genetic variants is the

computational neural networks, which are hidden layers between input

crux of precision medicine insofar as it provides geneticists with

and output for abstraction in order to model complex relationships

information about the variation and frequency of alleles, and insight

between variables, to identify pathogenic variants in DNA. A 2015

into disease progression.13 DeepVariant outperforms the current

study demonstrated a 19% reduction in error when identifying

industry standard variant calling technology, Genome Analysis Toolkit

pathogenic variants with DANN as opposed to current standard variant

(GATK), which does not use ML like DeepVariant. Instead, it identifies

prediction tools, such as combined annotation-dependent depletion
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(CADD).15 Extra hidden layers between inputs and outputs in DANN

Applying AI advancements to the bedside: challenges

provide added abstraction, and allow for the algorithm to process data

and hopes

in a non-linear fashion, unlike CADD, which only learns through linear

Medicine stands on the brink of a technological revolution, one that

representations of data from point A to point B. Similarly, Skyhawk, an

could potentially transform disease prognoses using AI. With

AI algorithm that can discriminate variants through the use of neural

continual advancements in genome sequencing and medically

networks, has the capacity to review as many as five million whole

repurposed recommender systems, AI’s ability to rapidly produce

16

genome sequencing variants within a sample in just 30 minutes.

large volumes of patient data and disease information seems

Promising results from deep learning technologies like DeepVariant and

undoubtedly beneficial. However, experts argue that such data only

Skyhawk warrant a discussion on how best to integrate AI within

proves to be valuable if it can be usefully managed.19 One such way

precision medicine to expedite whole genome sequencing, identify

is by deconstructing the ways in which these machines operate to

druggable targets, and improve variant interpretation.

produce results, and understanding the concept of ‘causal inference’.
Causal inference seeks to identify sources of statistical associations

Beyond characterising genomic
variants, an even larger challenge in
precision medicine is being able to
distinguish between benign and
pathological variants.

found in observational studies, interpret these associations, and
recommend interventions.20 Causal inference also looks at the
possibilities of outcomes had the initial cause been removed, known
as counterfactual predictions.20 Aforementioned recommender
systems are examples of how causal inference can similarly be used in
the clinical setting. Causal inference methods in AI serve as a
‘technological backstop’ for medical personnel, allowing for the large

Recommender systems

volumes of data produced to be categorised into chunks of

Recommender systems are a type of ML technology that offer

correlations and associations that can then be used as clinical decision

relevant suggestions to users based on their preferences and past

support tools.20

interactions with the system.

17

Commonly used by companies like

However, patients are complex and at the end of the day, a multitude

Amazon and Netflix, algorithms from recommender systems have

of factors ultimately influence treatment response, thus casting

recently been repurposed to predict myelodysplastic syndrome

doubts on the clinical value of individualised prediction models. Such

(MDS) patient responses to hypomethylating agents (HMAs) based

factors

17

on their genotypes.

include

co-morbidities,

lifestyles,

or

current

MDS is a group of bone marrow cancers that

pharmacotherapies, all of which machines have difficulty in

arise from mutations within bone marrow stem cell lines. While the

incorporating into clinical predictions. Therefore, while causal

precise cause of mutations that lead to some forms of MDS is poorly

inference in AI helps to recognise associations to build a justification

understood, the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

for the usefulness of one treatment more than the other based on

has approved HMAs – azacitidine and decitabine – for the treatment

genetics, a limitation arises because predicting whether a treatment is

of MDS.

18

Repurposed recommender systems have used MDS

more or less efficacious is fundamentally different from finding

biomarkers that were known to be associated with resistance to HMAs

associations between genes and treatment responses.20 Thus, it is

to predict the degree of response to treatment that patients will have,

imperative for the discussion on the use of AI in the clinic to shift

given a set of acquired mutations. Some examples of biomarkers used

towards a more pragmatic route, one that capitalises on its ability to

included a combination of mutations that were commonly found in

use causal inference and produce data that can be provided to

HMA non-responders, such as mutations in ASXL1 and TET2. While

clinicians for judgement, rather than straight predictions.20

this recommender system was able to predict resistance to HMAs
correctly in 87% of the patient cohort, its main clinical potential lies

Challenges of incorporating AI into precision medicine

in its ability to stratify risk levels for MDS patients with differing

Technical challenges: bias, explainability, standardisation,

mutations, who may require more robust treatment regimens given

accuracy, and precision

the potential for HMA resistance.

17

As research dedicated to

The strength of AI systems relies heavily on the strength of their

incorporating ML with clinical decision-making increases, such as with

training datasets. Regardless of the sample chosen for training

the incorporation of recommender systems, so will the possibility to

datasets, there exists an inherent sampling bias that may propagate

improve treatment response and decrease adverse effects of drugs.

into the system as algorithmic bias. Addressing bias would require a

Page 40 | Volume 14: Number 1. 2021
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holistic analysis, with a close examination of how machines have
constructed these results through ‘explainability’. AI explainability
defines the extent to which an algorithm’s reasoning and justification
for producing specific results can be understood by humans.21
Increasing explainability either by using more diverse training
datasets or by providing user-friendly visual aids to recognise
similarities and differences between results will help to remove the
‘black-box’ notion of AI and allow clinicians to better evaluate results
when using AI as a clinical tool.

However, patients are complex and at the
end of the day, a multitude of factors
ultimately influence treatment response,
thus casting doubts on the clinical value
of individualised prediction models.
Another challenge associated with the progressive incorporation of AI
into precision medicine is the difficulty associated with comparing
algorithms. Given the diversity of study methodologies and
population characteristics, the ability to make fair comparisons across

Table 1: Summary of technical, societal, and ethical challenges of AI incorporation in precision medicine and
management strategies.22-25
Challenge

Description

Implications

Management

Bias

Results produced are more
relevant to homogenous
populations

Lack of diversity will
propagate bias

Use training datasets from
various genotypes

Explainability

Lack of transparency regarding
methods

Clinicians cannot justify
results

User-friendly visual aids to
help with interpretation

Standardisation

Dissimilar methodologies with
different populations across
studies

Algorithms seen as
stand-alone tools:
incomparable

Independent test sets with
set target population

Accuracy and precision

Discrepancy in value of false
positives and false negatives
leads to different consequences
within medicine

Cost of missing a
pathological variant is
higher than the cost
of treating an absent
disease

Assign different values to false
positives and false negatives

Medical education

Absence of AI initiatives within
modern-day curricula

Medical students
inadequately equipped to
handle the translation of
AI technology in future
clinical practices

Curriculum topics focusing on
technological literacy, societal
and ethical implications of AI

Incidental findings

AI may uncover extra,
unintended information

Patients uncomfortable or
do not understand clinical
implications

Physician-led conversations
on the importance of early
detection and health risks

Privacy

Increased importance of privacy
and health information protection
required

Risks of breach, compromise
of trust and integrity within
healthcare system

Transparent communication
of risks

Technical

Societal
and ethical
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algorithms will eventually require robust standardisation, perhaps

privacy breaches or leaks. The use of AI is no different, and some

22

would argue for a heightened importance of privacy given that the

Furthermore, accuracy rates of AI technologies may not always

data that is used to train AI machines is essentially unretractable;

translate into clinical utility, as AI attributes equal values to false

thus, entailing a discussion on how privacy risk is explained to

positives and false negatives. However, the repercussions of

patients in order to maintain transparency and integrity. In the

producing either false negatives or false positives is disease specific

same way that physicians are able to demonstrate trustworthiness

and sometimes unequal in healthcare. Granted, this is a flaw of all

with patients, AI technology must be held accountable with the

clinical technologies; AI differs in the sense that it has the ability to

same rigour (Table 1).

by using identical test sets and same performance metrics.

make predictions, specifically the response to a drug based on
genetic mutations. This natural uncertainty in making predictions

Conclusion

will always bring with it a possibility of false positives or false

The advent of AI technology has revolutionised precision medicine.

negatives. Hence, the true value of a clinical AI’s accuracy rate must

The development of NGS has helped to identify potential

entail a discussion on this natural uncertainty, and the importance

prognostic biomarkers and to create roadmaps for disease

of using such technologies simply as an aid instead of an

progression. With these developments, however, comes the

independent diagnostic tool.

challenge of data overload. Consequently, AI has helped to address
this challenge and is now paving the way towards clinical

Societal and ethical obligations: competent curriculums,

applicability. Deep learning technologies can identify variants in

incidental findings, and privacy

human genomes with more speed and accuracy than ever before,

The incorporation of AI technologies as a standard of care in

and can also predict drug susceptibility and resistance based on

everyday clinical practice may still be years away, begging the

genetic alterations. These are promising strategies that can

question of how prepared and confident future physicians and

dramatically help with early detection of disease and treatment

current medical students will be in using AI in medicine. Curricula

planning, should these algorithms become robust enough to

across medical schools often follow a traditional format of

translate to the bedside.

pre-clinical didactics, followed by practice-based learning, with few

Haematological malignancies known for poor prognosis, like

opportunities to learn about the impact of AI or data science on

patients with higher-risk MDS and AML or chronic myeloid

the field of medicine.23 Thus, in order for AI to accelerate advances

leukaemia (CML), can significantly benefit from data gathered by

in precision medicine for years to come, encouraging AI-oriented

AI regarding targeted therapies. Targeted therapy informed by

training within pre-clinical years would help future healthcare

individual genomic biomarkers would allow clinicians to consider

professionals to develop an appreciation and understanding of

regimes that are more likely to elicit stronger responses and reduce

how impactful AI can be in healthcare practice.

23

the likelihood of resistance.

Precision medicine also involves sequencing large quantities of

One of the ways of optimising responses to these treatment

genomic data from patients in order to identify targetable genes

regimens through precision medicine would require a closer look

that would respond adequately to pharmacotherapy. This foregoes

at patients’ genomes, which would be an overwhelming task for

the need for trial and error treatments to find potential matches

geneticists without the assistance of AI. However, while results

and reduces the amount of side effects experienced from

from preliminary studies on AI and haematological malignancies

mismatched treatments.24 Despite these benefits, one drawback of

look promising, discussions on the pros and cons of AI, alongside

AI-driven precision medicine is the inevitability of incidental

its clinical applicability, are paramount. The need for explainability

findings or results that are outside the scope of a test, to be

and the potential for algorithmic bias are some technical

revealed as a result of decoding large sections of genomes.

25

While

challenges. At the same time, discussions regarding the logistics of

some patients wish to be informed of these results, many do not

incorporating AI-oriented medical education for future physicians

understand their implications, for example, how these results may

to appropriately evaluate AI-driven results are equally essential.

affect the health of their family members. Lastly, any use of

Nevertheless, AI continues to rapidly evolve alongside medicine in

third-party technologies comes with a disclaimer of potential

the 21st century.
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A universal vaccine for the
influenza virus

Abstract
In 1918, a deadly influenza virus strain emerged, claiming approximately 50-100 million lives.
The 1918 pandemic stands as the single most lethal event in human history, and the influenza
virus still accounts for a significant burden of disease among the human population today.
Current vaccination strategies against the influenza virus, which rely on the pre-seasonal
surveillance of circulating influenza strains and egg-based manufacturing techniques, have
been deemed largely ineffective, with a mere efficacy of 10-60% according to the Centers for
Disease Control. To address the shortcomings of current influenza vaccination strategies, a
universal vaccine has been proposed. A universal vaccine confers protection against all seasonal
and pandemic influenza strains, with long-lasting immunity, by targeting conserved external
and/or internal components of the influenza virus. In addition to targeting conserved epitopes,
developing alternatives to egg-based manufacturing techniques that increase the lability of viral
components has been envisioned as a feature of universal vaccine development. Multiple
conserved epitopes have been examined as potential universal vaccine targets, and new
techniques have been created. The challenge for current universal vaccine development has
been in establishing stable targets that are sufficiently immunogenic. Consequently, the search
for a universal influenza vaccine has not been concluded. However, BiondVax Pharmaceuticals
has produced a promising candidate, the Multimeric-001 (M-001). Ultimately, the completion
of BiondVax’s multi-centre, phase 3 clinical trial in December 2020 will provide more clarity as
Stephanie Gagnon
RCSI medical student

to whether or not the scientific community is drawing nearer to generating the world’s first
universal influenza vaccine.
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland Student Medical Journal 2021; 1: 44-49.
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Haemagglutinin

FIGURE 1: A structural representation of the surface glycoprotein subtypes HA and NA in the influenza A virus.10

Introduction
The first account of an influenza-like virus was recorded in 412 BC by

influenza strains and a reformulation of the vaccine each year.6 With this

Hippocrates, the father of modern medicine, who described the

vaccination approach, not only is vaccine efficacy poor, but the risk of

incidence of an upper respiratory tract infection that occurred each

pandemic strains emerging remains unaddressed.6

year prior to the winter solstice.1 Since then, the influenza virus has

Therefore, a novel vaccine approach, ‘the universal influenza vaccine’,

become widely recognised, and four influenza virus types (A, B, C, and

has been proposed to circumvent the reformulation of seasonal

2

D) have been defined based on the presence of different viral antigens.

influenza vaccines and protect against pandemic influenza strains.7

To date, all annual human influenza epidemics have emanated from

Since the universal influenza vaccine has the potential to reduce the

types A and B, which are capable of continually evolving through the

global burden of influenza disease, the World Health Organisation’s

acquisition of mutations during replication. These mutations confer an

Global Vaccine Action Plan announced a strategic goal of developing a

advantage to the influenza virus, enabling the virus to emerge in a new

universal influenza vaccine by 2020.8 In order to establish what

form that is resistant to previous host immune defences.3 In addition,

constitutes a truly universal influenza vaccine, this review will examine

different influenza A RNA genome segments can undergo reassortment

influenza and its pathogenesis, the current vaccination approach, and

during co-infection, producing novel influenza viruses that are highly

the novel universal influenza vaccine that is under development.

4

infectious and pathogenic.

Notably, the last four deadly influenza pandemics, including the 1918

Pathophysiology of influenza

Spanish influenza (H1N1), the 1957 Asian influenza (H2N2), the 1968

Prior to designing the first universal influenza vaccine, a thorough

Hong Kong influenza (H3N2), and the 2009 North American influenza

understanding of the virus’s genetics and pathophysiology has been

(H1N1), were generated following reassortment of the influenza A

established by scientists. The influenza viral genome consists of eight

3

virus. The 1918 Spanish flu showcased the risk of antigenic change of

single-stranded RNA segments encoding numerous proteins, including

the H1N1 influenza A virus, as it produced a global pandemic claiming

the glycoproteins haemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA),

an estimated 50-100 million lives, and remains the single most lethal

which are expressed on the surface of the influenza virus.4 Influenza A

event documented in human history.4 According to influenza

is highly genetically labile because it experiences a high mutation rate,

researchers, the strains that have circulated since then have

and is classified on the basis of the 18 different HA (H1-H18) and 11

cumulatively resulted in approximately three times as many deaths as

different NA (N1-N11) glycoprotein subtypes (Figure 1).4,9,10 The

5

the 1918 virus itself.

Influenza B virus is less variable, with only one subtype that can be

In order to address the ever-changing influenza viral genome,

further divided into two distinct antigenic lineages (B/Victoria and

vaccination strategies rely on the pre-seasonal surveillance of circulating

B/Yamagata), which evolved more than 40 years ago.9
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The acute physical symptoms of influenza occur when influenza

(two A subtypes: H3N2, H1N1, one B type) or tetravalent (two A

viruses directly infect epithelial cells lining the upper (nasal) and lower

subtypes: H3N2, H1N1, and both B lineages) inactivated viruses.2

(alveoli) respiratory tract.

11

The glycoprotein HA facilitates viral

These vaccines primarily induce antibodies against epitopes on viral

binding and entry into epithelial cells during the initial stage of

HA glycoproteins.4,14 While this influenza vaccination approach is well

infection; therefore, it is an instrumental component in the ability of

established, current vaccines have been deemed largely ineffective,

the virus to infect epithelial host cells. The glycoprotein NA acts

with an efficacy ranging from 10-60% according to 2005-2017 data

during the later stages of infection by cleaving the bond between viral

reported by the Centers for Disease Control.15

particles to prevent aggregation and enabling the release of newly

Vaccines are ineffective in their current formulation for many reasons.

formed influenza virions from host cells.

4

Antibody responses are generated against the globular domain of HA

Following direct infection of epithelial cells, an inflammatory response
11

epitopes, which is prone to antigenic drift.16 HA is highly labile,

is generated in response to the foreign virus. The systemic spread of

accumulating an average of three to four amino acid changes in its

this inflammation has the potential to involve multiple organs in

globular domain per year.16,17 Since the annual vaccine is generated

addition to the lungs. The extent of lower respiratory tract

according to pre-seasonal predictions, unanticipated antigenic drift

12

involvement is an indication of disease severity.

Once the lower

can cause a reduction in vaccine efficacy by producing substantial

respiratory tract cells are infected, the alveolar epithelial cells are

mismatches between actual circulating strains and the vaccine.4

damaged, thereby exposing the underlying endothelium. The

Moreover, due to the gradual deterioration of the immune system’s

exposed endothelium is activated to secrete proinflammatory

function with age, the elderly mount weaker antibody responses to

cytokines (predominantly IFN-α, TNF-α, IL-1α, and IL-6), thereby

current vaccinations.18,19,20

further increasing pulmonary inflammation.11,13 Ultimately, this

In addition, the antibodies generated against current vaccinations

inflammatory process impairs the lungs’ capacity for gas exchange,

decline considerably with age, conferring less protection among the

and is a key feature of the development of viral pneumonia and acute

elderly.18 As a result, the elderly require repeated vaccinations for

respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) in cases of influenza.11

adequate

coverage,

and

remain

highly

susceptible

to

influenza-related morbidity and mortality.19,21 Furthermore, the

Current vaccination approach

annual influenza vaccine is produced approximately six to eight

The current influenza vaccination is reformulated annually, according

months prior to the initiation of flu season.22 This lengthy production

to the strains of influenza that are circulating at the time of

time renders current vaccination strategies ineffective against

pre-seasonal surveillance and prediction. Currently, two influenza A

pandemic strains that generally emerge at irregular intervals.15

strains (H1N1 and H3N2) and two influenza B strains (B/Yamagata

Consequently, in this drawn-out pre-seasonal vaccine production

2

approach, new vaccines cannot be readily produced to confer

and B/Victoria) are circulating in the human population.

Consequently, influenza vaccines are generally composed of trivalent
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To date, a universal vaccine is still under development, with many
highly conserved viral structures on the interior and exterior of the
influenza virus, including the HA stalk region, NA, matrix 2 membrane
proteins, NP, and M1 being considered as targets.4,6,10 The cell-surface
antigens, HA, NA, and M2e, are considered B cell antigens because
they are targeted predominantly by humoral antibody responses that
neutralise their function (Figure 2).4,10,25
Trials have demonstrated that both the HA stalk and NA epitope are
capable of eliciting cross-reactive antibodies to the influenza virus.
Similarly, the M2 protein, which serves as an ion channel enabling
viral budding and disassembly of the viral core, possesses an
ectodomain (M2e) that is highly conserved and can also generate
FIGURE 2: A depiction of potential novel universal vaccine targets, including: surface

neutralising antibody protection.14,10,26

antigens: haemagglutinin (HA), neuraminidase (NA), and membrane protein (M2);

In addition to the target of external epitopes, internal antigens NP

and, internal antigens: nucleoprotein (NP) and matrix protein (M1).10

and M1 have been explored as future universal vaccine targets.

Finally, the manufacturing processes can diminish the effectiveness of

Internal antigens trigger cellular immune responses predominantly

vaccines. Most influenza vaccines are inactivated split vaccines that

through the induction of CD4+ and/or CD8+ T cells, which rapidly

rely on a conventional egg-based approach, which uses fertilised

clear and protect against the influenza virus.4,6,27

chicken eggs during the manufacturing process.4 Egg-based influenza

Importantly, in both younger and older aged cohorts, a vaccine that

vaccines are problematic not only because they lengthen vaccine

conjugated conserved proteins NP + M1 antigens to an adenovirus

production time, but also because they lead to further antigenic

vector elicited both CD4+ and CD8+ T cell responses (as detected by

4

changes in HA. By increasing the rate of mutations in HA, egg-based

interferon-γ (IFNγ) enzyme-linked assay), documenting a role for

manufacturing methods can produce greater mismatches and reduce

these conserved proteins in targeting influenza.27

the efficacy of the vaccine even further.23

Challenges to developing a universal vaccine
The necessity of a universal influenza vaccine

The challenges to developing a universal vaccine largely pertain to the

The collective drawbacks of the current influenza vaccine call for a new

need to establish protection against cross-reactive immune responses

approach to effectively diminish the looming threat of the influenza

to the influenza virus:

virus. To this end, influenza researchers across the globe have
proposed that a novel universal vaccine would be the solution.5,7,8

1. There is a lack of uniformity in the evaluation of novel universal
vaccine targets.28 The range of universal vaccine targets, including

Developing the first universal vaccine

both internal and external epitopes, presents challenges for

Although different definitions of what constitutes a truly universal

developing standardised assays. Depending on the target,

vaccine exist, at its core, a universal vaccine is one that elicits broad

different assays are employed, ranging in their measurement of

protection against all seasonal and pandemic influenza strains, with

non-HA-head immune responses, including HA stalk antibodies,

Unlike the current influenza vaccines, which

NA antibodies, and cellular immunity.28 In addition to the lack of

are limited in their B and T cell responses to antigenically matching

standardisation among assays, different animal models are utilised

viral strains, a universal vaccine targets conserved epitopes that are

for vaccine assessment.29 Since many humans possess some form

less prone to antigenic drift/shift.

of pre-existing immunity to the virus, and variables such as age are

As a result, they are capable of eliciting heterosubtypic cellular and

known to alter immunity, no consensus has been reached

humoral immunity by establishing cross-reactive B and T cell

regarding the most appropriate model for testing the efficacy of a

long-lasting immunity.

14

8

responses to various influenza virus subtypes. Importantly, the target

universal vaccine.28,29

of conserved antigens can also confer heterosubtypic immunity that
would protect populations against the emergence of unpredictable
pandemic influenza strains.24

2. Many conserved epitopes lack stability and exhibit less
immunogenicity. The HA stalk, which has been the interest of
Volume 14: Number 1. 2021 | Page 47
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many

universal

influenza

researchers,

is

considered

demonstrated that repeat vaccinations alone blunt both CD4+ T cell

immunosubdominant to the viral head. Accordingly, the stalk

and subsequent antibody responses.19,21 The gradual reduction in T

produces fewer and less effective protective antibodies against the

and B cell immunity is partially attributed to the fact that elderly

influenza virus when compared to the HA head.

6,10

Other targets,

individuals have been vaccinated against influenza on a more

including NA and M2e, are less effective as stand-alone

frequent basis throughout their lifetime when compared to their

14,10

vaccines.

In particular, the size of the M2e protein reduces its

younger counterparts.19,21

stability, and requires conjugation to carriers that enhance its

In addition to stimulating both arms of the immune system, M-001

stability.14

expresses its epitopes in E. coli, thereby improving upon current
manufacturing techniques that diminish vaccine efficacy by

3. Further research is needed to ascertain which T cell populations

harvesting the vaccine in chicken eggs.30 Thus, establishing a

correlate with disease protection against the influenza virus in

universal vaccine should protect against the influenza virus

humans. Some studies have found that immunopathology has

extensively and improve upon the effectiveness of current influenza

been induced by predominantly elevated levels of CD8+ T cells.28

vaccines,

rendering

the

necessity

for

repeat

vaccination

19,20,21

In contrast, a reduction in the number of T cell receptors has been

obsolete.

associated

vaccine

Despite M-001’s potential as a novel universal vaccine, questions

challenges. Thus, ascertaining the specific role of T cell-mediated

remain regarding whether or not the M-001 vaccine will effectively

immunity in viral protection will enable further development of

confer a cross-protective response that is deemed clinically

internal epitopes, including NP and M1, as future universal vaccine

efficacious. Whether M-001 will be able to successfully reduce the

targets. Ultimately, due to these challenges, many universal

number of confirmed influenza cases and the severity of the illness

vaccine trials remain in early phases, rendering the world’s first

remains to be determined.30 Ultimately, more answers will be

with

immunopathology

in

influenza

28

universal influenza vaccine a work in progress.

6,20,27

unveiled upon the completion of BiondVax’s phase 3 trial in
December 2020.

Where are we now?
Despite

these

outstanding

challenges

to

universal

vaccine

Conclusion

development, one universal vaccine candidate, the Multimeric-001

Although countless influenza vaccines have been produced, the

(M-001) universal flu vaccine, has progressed to phase 3 clinical trials

influenza virus has persisted for centuries, and continues to evade the

and appears promising. On August 1, 2018, Israeli company

immune system’s defences. The capacity of the influenza virus to

BiondVax Pharmaceuticals initiated the first multi-centre, randomised,

spontaneously undergo antigenic changes not only renders current

modified double-blind, placebo-controlled, phase 3 clinical trial for a

vaccinations ineffective against more genetically labile epitopes, but

universal influenza vaccine.30 Over 12,463 participants across seven

also has the potential to give rise to deadly pandemic strains.16,17

European countries have been enrolled to assess the safety and

Several conserved vaccine targets have been identified in efforts to

clinical efficacy of the M-001 vaccine in older adults and the elderly

design a novel universal vaccine that can target all influenza virus

(≥50 years).30

strains with lasting immunity.8

The M-001 vaccine contains nine conserved influenza A and B

Recent estimates suggest that up to 650,000 deaths and three to five

epitopes, including HA peptides and internal proteins M1 and NP.30

million severe influenza infections result from seasonal influenza

By combining these antigens in triplicate, the poor immunogenicity

strains, which are arguably less threatening than their pandemic

20

of single peptides can be overcome.

The M-001 vaccine elicits a

counterparts.16 Although already considerably high, the number of

humoral antibody response, prompting the proliferation of peripheral

annual influenza infections has continued to rise.31

blood mononuclear cells.20,30 Previous clinical studies of M-001 have

With the threat of the next global influenza pandemic looming,

also demonstrated that the M-001 vaccine induces cellular immunity

developing the first universal influenza vaccine is essential. Although

by measuring the level of IFN-γ secreted by CD4+ T cells using

many potential conserved antigens have been identified as vaccine

fluorescence cell-sorting analysis (FACS).

20,30

M-001’s capacity to

targets, the scientific community is anxiously anticipating the

establish both cross-reactive cellular and humoral immune responses

completion of BiondVax’s M-001 universal influenza vaccine phase 3

is especially beneficial for the elderly, as universal vaccines eliminate

clinical trial to establish whether or not a truly universal influenza

the requirement for repeated vaccinations. Recent work has

vaccine could be the solution to the ever-changing influenza virus.
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Another diagnostic tool for
your pocket: how ultrasound
is revolutionising medicine

Abstract
Ultrasound technology, an imaging modality that was once challenging to master, has seen
developments that have rendered it more user friendly. With a safer side effect profile and the
ability to provide information in real time, ultrasound will likely become a regular part of
general medicine in the future. As technological advancements lead to smaller and more
portable machines, more clinicians are taking advantage of its utility in their initial diagnostic
work-ups, even in general practice. From cardiology to emergency medicine, ultrasound
provides a wealth of information to clinicians. In addition to becoming more and more
cost-effective, image resolution is steadily improving, making it more accessible and effective.
Therapeutic ultrasound, a growing field of study, can be used in the treatment of tumours or
Iris Rahman
RCSI medical student

stones. Although there is high inter-user variability and limited tissue penetration, research into
computer-assisted devices and non-touch ultrasound is promising.
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland Student Medical Journal 2021; 1: 50-55.
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Introduction

device, but the app also offers an integrated telehealth approach to

Recent advances in ultrasound technology have fundamentally

diagnostic imaging with ultrasound by combining two-way

changed how medicine is being practised. Indeed, increased

audiovisual calls with live ultrasound streaming. Lumify users have the

accessibility of ultrasound technology has transformed bedside

option to engage in live, face-to-face conversations with colleagues

diagnosis and intervention, rendering point-of-care ultrasound

around the globe, and can also avail of the option to flip the camera

(POCUS) a diagnostic tool that will soon be paralleled with the

view such that the position of the ultrasound probe can be shown for

stethoscope. Ultrasound technology can now be accessed from a

further imaging guidance. Although the technology is costly, priced

mobile phone or various other pocket-size devices.

at 8,000 USD per device, its potential to revolutionise bedside

Originally based on principles of Doppler waves discovered during

diagnostic medicine is undeniable.

the 1800s and sonar technology developed during World War II in the
1940s, ultrasound has become one of the most commonly used
imaging modalities in the world.

1

Prior to the development of

ultrasound imaging in the 1920s, X-ray technology was more
commonly used as the harmful effects of ionising energy from X-ray
waves were not yet known.2,3 It was later discovered that X-ray
exposure was linked to the development of birth defects. Moreover,

Although portable ultrasound has
undeniable efficacy in LMICs, a significant
barrier to successful incorporation of
POCUS in LMICs is user training or limited
availability of qualified sonographers.

X-rays were notoriously difficult to interpret owing to poor resolution
of soft tissues.4,5 Consequently, there was an unmet demand for the

Ultimately, the incorporation of POCUS into medical practice will

development of safer and higher quality imaging modalities in the

enable bedside patient care that is both safer and more economical.

field of medical imaging.

Significant reductions in long and costly diagnostic procedures are

Historically, the most consistent use of ultrasound has occurred in

likely to occur as a result of the standardisation of POCUS into medical

obstetrics and gynaecology practices, specifically in relation to

practice. In an environment of healthcare reform where providers are

perinatal investigation.6 From uterine fibroids to detection of birth

being asked to increase productivity, POCUS may enable a medical

defects, ultrasound has a wide variety of established clinical

practice where healthcare providers can safely increase patient

applications in obstetrics and gynaecology. However, with the recent

throughput without sacrificing quality. The use of ultrasonography in

development of portable, handheld ultrasound technology, the

general practice settings leads to fewer hospital scans and fewer

breadth of applications for ultrasonography has infiltrated nearly

inpatient and outpatient visits that would historically have required

every field of medicine. In this article, key advances in ultrasound

more expensive imaging modalities such as X-ray and computed

technology will be reviewed.

tomography (CT).7 General practice scanning is, therefore, more
cost-effective overall.7

Originally based on principles of Doppler
waves discovered during the 1800s and
sonar technology developed during World
War II in the 1940s, ultrasound has
become one of the most commonly used
imaging modalities in the world.

Use in low- and middle-income countries
Utilisation of ultrasound has also become increasingly common in
clinical practice in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs).
Ultrasound technology costs have decreased, and manufacturers and
training programmes are becoming more prevalent globally.8,9 In
2018, Butterfly iQ launched a portable ultrasound device using
capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducers (CMUTs), which

Portable and point-of-care ultrasound

costs less than 2,000 USD. The device can operate at multiple

In 2015, Philips Healthcare introduced Lumify, the first mobile

frequencies and produces image resolution that is sufficient for

app-based ultrasound technology, which can turn any Android

diagnostic purposes. In LMICs, where traditional use of MRI or

smartphone or tablet into a portable ultrasound imaging device. The

mammography for breast cancer screening would likely be cost

user need only plug a transducer probe into a USB port before

prohibitive, alternative approaches to screening are essential. Based

diagnostic imaging is at hand. The implications of this technology are

on a meta-analysis, Sood et al. determined that portable ultrasound

profound. Not only does Lumify pair a transducer with a mobile

had a diagnostic sensitivity and specificity of 89% and 99%,
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respectively, when used to detect breast cancer in women in LMICs.10

collects image volume data from 3D echo and automatically

Although portable ultrasound has undeniable efficacy in LMICs, a

generates the optimal image for diagnostic purposes with pixel-level

significant barrier to successful incorporation of POCUS in LMICs is

resolution, while using the 3D data and HeartModel technology to

user training or limited availability of qualified sonographers.

compute diagnostic parameters such as left atria and left ventricle

However, the introduction of telemedicine may provide a solution.

volumes, as well as information on left ventricle wall motion and the

Interestingly, Bhavnani et al. were able to demonstrate that

correlation between left atria and left ventricle volumes over the

incorporation

diagnostic

course of the heart cycle. Aside from echocardiography, portable,

ultrasound imaging at a heart disease screening clinic in rural India

of

telemedicine

technologies

with

bedside ultrasound can also be useful in diagnosing musculoskeletal

decreased both time to referral and risk of hospitalisation or death

injuries, haemorrhage or fluid accumulation, and tumours in patients

due to heart failure.11 Collectively, these findings further highlight the

with dense tissues.9

potential for portable ultrasound to transform medical practice

Becoming routine in clinical practice

around the globe.

Although not ubiquitous, handheld ultrasound devices are becoming

Given that clinicians can use handheld
ultrasound devices themselves without
relying on technicians, they are able
to provide patients with possible
differential diagnoses in real time.

more common in clinical practice.14 Given that clinicians can use
handheld ultrasound devices themselves without relying on
technicians, they are able to provide patients with possible differential
diagnoses in real time.14 Importantly, this has been shown to improve
patient understanding of their health.14 Although handheld devices
do not currently have the same resolution as full ultrasound machines,
their bedside utility is undeniable.15 Increasing numbers of clinicians

Use in the ED

and medical students are being trained in ultrasonography, as

In the setting of emergency medicine, the incorporation of portable,

ultrasound proves to be increasingly useful in the clinical exam.14,16

handheld ultrasound devices has the potential to extend as far as

The smaller screens and lower processing power required for

pre-hospital care delivered by emergency medical technicians (EMTs).

ultrasound use have evolved ultrasonography as an increasingly

POCUS could enable EMTs to differentiate between ischaemic and

versatile diagnostic tool. As the resolution of imaging technologies

haemorrhagic stroke before a patient even reaches the hospital.

continues to improve, the resolution differences between handheld

Incorporation of handheld ultrasound technology such as the VScan,

ultrasound and larger, traditional ultrasound devices will likely

a compact handheld ultrasound unit with a piezoelectric transducer

become imperceptible.14 Similar to electrocardiography (ECG),

developed by GE Healthcare, allows emergency medicine physicians

ultrasound may one day become a routine part of bedside exams in

to perform bedside cardiac and abdominal ultrasound exams in the

general practice.16,17

emergency department. This could substantially inform diagnostic
decisions made by EM providers by enabling them to assess the

Therapeutic ultrasound

severity of a myocardial infarction before the patient reaches a

Therapeutic ultrasound is yet another application of ultrasound that is

catheterisation lab. A 2015 study by Andersen et al. found that

likely to advance as a predominant theragnostic tool with respect to

utilisation of the VScan device significantly altered the diagnosis for

drug delivery. Therapeutic ultrasound is based on the phenomena

6.5% of emergency department patients and provided further

observed when ultrasound acoustic waves interface with tissue. The

diagnostic information for an additional 24% of patients.

12

first phenomenon of therapeutic ultrasound is cavitation, in which
molecules expand and contract, resulting in mechanical stress.18

Cardiovascular applications

Cavitation is used and amplified for procedures that require breaking

Portable doppler echocardiography has also made the diagnosis of

down solids, such as renal stones, thrombi, and uterine fibroids.19 In

cardiovascular conditions such as abdominal aortic aneurysm and

acoustic cavitation, acoustic waves produce energy that can be

heart failure more efficient. General practitioners can utilise Doppler

absorbed by tissues, causing them to heat up.18 Unfocused beams

echocardiography to make early diagnoses before transferring

that are pulsed continuously can even induce hyperthermia in deep

In 2018, Philips introduced an

tissues and thereby improve drug perfusion through capillaries.20

anatomically intelligent ultrasound called the Epiq7. The device

High-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) was developed based on

patients to specialist care.

13
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these principles.19 Similar to ablation, HIFU involves beaming waves of

skin ulceration, and headaches.18,27 Even so, therapeutic ultrasound

sound in controlled patterns to induce thermal heat in order to

continues to constitute a large area of research with the potential for

damage tumours.19 HIFU has previously been used for prostate

treatment in many fields of medicine.

tumour ablation, and inoperable brain tissue ablation for
symptomatic relief of tremors in Parkinson’s patients.19,21 HIFU is also

Future directions: non-contact ultrasound

utilised for cosmetic reduction of wrinkles, as the resulting cell

Unlike CT and X-ray technology, ultrasound does not expose patients

damage causes tissues to retract.

22

to ionising radiation; however, it does require direct contact with the

Recent research efforts have focused on ultrasound-triggered therapy,

patient.28 This may be uncomfortable for some patients such as

which has the potential to aid in targeted delivery of both drugs and

newborns, burn patients, and patients requiring transvaginal/

genes in specific locations.18 With cavitation and thermal heating,

transrectal examinations.28-30 This has driven ultrasound research into

ultrasound waves can be focused on targeted locations to help pass

the realm of non-contact acoustic waves, producing systems such as

microbubbles through to specific locations. This technology has been

electromagnetic acoustic wave transducers and air/gas systems.31

23

shown to be useful as a noninvasive cancer immunotherapy tool. To

Recently, a noncontact laser ultrasound system (LUS) was tested in

understand why, consider how difficult the centre of a large tumour

humans for the first time by Zhang et al.28 This technology pulses

would be to penetrate with circulating chemotherapeutic drugs.24

optical waves at the patient that are absorbed by water in the body,

The central cells within the tumour are protected by the outer layers

which consequently heats up and expands.28 As these molecules

of surrounding cells, making them more resilient to treatment.24,25

expand and move, returning to their normal size, they produce

Ultrasound is able to cavitate through the barriers of these tumours,

mechanical energy that produces acoustic waves.28 These acoustic

and has the ability to improve delivery of chemotherapeutic

waves are detected by another laser that is sensitive to small

drugs.25,26

for

vibrations of the skin.28 However, to date, the images produced have

chemotherapeutic delivery has only been approved by global

been of lower resolution when compared with contact ultrasound, as

regulatory agencies for certain cases as there is a risk of skin burns,

seen in Figure 1.28 As the field continues to develop, it is plausible that

This

ultrasound-mediated

methodology

FIGURE 1: Laser ultrasound system
(LUS) images demonstrating LUS
capabilities for in vivo human
imaging at eye- and skin-safe optical
exposure levels.28 Conventional
ultrasound verifies soft- and
hard-tissue features detected in LUS
on the forearm. a. Single time trace
from LUS imaging of a volunteer’s
forearm; b. Photograph of a
volunteer’s forearm region, imaged
using LUS and conventional
ultrasound. A green tracking laser
from the laser Doppler velocimeter
(LDV) is also visible; c. Reconstructed
LUS image of a volunteer’s forearm
with multiple visible tissue layers; d.
Matching conventional ultrasound
image of the volunteer’s forearm
using a GE Logiq E9 system and a
9MHz linear probe confirming
features detected in the LUS image.
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non-contact ultrasound will become more commonplace as other

decision to refer patients to other specialties, thereby rendering

non-contact acoustic wave-producing systems are developed.

ultrasound an increasingly powerful diagnostic tool.

Non-contact imaging is an up-and-coming area of research, and is

Notably, the impact and versatility of portable ultrasound is largely

also useful for monitoring metabolic processes such as respiration and

limited by user knowledge and capabilities. Given that POCUS is now

blood vessel movement.28,32

widely accessible for bedside investigations, ultrasound imaging may
no longer be considered as a specialist procedure designated for

With several benefits over mainstream
imaging modalities such as X-ray and
computed tomography, ultrasound may
soon prove to be a superior diagnostic
imaging device in terms of efficacy.

sonographers or radiologists alone.
Consequently, there is an urgent need to increase training for
clinicians, residents, and medical students across all fields of medicine.
Several emerging studies have demonstrated the efficacy of training
residents in the use of portable ultrasound in emergency medicine
settings. Interestingly, Bar et al. found that surgical residents who
underwent short ultrasound training were able to use ultrasound to

Limitations

diagnose suspected pneumothorax with 95.6% sensitivity and 97.4%

To date, one of the primary limitations of ultrasound use has been

specificity.34

clinician variability in interpretation and diagnostic use. Importantly,

Findings such as these, which demonstrate the impact of ultrasound

clinician variability in ultrasound interpretation has recently been

training for non-specialist medical personnel, have prompted the

addressed with the integration of computer-aided diagnosis (CAD)

development of POCUS training courses, such as that offered by the

technology.

25

CAD incorporates algorithms that analyse and extract

Mater Hospital in Dublin, and in many hospitals across the globe.

key morphological characteristics such as the size or character of an
object on imaging.33

Conclusions

The software can quantify these characteristics and signal to the

Ultimately, ultrasound has evolved as an exceptionally useful imaging

assessor if certain morphological characteristics are present, thereby

modality owing to improvements in accessibility and resolution. With

aiding in clinical evaluation. A study by Park et al. demonstrated that

several benefits over mainstream imaging modalities such as X-ray

when CAD was used by radiologists for breast ultrasonography, it

and computed tomography (CT), ultrasound may soon prove to be a

significantly improved the negative predictive value for less

superior diagnostic imaging device in terms of efficacy. Further

experienced radiologists and the positive predictive value for

development will likely continue to improve current shortcomings of

experienced radiologists.33

the technology such as image quality and cost. Moreover, integration

For all radiologists evaluated, inter-observer variability was reduced

of machine learning processes that further minimise the variability in

for CAD users when compared to non-users of CAD technology.33

clinical interpretation of ultrasound has significantly improved

Ultimately, CAD technology helps to compensate for deficits in

inter-user agreement in diagnosis. With imaging as a cornerstone of

observer training by improving a clinician’s ability to detect and

diagnosis, the versatility of today’s ultrasound technology may well

diagnose a condition. In the general practice setting, this can help to

establish ultrasound as the new stethoscope in every clinician’s

minimise inter-clinician variability and to improve accuracy in the

pocket.
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The promise and potential of
the adeno-associated viral
vector in gene therapy

Abstract
The adeno-associated virus (AAV) vector system has emerged as one of the most attractive
methods of gene therapy, namely for its favourable safety profile, non-pathogenicity in
humans, and efficient delivery of genetic material. As a vehicle of gene delivery, it can deliver a
gene or modify an existing one by infecting and transducing cells, most notably those that are
post mitotic. Conveniently, the adeno-associated virus’s capsid can be manipulated and
serotypes harnessed, so as to more efficiently target tissue-specific diseases. Development and
maturation of the AAV system has seen its integration with other gene therapy technologies
such as the CRISPR-Cas system, and RNA interference, further enhancing the power and variety
of its therapeutic applications. Several clinical trials involving the AAV system are underway. Its
use in the treatment of a progressive motor neuron disease, spinal muscular atrophy type 1, is
just one of several examples of its translational success. However, the AAV system has limitations
that must be circumvented in order to maximise its effectiveness in humans; host anti-viral
responses and the restricting carrying capacity of the vector are examples of such barriers that
Lori Israelian
RCSI medical student

are being actively tackled by multidisciplinary teams in hopes of optimising and perfecting its
therapeutic prowess.
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland Student Medical Journal 2021; 1: 56-60.
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FIGURE 1: The life cycle of the AAV
and its path to host cell
transduction. Following uncoating
within the cell nucleus, the virus,
which can exist as an ssAAV
(single-stranded viral genome) or
an scAAV (self-complementing viral
genome), integrates into the host
genome where the protein product
can then be expressed by the cell.
Reproduced from Wang et al.4

Introduction
The ability to modify or introduce a gene of interest within human

cytomegalovirus, and vaccinia virus have also been found to assist

and animal cells has expanded the potential of gene therapy and

the virus in its life cycle.3 The wild type AAV genetic construct is

its therapeutic applications. One type of gene technology, the

typically a single strand of DNA spanning 4.8 kilobases (kb). Two

adeno-associated virus (AAV) vector system, has emerged to the

main genes exist, Rep and Cap, which encode proteins for

forefront of gene therapy. As a vehicle, the AAV system has the

replication and the surrounding viral capsid, respectively.5 Within

ability to either deliver a gene or to manipulate an existing gene by

the Cap open reading frame is the gene aap, which encodes genes

infecting a cell, subsequently introducing genetic material into the

for viral assembly. AAV genome replication and packaging is

host genome. In addition to dividing cells, non-dividing cells such

possible due to construct-flanking inverted terminal repeats (ITRs),

as neurons can be transduced, thereby adding to the favouritism

which contain the viral origin of replication and packaging

of the AAV system as its therapeutic uses include the potential

signal.5,6 The dependence of AAV on the adenovirus stems from

treatment of myopathies and neurological diseases. Most

adenoviral expression of helper genes (E1A, E1B, E2, E3, and E4),

importantly, the AAV vector system has a high safety profile, is

which encode proteins that aid in the transcription and replication

non-pathogenic in humans, and elicits a low immune response,

of AAV genes.7

further underscoring its use in gene delivery.1

Recombinant versions of the virus (rAAV) have Rep and Cap

The AAV exists within the Parvoviridae family of viruses. As the

removed. Instead, the vector genome is replaced with three

name suggests, the AAV requires the presence of another virus, the

components: the therapeutic transgene (gene of interest);

adenovirus, in order to replicate.2 Additionally, herpesvirus,

regulatory elements like the tissue-specific promoter and
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FIGURE 2: Mammalian cell lines are co-transfected using one
plasmid carrying the ITR-flanked transgene, a second
plasmid with Rep and Cap genes of the AAV, and a third
plasmid encoding helper proteins. Adapted from Ayuso et al.3

polyadenylation signal; and, a terminator sequence.8 The total size

co-transfection. Using a three-plasmid system, rather than

of all the components must remain under 5kb, which is a

co-infection with a virus, has led to improvements in the clinical

restricting feature of the AAV. The virus is still able to replicate

utility of the AAV system (Figure 2).3

because the Rep and Cap genes are provided within a separate
vector. The rAAV is used in one of two form states: an encapsulated
single strand; or, a self-complementary genome. Once in the
nucleus, the single-stranded version must be transcribed into a
double-stranded version prior to incorporation into the host
genome. The self-complementary strand can integrate without this
extra step and can, therefore, undergo transcription sooner

As a vehicle, the AAV system has the
ability to either deliver a gene or to
manipulate an existing gene by infecting
a cell, subsequently introducing genetic
material into the host genome.

(Figure 1).4

AAV serotypes and tropism
Preparation of rAAV

Cell selectivity or tropism of AAV is based on proteins found on the

The laboratory preparation of rAAV involves the transient

virus’s capsid, referred to as the serotype. Currently, there are at

transfection of a mammalian cell line, such as HEK293 cells.

least 12 naturally existing serotypes of the virus (AAV1-AAV12).9

HEK293 cells are favoured for these methods as they naturally

The first serotype discovered, AAV serotype 2 (AAV2), is believed to

3

express the E1A and E1B adenoviral genes. Transfection of these

infect nearly all human cells.10 To expand the variety of AAV

cells is achieved using either a two-plasmid and helper virus

serotypes, scientists have been able to engineer ‘pseudotypes’ of

system, or a three-plasmid system. Methods involving a helper

the virus. Pseudotypes or hybrids can be generated by creating

virus, like the adenovirus, encountered issues around cell toxicity,

different combinations of AAV capsid and replication genes. For

viability, and the contamination of rAAV stocks.3 For this reason,

example, a packaging plasmid, where the Cap gene of the serotype

design methods began focusing on optimising the three-plasmid

of interest (e.g., serotype 5) is combined with the Rep gene and

system.3,8 The first viral construct cloned into a plasmid is the rAAV,

ITRs of AAV2, could lead to an AAV2/5 combination. In fact, this

where the Rep and Cap genes have been removed and replaced

combination of AAV2/5 is shown to have an improved affinity for

with an exogenous promoter or enhancer, along with the gene of

neurons and to distribute more widely in the brain than the AAV2

interest. Here, the AAV ITRs are the only viral sequences remaining.

vector.1 Manipulation of capsids, therefore, alters the tropism of

A second plasmid expresses the Rep and Cap genes, and the last

the virus and efficiency of transduction, further expanding the

plasmid contains adenovirus RNA, E2A, and E4 genes for

virus’s applications.
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What can AAV deliver?

a self-complementary AAV9 carrying a copy of the SMN gene.16

Since the AAV can, most simply, deliver a single transgene, it is

Zolgensma® was given intravenously to 15 patients with SMA1,

highly implicated in the treatment of monogenic diseases. For

where three patients were administered a low dose of

instance, AAV has been applied to the treatment of alpha-1

Zolgensma® and 12 were placed in a high-dose cohort.16 Of the

antitrypsin deficiency, and is currently the most employed gene

12 patients who received a high dose, later established as the

therapy technology in its treatment.

11

Here, the AAV vector

therapeutic dose, 11 were able to sit independently and two were

construct can deliver the SERPINA1 gene, encoding alpha-1

even able to walk at their 24-month visit.16,17 All 15 patients

antitrypsin, and compensate for a mutated gene to correct the

passed the 20-month benchmark where mechanical ventilation is

phenotype.

11

typically required for survival.16 Remarkably, the safety profile of

The AAV gene therapy system can also combine with other gene

Zolgensma® was restricted to transient elevations in liver

editing technologies in an attempt to achieve maximal therapeutic

transaminases, which were managed with prednisolone.16

effects in target cells. The CRISPR/Cas9 system is a notable

AAV vector-mediated gene therapy has also found success in the

example of the marriage of two genetic technologies. Yu et al.

treatment of patients with haemophilia A, a bleeding disorder

were able to combine the AAV and CRISPR/Cas9 technologies

caused by genetic deficiency in clotting factor VIII. These patients

using one vector containing the Cas9 nucleus, and one vector

typically require exogenous factor VIII as part of their treatment.

containing the guide RNA, packaged into the AAV8 serotype,

A

phase

I-II

clinical

trial

used

AAV5

to

administer

a

12

codon-optimised expression cassette of the factor VIII gene to

Intravitreal injections of the AAV8-CRISPR/Cas9 combination into a

nine men with severe haemophilia A.18 The study measured the

mouse model of retinitis pigmentosa disrupted the NRL (neural

international units (IU) of the factor VIII transgene product in

retina leucine zipper) gene, which is implicated in cone

patients to determine the activity level of the protein product.

known to transduce post-mitotic photoreceptors efficiently.

development in the retina, and improved the visual phenotype.

12

Based on the 5IU per decilitre cut-off of factor VIII for

RNA interference or RNAi is another technology that has expanded

mild-moderate haemophilia, participants who received a high

the field of gene therapy. It is a form of gene knockdown, where

dose of the AAV5-transgene preparation were able to surpass this

the gene is silenced at the post-transcriptional level so that it is

threshold. The median level of factor VIII activity in this group

expressed to a lesser degree. Two examples of RNAi, the shRNA

was 77IU per decilitre at a 52-week mark in the study.18 Adverse

and miRNA, are favourable to use in the AAV vector since they

events reported included elevations in transaminases, similar to

require small expression cassettes and are not restricted by the

the Zolgensma® study, but also included arthralgia, back pain,

4.8kb AAV vector capacity. 13 Stoica et al. generated an

and fatigue among the nine participants.18

AAV9-microRNA-expressing cassette against the SOD1 gene within
a mouse model of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. The viral

Limitations in the AAV gene delivery system

preparation was injected within the lateral ventricles of the brains

Despite the considerable advantages of AAV as a vehicle, there

of neonatal mice, subsequently reducing the amount of SOD1

are challenges associated with its use in humans. AAV neutralising

protein.14 The treated mice were reported to have improved

antibodies against the virus capsid do exist in a percentage of

neuromuscular function, delayed onset of paralysis, and an

human hosts, preventing the infection of cells and ultimately

extended lifespan in comparison to control mice.14 Evidently, the

reducing transduction efficiency. Alterations of the capsids

AAV vector system is a versatile tool that can be used in multiple

through chemical modification, hybridisation of serotypes, or

ways to treat disease.

mutagenesis of capsid epitopes, can be attempted in order to
evade these immune mechanisms. 19 Researchers are also

Examples of AAV successes in clinical trials

employing structure-based biological techniques and epitope

In May of 2019, the United States Food and Drug Administration

mapping in order to limit the production of host neutralising

approved the first gene therapy to treat children under two years

antibodies.19

of age with spinal muscular atrophy type 1 (SMA1), a progressive

Another predominant limitation is the carrying capacity of the

motor neuron disease caused by loss of function mutations in the

AAV vector, which is 4.8kb and smaller than other viral vectors.

survival motor neuron 1 (SMN1) gene.

15

Referred to as

This hampers the virus’s ability to carry a gene of interest that

Zolgensma®, this single-dose gene replacement is the product of

exceeds 4.8kb. One interesting means of circumventing this issue
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is to administer two vectors, each carrying one half of the

Conclusion

transgene. Once co-delivered in the same cell, recombination may

AAV provides a unique promise in its translational ability and

occur allowing for reassembly of the full size of the gene.4 An

therapeutic applications. As our understanding of the virus and its

additional weakness of the AAV vector is that they have difficulty

biological mechanisms expand, the creativity with which

integrating within the genomes of replicating mitotic cells. Here,

scientists may manipulate the virus only furthers the clinical uses

they exist as episomes in the host nucleus, consequently leading to

of AAV, while simultaneously solving its innate limitations. The

4

partial integration in the host genome and potential genotoxicity.

advancement of AAV into clinical settings is a result of the efforts

One solution is to introduce a programmable nuclease in the viral

of multidisciplinary teams. Structural biologists, immunologists,

preparation, so that a form of homology-directed repair may use

geneticists and chemists are just some of the parties that have

the virus’s transgene as a template and subsequently integrate in

contributed to the plausibility of gene therapy drug development

the genome. As with every gene therapy, there are limitations that

for treatment of incurable diseases. Continuation of this approach

can be overcome with the vast technologies available and an

is necessary to further perfect the AAV vector and surpass the

expansion of the understanding of the biological tool itself.

current challenges.
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RCSIsmj staff review
From early birds to night
owls: a review of
chronobiology

Abstract
The field of chronobiology can be used to better understand variations in human health. First
described in the 1700s, it seeks to explore the mechanisms underlying the various body
rhythms in humans and the consequences of altering these rhythms in terms of pathology.
Several key genes have been discovered and various tools have been created to determine an
individual’s particular chronotype. Studies have demonstrated that variations in rhythms are
potentially implicated in the development of various gastrointestinal, cardiovascular,
neurological, and infectious disease processes. Finally, tailoring treatment to a person’s
circadian rhythm, termed chronotherapeutics, appears to have a benefit in reducing morbidity
from disease. This review seeks to provide an overview of this exciting field.
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland Student Medical Journal 2021; 1: 61-68.

Introduction
Life moves in cycles. In days, nights, and seasons,

The study of chronobiology can be traced back to

there is regularity to how organisms on this planet

the 1700s when the astronomer Jean Jacques

survive. As humans, we too are subject to rhythms;

d’Ortous de Mairan noted that mimosa plant

however, our society is not. Early morning grand

leaves continued to open in a pattern when

rounds, late night on-call shifts, studying around

exposed to total darkness.1 However, it was the

Christine Okeefe

the clock, we are constantly trying to circumvent

work done by Robash, Hall, and Young in the

RCSI medical student

these rhythms to match the 24-hour pace of

1980s and 1990s that advanced the field to what

modern life. Yet, understanding these cycles can

it is today.2-5 This group of scientists identified the

help us to optimise our own health.

primary genes controlling the circadian rhythm in
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FIGURE 1: A simplified representation of the transcription-translation feedback loop model. CLOCK and BMAL promote the transcription of PER1 and CRY, which can then
re-enter the nucleus to function as transcription inhibitors.7-9

the common fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster: CLOCK, CYCLE, PER,
TIM, and DBT. Soon after, the mammalian analogues of these genes
were discovered by Takahasi and colleagues in rodents.6 For their
discovery, Robash, Hall, and Young were awarded the Nobel Prize in
Medicine in 2017.6 This review discusses the field of chronobiology,
focusing on an overview of the discipline, the differences between
chronotypes, the effects of circadian rhythm on the pathology of

Table 1: Common zeitgebers.
Environmental
Light intensity (day/night cycle)16
16

Social
Wrist watches19
Mobile phones19

Food consumption
Physical activity16

Social cues (work, school, etc.)20
17

Ambient temperature

Drugs of abuse (coffee, nicotine)12

Geographical latitude18

diseases, and the burgeoning field of chronotherapeutics.

Table 2: Various regions of the brain under circadian rhythm.
An overview of chronobiology
The primary concept of chronobiology is that many bodily processes

Area of the brain

Function

operate in an oscillating fashion, with periods of heightened activity

Olfactory bulb

Sensory processing of smell21

and rest that regularly repeat. These oscillations are summarily termed

Prefrontal and orbitofrontal cortex

Planning, personality22

circadian rhythms. The mechanism underlying circadian rhythms in

Amygdala

Emotional regulation23

mammals is regulated by two important genes: CLOCK and BMAL.7

Hippocampus

Memory24

Striatum

Movement25

Hypothalamus

Control of autonomic functions10

Thalamus

Control of autonomic functions10

Pineal gland

Sleep-wake cycle26

Nucleus tractus solitarus and rostro

Blood pressure control27

These genes code for transcriptional factors that heterodimerise and
bind to the E-box enhancer, which promotes transcription of local
genes, including two specific regulator genes, PER1 and CRY.8 The
PER1 gene product heterodimerises with CRY, allowing it to be
shuttled back into the nucleus where it inhibits the action of CLOCK

ventrolateral medulla

and BMAL.6 To ensure a delay between PER1 translation and

Cerebellum

Balance and co-ordination28

subsequent inhibition, casein kinase 1 epsilon (CKIε) phosphorylates
and degrades the newly translated PER1 product, thereby delaying

called entrainment (Table 1).6 The most powerful zeitgeber is light, as

the subsequent inhibition of CLOCK/BMAL and ensuring that an

it is responsible for entraining the various rhythms to the day/night

on-off system of gene function occurs.9 This entire system is referred

cycle. Simply put, light is detected by the suprachiasmatic nucleus

to as the transcription-translation feedback loop model (Figure 1). It

(SCN) in the brain and, through a combination of direct and indirect

is estimated that 43% of all protein-encoding genes have binding

signalling, it influences the activity of CLOCK and BMAL throughout

sites for CLOCK and BMAL, thereby highlighting how prevalent

the body.11 Other areas of the brain also demonstrate cycling activity

circadian rhythms are throughout the body.6,10

similar to that seen in the SCN (Table 2). Food is another powerful

The cycling of CLOCK and BMAL activity is endogenous for each

zeitgeber, as a regulatory mechanism called the food entrainable

organ in the body; however, external stimuli called zeitgebers are able

oscillator (FEO) is able to adjust food-seeking behaviours in rats to the

to adjust this cycle to fit the demands of the environment, a process

anticipation of a meal.12 This system can work against the SCN,
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Table 3: Comparison between the MEQ and MCQT.
Munich Chronotype Questionnaire33

Horne-Ostberg MorningnessEveningness Questionnaire32
1976

2003

19 questions; participants asked about their preferred
Structure

time to engage in particular activities. Numeric scores

Four-page questionnaire; participants asked to
indicate which times they actually engage in
activities or feel energy dips during the work week

assigned to each answer

and weekends
Numeric score between 16 and 86; higher score
Outcome

The mid-point of sleep is calculated, which is used

indicates a preference for morning

to determine whether an individual has a morning,

evening, or neither disposition

promoting hunger and feeding at inopportune times such as at

teenagers exhibit a later chronotype compared to middle-aged and

night.13 Finally, drugs of abuse, especially nicotine, can entrain various

elderly adults.31

body cycles, as seen in rat studies.

14,15

The primary concept of chronobiology is
that many bodily processes operate in
an oscillating fashion, with periods
of heightened activity and rest that
regularly repeat. These oscillations are
summarily termed circadian rhythms.

Chronotype is the term used to describe
the variation in circadian rhythms
between individuals, and it can be used
to understand a person’s preference for
activities at certain times of the day.
Intermediate types (neither)
As mentioned above, the majority of healthy people are in this

Chronotypes

category. This group tends to wake up around 7.00am to 8.00am and

Chronotype is the term used to describe the variation in circadian

fall asleep around 11.00pm. Their attention improves after 10.00am,

rhythms between individuals, and it can be used to understand a

with peak performance occurring around noon, followed by a

person’s preference for activities at certain times of the day. The gold

subsequent decline in the afternoon and a second wind in the

standard in identifying a person’s chronotype is dim light melatonin

evening until around 8.00pm.34 They are used as the basis group to

onset, which identifies the time of peak melatonin secretion to

compare the extremes: larks and owls.

estimate the time of sleep onset.

29

More widely used are

questionnaires. The two main questionnaires are the Horne-Ostberg

Morning types (larks)

Morningness-Eveningness Questionnaire (MEQ) and the Munich

Larks are individuals with an advanced sleep-wake cycle, often rising

Chronotype Questionnaire (MCQT) (Table 3).30 The end result is a

before 7.00am and going to sleep before 11.00pm.33 Studies have

spectrum of chronotypes with morning types (larks) and evening

shown that compared to their evening counterparts, larks consume

types (owls) as the two endpoints. A recent study in the United States

more of their calories in the morning and consume more protein

found that the range of mid-sleep points (MSPs) spanned 10 hours in

overall.35 Their attention peaks before 10.00am and decreases earlier

length.31 Around 50% of the population were classified as

in the afternoon.34

intermediate type, with MSPs between 2.00am and 4.00am, 25%

This is reflected in some studies, which show that during the

were classified as larks, with MSPs between midnight and 2.00am,

afternoon, morning types are more likely to cheat on problem-solving

and 25% were classified as owls, with MSPs between 4.00am and

tasks and engage in risky behaviour.36

31

6.00am. It appears that chronotypes are also influenced by both age

When it comes to learning environments, morningness appears to

and gender. In general, men tend to exhibit a tendency towards

correlate with an increased ability to demonstrate both learning

eveningness compared to women before the age of 40.31 Likewise,

discipline, the process by which you obtain information, and factor
Volume 14: Number 1. 2021 | Page 63
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elaboration, the process by which you connect concepts together.37

Cardiovascular disease

Morning types have an advantage insofar as they are adapted to suit

Studies in animal and human models have demonstrated variations in

the 9.00am to 5.00pm work week of societal living.

heart rate, blood pressure, and clotting that occur throughout the
course of the day.47,48 The aforementioned variations align with

Evening types (owls)

variations in proarrhythmic factors such as increased sympathetic

Owls are individuals with a delayed sleep-wake cycle, which is
33

stimulation in the morning and increased parasympathetic

oftentimes greater than 24 hours in length. Owls wake up at a later

stimulation in the evening, indicating a potential protective effect.49

time and prefer to do activities in the afternoon and evening.

Malik et al. have shown that patients with recent myocardial

Compared to their morning counterparts, owls tend to skip breakfast,

infarctions who demonstrated low variation in heart rate are at an

consume most of their calories in the evening, and consume more

increased risk for potentially fatal arrhythmias.50

35

sugar, alcohol, and caffeine.

They appear to spend longer eating

and are more likely to watch TV during their meals.

38

Likewise, patients with non-dipping hypertension (decreased

Since their

variation in blood pressure at night) demonstrated significantly more

attention peaks after noon and continues on into the evening, owls

left ventricular hypertrophy compared to controls (p<0.001).51

are more likely to cheat at problem-solving tasks in the morning, but

Moreover, shift workers demonstrated an increase in clotting factors

appear not to become more risk prone as the day progresses.36 In

during the night compared to day workers.51,52

learning environments, eveningness is negatively correlated with the

Finally, even subtle shifts can have deleterious effects, as evidenced by

37

ability to demonstrate learning discipline.

Evening types therefore

a recent meta-analysis, which demonstrated a higher risk of acute

are less suited to the 9.00am to 5.00pm scheduling of the typical

myocardial infarction in the two weeks following the spring or winter

work week, and are more likely to amass a considerable sleep debt

clock shift (ratio: 1.03; 95%CI: 1.01-1.06).53

that is replenished on the weekends, a phenomenon known as social
jet lag.33 Notably, owls are also more likely to exhibit symptoms of
alcohol use disorder compared to morning types.39

Chronopathology
Regardless of where one falls on the spectrum of chronotypes, it is
becoming increasingly evident that the timeframe of a conventional
working lifestyle ultimately forces us to adopt a schedule that is out of
sync with our preferences. The pathological consequences resulting
from dysregulation of circadian rhythms will be discussed herein.

Regardless of where one falls on
the spectrum of chronotypes, it
is becoming increasingly evident that
the timeframe of a conventional working
lifestyle ultimately forces us to adopt
a schedule that is out of sync
with our preferences.

Metabolic disease

Infections

Various anatomical and physiological aspects of the gastrointestinal tract

Studies on the correlation between chronotypes and susceptibility to

demonstrate circadian rhythmicity, including the metabolism of protein

infection are relatively sparse, but do demonstrate an apparent

40

Most of the

association between time of day and immune system function.49,50 In

studies investigating correlations between chronopathology and

one study of male volunteers exposed to E. coli endotoxin, a

metabolic disease are focused on shift workers, and therefore highlight

significant increase in proinflammatory cytokines (TNFα, IL-6) was

the risk of having an FEO out of alignment with the cycle set by the SCN.

demonstrated if the endotoxin was given at midnight (p<0.01),

Compared to day workers, night workers demonstrate an increased

whereas a significant increase in anti-inflammatory cytokines (IL-10)

incidence of obesity, erosive oesophagitis, gastro-oesophageal reflux

was observed when the endotoxin was administered at 12.00pm

disease, and H. pylori infections.41-44 It should be noted that there are

(p<0.05).54

other factors that likely account for these associations aside from the

Another study of critical care patients demonstrated that those who

disruption in circadian rhythm. More recent genetic studies have also

developed sepsis also had impairments in their rhythm of cortisol,

linked an evening disposition with a worsened disease course in patients

clock genes, leukocytes, and chemokines compared to those who did

with ulcerative colitis, and certain variants of PER3 with increased

not develop sepsis (p<0.05).55 However, further studies are required

frequency of both ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s disease.45,46

before definitive conclusions can be drawn.

and carbohydrates, motility, and microbiome function.
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Table 4: Aspects of the chronobundle proposed by McKenna et al.69
Environmental

Social

Bright lights to mimic sunlight

Turn off excess monitors, machines, keep lights low

Feeding corresponding to mealtime at home

Use eye masks and ear plugs

Therapies and exercise at similar time each day

Keep noise levels to a minimum

Use of melatonin to initiate sleep onset rather than sleep medications

Reduce temperature to promote sleeping

Increase temperature to encourage wakefulness

Chronotherapeutics

impairment from peripheral neuropathy (p<0.01), and extended the

Finally, an understanding of circadian rhythms can assist healthcare

time to treatment failure by almost two months (p<0.05).62

workers in optimising therapies for their patients. Below are some

Interestingly, women undergoing chrono-modulated therapy

areas in which chronobiology has been applied to date.

reported more adverse effects compared to men, highlighting a
potential role for gender in mitigating the effects of the therapy.62

Drug delivery
Various components of drug metabolism, such as the cytochrome
P450 enzymes, have been shown to exhibit circadian rhythms.

56

Understanding when these are most active can help clinicians to
optimise the timing of therapies. For example, in a study of elderly
patients receiving the influenza vaccine, those who received the
vaccine in the morning developed significantly higher levels of
antibodies against strains H1N1 A (p=0.03) and B (p=0.01) compared

In a prospective cohort study on
patients undergoing aortic valve
replacement surgery, the afternoon
group had fewer major cardiovascular
events at 500 days post operatively
compared to the morning group.

to those who received the vaccine in the afternoon.57 In another
study, of patients with rheumatoid arthritis, patients who were given

Surgery

chrono-released prednisone in the evenings were found to have a

A potential benefit to performing surgeries at certain times of day has

significantly shorter duration of morning stiffness compared to

been highlighted in several studies. In a prospective cohort study on

58

placebo (p<0.05).

patients undergoing aortic valve replacement surgery, the afternoon
group had fewer major cardiovascular events at 500 days post

Chemotherapy

operatively compared to the morning group (HR=0.5; 95%CI:

Many regulatory components of the cell cycle are under the control

0.32-0.77).63 Hoyle et al. found that burns occurring at night took

of

for

60% longer to heal on average as compared to burns occurring

Chemotherapeutics

during the day.64 The authors hypothesised that these findings may

can be delivered through programmable pump devices, which enable

potentially be due to circadian variation in fibroblast migration.64 This

drug delivery at an optimised time. One such example is the

may have implications for wound closure post surgery. However, a

IntelliJectTM device, which delivers a combination of fluorouracil,

study on acute kidney injury following aortic valve replacement found

leucovorin, and oxaliplatin for the treatment of non-small cell lung

no differences between morning and afternoon groups (p=0.98 and

the

clock

genes,

thereby

underpinning

chrono-modulated chemotherapy regimens.

cancer.

60

59

the

basis

Studies have shown that chrono-modulated infusions of

chemotherapy can reduce adverse effects and improve patient
61,62

compliance.

0.99).65 More studies need to be conducted in order for a definitive
trend to be established.

Giachetti et al. demonstrated that chrono-modulated

delivery of irinotecan from 2.00am to 8.00am resulted in less severe

Mood disorders

diarrhoea and less variability in drug levels compared to one standard

Modulating the sleep-wake cycle has been shown to be an effective

infusion in the morning (variability of CMax 2.9 ± 0.5μg/mL vs 5.5 ±

strategy in improving mood for patients with various mood

2.0μg/mL).61 Additionally, Lévi et al. delivered chrono-modulated

disorders.66 Use of early morning light therapy in animal models

oxaliplatin, fluorouracil, and folinic acid (ChronoFLO) to patients with

appears to increase the levels of serotonin, dopamine, and

metastatic colorectal cancer, resulting in a 50% decrease in functional

norepinephrine in a manner similar to that of antidepressants.66 A
Volume 14: Number 1. 2021 | Page 65
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study conducted on patients with bipolar disorder in the midst of a

order in which foods are consumed may pose a benefit as well. A

major depressive episode demonstrated reduced feelings of suicidality

study of Chinese adults eating a meal of rice, vegetables, and meat

and increased efficacy of antidepressants when a treatment

showed that the lowest post-prandial insulin area under the curve and

combination of lithium, light therapy, and sleep deprivation was used

highest glucagon-like peptide-1 levels were observed in the group

(p<0.01).67 Another study on women with borderline personality

that ate the vegetables first, followed by meat and then rice

disorder found that using morning light therapy improved alertness

(p<0.01).71 Although further research is required, there is

and measures of atypical depression as compared to controls.68

demonstrable benefit to aligning environments with an individual’s

Therefore, chrono-modulation of the sleep-wake cycle may be an

circadian rhythm.

effective non-invasive strategy to enhance the action of current

Conclusions and future directions

therapies for mood disorders.

Although the field of chronobiology is well established, there is still

Optimising the hospital environment

much research to be done before we are certain of its benefits for

The field of chronotherapeutics has expanded to include modulation

the human population.

of entire environments known to disrupt circadian rhythms, such as

Perhaps the single biggest limitation currently is the use of animal

emergency departments. A recent paper by McKenna et al. outlines a

models to determine the effects of rhythms. Aside from the inherent

strategy to regulate the critical care unit known as the

difficulties in translating animal research findings to humans, it is

69

“chronobundle”. The strategy aims to deliver medications, conduct

important to note that rodents have a nocturnal cycle compared

investigations, and apply treatments in a way that is in sync with the

with the human diurnal cycle, further calling into question the

normal circadian rhythm (Table 4).

69

Optimising when food is

applicability of mouse models for the study of chronobiology.

consumed can also help to maintain circadian rhythms. A review by

Nevertheless, existing research in humans demonstrates the value of

Henry et al. outlined the variation in glucose tolerance throughout the

understanding and working with our circadian rhythms. In an age of

day, and suggested that consumption of carbohydrates in the

personalised medicine, a person’s chronobiology may become

morning, when glucose tolerance is at its peak, can reduce

another unique identifier that allows healthcare workers to find the

70

development and severity of type 2 diabetes.

Finally, changing the

right treatment at the right time.
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COVID-19: a disease of the
endothelium?

Abstract
The recent emergence of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) and the subsequent pandemic
has resulted in a healthcare emergency of unparalleled magnitude. Recent evidence suggests
that COVID-19 is associated with a significant risk of thrombotic sequelae. The evidence to date
suggests that the underlying mechanism is due to the ability of COVID-19 to downregulate
angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) on endothelial cells, resulting in oxidative damage
and subsequent thrombosis. As such, individuals with higher baseline levels of oxidative stress
are at greater risk of complications. Both D-dimer and thrombomodulin have emerged as
prognostic markers for COVID-19. Given that the thrombotic consequences of COVID-19 have
led to high mortality rates, multiple strategies to prevent thrombosis have been proposed and
trialled, including heparin, anti-platelet therapy, and other unconventional therapies such as
ivermectin. The striking overlap between risk factors for severe COVID-19 and vitamin D
deficiency, including obesity, older age, and African or Asian ethnic origin, has led some
researchers to hypothesise that vitamin D supplementation could hold promise as a
Carol Rizkalla

prophylactic or therapeutic agent for COVID-19. There are myriad clinical trials currently

RCSI medical student

underway with the aim of becoming approved efficacious treatments for the thrombotic
sequelae of COVID-19.
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland Student Medical Journal 2021; 1: 69-75.
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Common symptoms:

Fever

Dry cough

Fatigue

Uncommon symptoms:

Symptoms in severe disease:

Headache

Pyrexia

Nasal congestion

Haemoptysis

Loss of smell or taste

Leukopenia

Sore throat
Kidney failure
Coughing up sputum
Shortness of breath
Pain in muscles or joints
Chills
Nausea and/or vomiting
Diarrhoea

FIGURE 1: Common and uncommon symptoms of COVID-19.1

Introduction
COVID-19 has a broad spectrum of clinical features, the most common

investigating anti-thrombotic therapies to target the thrombotic

being fever, followed by cough, nausea, vomiting, and diarrhoea

sequelae of COVID-19.3,4 However, given the intricacies of the

(Figure 1).1,2 According to Larsen et al., the clinical presentation of

underlying pathophysiology, unconventional therapies are being trialled

COVID-19 is especially crucial as it allows clinicians to differentiate it

at an unprecedented rate to attempt to understand and manage severe

from other respiratory illnesses such as Middle East respiratory syndrome

cases of COVID-19.

(MERS), severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), and influenza. These

Although some progress has been made, more evidence from clinical

clinical distinctions become especially relevant during annual influenza

trials is required in order to provide further recommendations for the

seasons.

treatment

Although most patients will only experience mild symptoms of

pathophysiology of COVID-19 and the therapies that have evolved as a

COVID-19, some patients will progress rapidly over a week. This leads

result of an improved understanding of the physiology.

of

COVID-19.

This

paper

aims

to

describe

the

us to question why critically ill COVID-19 patients present with a
broader array of clinical manifestations. Moreover, why are some
patients experiencing strokes, heart attacks, and renal failure? The short
answer: thrombosis.
The mechanism by which COVID-19 mediates clotting relies on the
fundamental principle of thrombosis: endothelial cell damage. At this
time, there are 42 clinical trials examining the pathophysiology behind
the thrombotic sequelae associated with COVID-19, many of which are
Page 70 | Volume 14: Number 1. 2021

Although most patients will only experience
mild symptoms of COVID-19, some patients
will progress rapidly over a week. This leads
us to question why critically ill COVID-19
patients present with a broader array of
clinical manifestations.
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FIGURE 3: Pathophysiology of COVID-19 oxidative damage. This figure
demonstrates the mechanism of oxidative damage underlying COVID-19.
COVID-19-mediated downregulation of ACE2 receptors on endothelial cells leads to
FIGURE 2: A CT image demonstrating diffuse alveolar damage in the lungs caused

oxidative stress and endothelial cell damage, resulting in thrombus formation.

by COVID-19.

ACE2: Angiotensin-converting-enzyme 2.

Patient-related risk factors

it downregulates ACE2, subsequently increasing ROS levels and

Individuals with impaired oxidative stress relative to healthy

increasing oxidative stress.14 The ensuing endothelial cell damage

individuals appear to be at the highest risk of dying from COVID-19.

results in thrombosis, leading to a prothrombotic state. Venous

This includes patients with atherosclerotic risk factors such as

thromboembolism is prevalent in up to 69% of critically ill COVID-19

hyperlipidaemia, hypertension, smoking, and diabetes.4-6 In a study

patients, despite the use of low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH)

conducted in New York City (NYC) consisting of 5,600 patients with

thromboprophylaxis.15

COVID-19, the most common comorbidities include hypertension

To determine whether endotheliopathy is involved in the

(57%), obesity (42%), and diabetes (34%), levels which are all higher

pathogenesis of COVID-19-associated coagulopathy, Goshua et al.

than the prevalence of each comorbidity previously reported in

assessed markers of endothelial cell damage and platelet activation in

NYC.7-9 Thus, it appears that those with underlying health conditions

critically ill and non-critically ill COVID-19 patients who were

such as heart disease, and associated risk factors, have an increased

admitted to hospital.15 The authors measured von Willebrand factor

risk

(vWF, a marker of endothelial cell damage), D-dimer levels, and

10

of

developing

severe

COVID-19

symptoms

requiring

hospitalisation.

soluble thrombomodulin (a marker of endothelial cell activation). A
mean of 565% of vWF antigen was reported in COVID-19 intensive

Mechanism of action: oxidative stress

care unit (ICU) patients, as compared to a mean of 278% reported in

One can become infected with COVID-19 via direct contact, droplet

COVID-19 non-ICU patients (p<0.05).15

transmission, and aerosol transmission.11 While COVID-19 can cause

Interestingly, an increase in D-dimer was significantly higher in

diffuse alveolar damage in the lungs (Figure 2), the major

COVID-19 ICU patients than non-ICU patients (p<0.05).16 In another

consequences of the disease result from its effect on the blood

study of 183 patients, the overall mortality was 11.5%, with

vessels.10,12 In the blood vessels, COVID-19 binds to its target

non-survivors demonstrating significantly higher D-dimer levels

angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) on endothelial cells’ surface,

(p<0.05).16 Increasing D-dimer values may be useful as a prognostic

resulting in oxidative stress (Figure 3).13

parameter

ACE2 functions to protect endothelial cells by attenuating the

thrombomodulin concentrations greater than 3.26ng/mL were

production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and inhibiting the

associated with lower rates of hospital discharge among COVID-19

inflammatory response.13,14 When COVID-19 infects endothelial cells,

patients.15 Thrombomodulin concentrations were also shown to have

indicating

a

worse

outcome.12

Additionally,
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limit of normal (32.8% vs 52.4%, p=0.017).17 The SIC score is used
for septic patients in whom clinicians are concerned about possible
sepsis-induced coagulopathy. The SIC score can help to confirm a
diagnosis of coagulopathy, which is often a precursor to overt
disseminated intravascular coagulation. Parameters included in the
SIC score are international normalised ratio (INR), platelet count,
and the Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score.
Anti-coagulant therapy with LMWH appears to be associated with a
better prognosis in COVID-19 patients with severe disease who meet
the SIC criteria or who have markedly elevated D-dimer levels.17 Even
in cases where COVID-19 patients are given anti-coagulation therapy
early in their disease course, thrombosis has been a prominent
feature in their disease progression, highlighting the critical role of

Clumping of
RBCs

thrombotic sequelae early on in the disease course.18 Due to the
association of thromboprophylaxis with an improved prognosis, the
American Society of Hematology recommends thromboprophylaxis
with LMWH for all hospitalised COVID-19 patients unless the patient
is at high risk of bleeding.19 Current literature shows promising

FIGURE 4: Ivermectin inhibits clot formation in COVID-19. Ivermectin is an
anthelmintic drug, which prevents spike protein on COVID-19 from binding to

evidence with the use of therapeutic anti-coagulation in high-risk

CD147, thereby preventing the clumping of red blood cells. ACE2:

individuals. It is standard practice for all hospitalised COVID-19
30

Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2; CD147: Cluster of differentiation 147.

a significant correlation with mortality (p<0.05).

15

patients to be monitored closely for thrombotic events.

Given that

thrombomodulin could be predictive of mortality in patients with
COVID-19, assessing thrombomodulin levels early in treatment may
help to identify COVID-19 patients who would benefit most from
anti-coagulation

therapies.

However,

further

validation

of

thrombomodulin as a prognostic marker is required.

Anti-coagulation therapy for COVID-19 patients
The high rates of thrombotic sequelae observed in patients with

Even in cases where COVID-19 patients
are given anti-coagulation therapy
early in their disease course, thrombosis
has been a prominent feature in their
disease progression, highlighting the
critical role of thrombotic sequelae
early on in the disease course.

severe COVID-19 have increased focus on anti-platelet therapy and
endothelial cell modifying agents as potential therapeutics for

Unconventional proposed treatments

COVID-19. Multiple studies have shown that LMWH treatment

In light of the scarce evidence informing the current treatment

reduces mortality in COVID-19 patients with elevated D-dimer

options available for COVID-19 patients, numerous clinical studies

levels.17 A recent study assessing the effects of LMWH on patient

have been investigating a diverse array of potential therapeutic

outcomes in patients with severe COVID-19 found LMWH to be

agents. One such example is vitamin C. In non-COVID-19 patients,

associated with improved prognosis in severely ill patients.

15

Of the

vitamin C is used for the treatment of severe sepsis and septic

449 patients with severe COVID-19 enrolled in the study, 99 received

shock.20 It has been shown to shorten the length of stay in the ICU,

LMWH for seven days or longer.17 Again, D-dimer levels were

and to reduce mortality in patients with acute respiratory distress

positively correlated with 28-day mortality.17 No difference in 28-day

syndrome (ARDS).6,21,22 In a study conducted by Hiedra et al.,

mortality was found between heparin users and non-users (30.3% vs

intravenous administration of vitamin C in COVID-19 patients

29.7%, p=0.910).

17

However, the 28-day mortality of heparin users

significantly decreased inflammatory markers, including ferritin

was lower than non-users in patients with a sepsis-induced

and D-dimer, as well as the need for supplemental oxygen.20

coagulopathy (SIC) score ≥4 (40.0% vs 64.2%, p=0.029), or in

N-acetylcysteine (NAC) is a medication used to regenerate reduced

patients with D-dimer levels that were six-fold greater than the upper

glutathione to attenuate oxidative damage. NAC was found to
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diminish the severity of influenza-like symptoms in patients

within 12 days.34 These findings suggest that plasma transfusion

diagnosed with influenza (only 25% of virus-infected subjects under

may be beneficial in treating critically ill patients with COVID-19

NAC treatment were symptomatic compared to 79% in the placebo

and ARDS; however, further evaluation in randomised controlled

23

group).

NAC has also been found to have anti-coagulant effects,

trials is needed. Now more than ever, physicians and clinical

effects.24-27

scientists are being challenged to think outside the box when

Currently, a clinical trial at the Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in New

analysing and proposing potential therapeutic modalities for

York is investigating the efficacy of NAC on COVID-19 patients who

severely ill COVID-19 patients.

platelet-inhibiting

properties,

and

thrombolytic

are mechanically ventilated or managed in critical care.28

Racial susceptibility and vitamin D deficiency in

Now more than ever, physicians and
clinical scientists are being challenged to
think outside the box when analysing
and proposing potential therapeutic
modalities for severely ill
COVID-19 patients.

COVID-19 morbidity and mortality
International and UK data suggest that people from Black, Asian
and

minority

ethnic

(BAME)

communities

may

be

disproportionately affected by COVID-19.35 Epidemiological data
have demonstrated that persons of African descent have the
highest incidence of venous thromboembolism (VTE) compared
with other ethnic groups.36 The underlying mechanisms for these
racial differences are complex; however, previous data have

Although ivermectin is classically an anthelmintic drug, it has

suggested that higher factor VIII, vWF levels (pro-coagulants), and

29

lower protein C levels (anti-coagulant) may account for this

recently been shown to reduce mortality in COVID-19 patients.

Ivermectin acts to shield the coronavirus spike protein from

increased risk.36

binding to ACE2 and cluster of differentiation (CD) 147 (Figure

In relation to COVID-19, it has been found that pulmonary

4).

30

CD147 is a surface receptor on red blood cells (RBCs), which

COVID-19 attaches to, causing the RBCs to become sticky, thereby

vasculopathy may contribute to unexplained differences in patient
response,
37

highlighting

racial

susceptibility

to

COVID-19

promoting thrombosis. A group from the University of Baghdad is

mortality.

currently conducting a clinical trial on ivermectin in COVID-19

between mean vitamin D levels and COVID-19 mortality.38 The

patients, given that the drug is hypothesised to reduce thrombotic

authors demonstrated that lower vitamin D levels were associated

events.

31

An open-label trial in the UK demonstrated that

dexamethasone reduced mortality for COVID-19 patients requiring
ventilation.

32

At a daily dose of 6mg, dexamethasone reduced

mortality for COVID-19 patients on ventilators and among those
receiving oxygen without invasive ventilation.

32

Ilie et al. identified a statistically significant association

with higher COVID-19 mortality.38
This association may be explained by the role of vitamin D in
preventing COVID-19 infection or perhaps a role in protection
from

more

severe

consequences

of

COVID-19

infection.

Currently, the

Interestingly, vitamin D leads to enhanced expression of ACE2, the

National Institutes of Health COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines Panel

target receptor of COVID-19.39 Although the increase in ACE2 may

recommends using dexamethasone in COVID-19 patients who are

have correlated with a higher risk of infection, previous studies

mechanically ventilated or who require supplemental oxygen.

33

Interestingly, a case series asked whether administration of

identified associations between higher levels of ACE2 and
improved outcomes from COVID-19.40

convalescent plasma transfusion could be beneficial in the
treatment of critically ill patients with COVID-19.34 Critically ill
patients were defined as those with severe pneumonia with rapid
progression and continuously high viral load, those with a
PaO2/FiO2 <300, and those on mechanical ventilation. Following
plasma transfusion, viral loads were observed to decrease and
subsequently become negative within 12 days post transfusion.34
Moreover, body temperatures were normalised within three days

In relation to COVID-19, it has been
found that pulmonary vasculopathy
may contribute to unexplained
differences in patient response,
highlighting racial susceptibility
to COVID-19 mortality.

in four of the five patients assessed.34 While the SOFA score

A study by Cashman et al. found that of 55,844 Europeans studied,

decreased following plasma transfusion, the PaO2/FiO2 increased

13% had serum concentrations of 25-hydroxy vitamin D
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(25(OH)D) – a marker for baseline vitamin D levels – that were less
than 30nmol/L on average.

41

Conclusion

Additionally, dark-skinned ethnic

The emergence of the COVID-19 virus and the subsequent

groups have a much higher prevalence of low vitamin D levels

pandemic has led to unprecedented healthcare challenges. A

(<30nmol/L) than the white population.

41

The vitamin D deficiency

pivotal clinical feature of severe COVID-19 infection appears to be

that is prevalent in Europe and among darker-skinned individuals

a pro-thrombotic state linked to various thrombotic sequelae.

may provide further insight into the incidence and morbidity that

To date, no therapy for COVID-19 has proven to be fully effective.

COVID-19 has had on these patient populations. Previously, it has

Although there have been several approaches to combatting this

been shown that vitamin D reduces acute respiratory tract

novel virus, the therapies have been experimental, with no

infections in non-COVID-19 patients.

26,42

Notably, the protective

effect was more significant in those receiving daily or weekly
vitamin D (NNT=4) than bolus dose (NNT=33).

42

Consequently,

substantive conclusive findings to date.
As such, there remains an urgent clinical need to identify
the

underlying

mechanisms

thrombotic

sequelae,

through
in

which

the

hope

COVID-19

there are currently many speculations as to whether vitamin D

causes

should be prescribed for the mass population as a preventive

improved understanding of the disease process will lead to

that

an

measure against COVID-19.43

fruitful therapeutic approaches.
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Loneliness in the elderly

Abstract
As populations age and live longer than ever before, the prevalence of loneliness in the elderly
is becoming increasingly apparent, warranting further investigation of the factors contributing
to these feelings. Loneliness in the elderly can impact both physical and mental health, making
it an increasingly important patient factor to explore for diagnostic and treatment purposes.
This review aims to consider the multitudinous and complex factors surrounding loneliness in
the elderly, and to discuss current initiatives to combat this issue. It further demonstrates why
loneliness in the elderly can be considered an issue in healthcare by exploring the effects that
loneliness has on an individual’s quality of life, from both a physical and mental health
perspective. It takes a closer look at the present-day practices used to treat loneliness, as well
as promising interventions that are currently being researched. In particular, this review focuses
on a promising intervention termed ‘social prescribing’, which consists of non-traditional
Harleen Jhinger
RCSI medical student

treatment plans in the context of medicine, and discusses the different approaches that
societies are taking to address loneliness.
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland Student Medical Journal 2021; 1: 76-81.
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FIGURE 1: Three dimensions of loneliness. Adapted from Cacioppo et al.2

Introduction
Living longer, feeling lonelier? Loneliness among the elderly is an

important in one’s life, and the absence of support during times of

emerging concern, as is reflected by prominent coverage in the

emotional difficulty.2 Relational loneliness refers to decreased

media. As life expectancies continue to rise, the relationship between

engagement with close companions. Finally, collective loneliness

loneliness in the elderly and their overall health status has become

arises when there is a lack of participation and engagement within

increasingly apparent.1-3 Acknowledging the existence of loneliness in

communities that an individual identifies with.2 These three

the elderly has encouraged societies to take action, employing both

dimensions of loneliness are consistent with a key study by Hall et al.,

social and pharmacological approaches.2 Despite this, there continues

which indicates that there is an attentional component to these three

to be a lack of protocol and first-line intervention guidelines available

dimensions (Figure 1), divided into intimate, social, and public

to address loneliness. Current therapeutic interventions are primarily

spaces.2,4

intuitive, while societal interventions revolve around creating

While it is difficult to measure loneliness, the University of California

awareness about the issue.

at Los Angeles (UCLA) Loneliness Scale was recently developed for
research and treatment of loneliness.5,6 This scale reflects the fact that

Cacioppo et al. in Perspectives on
Psychological Science characterised
loneliness as a negative experience
resulting from a discrepancy between
an individual’s preferred and actual social
relations. Three dimensions are included
within this characterisation of loneliness:
intimate loneliness; relational loneliness;
and, collective loneliness.

loneliness is not the equivalent of living alone or being alone; rather,
it is an unpleasant, subjective internal emotion.1 Being continuously
alone may contribute to one’s likelihood of feeling lonely, but it is
equally important to note that an individual who is not socially
isolated may also experience chronic feelings of loneliness.7,8
Despite the subjective nature of loneliness, there is a complex
interplay of factors that influence an individual’s degree and likelihood
of experiencing loneliness. Among the elderly population, loneliness
is known to result from decreased intergenerational living scenarios,
decline of health, decreased functional ability, fewer social
relationships, or death of a spouse.9 Frailty, a known characteristic of

Defining loneliness

ageing, is also found to increase vulnerability to loneliness.9 Due to

Identification and remediation of loneliness necessitates a definition,

these diverse factors, it can be difficult to predict loneliness.

which has proven to be a difficult task thus far. Cacioppo et al. in
Perspectives on Psychological Science characterised loneliness as a

Effects of loneliness

negative experience resulting from a discrepancy between an

Early identification of loneliness risk factors can help to mitigate its

2

individual’s preferred and actual social relations. Three dimensions

consequences early on, thereby preventing progression to chronic

are included within this characterisation of loneliness: intimate

loneliness. Loneliness in the elderly adversely affects both physical and

loneliness; relational loneliness; and, collective loneliness.

2

Intimate loneliness alludes to the absence of an individual who is

mental health. It is a huge detriment to physical health insofar as it is
linked to hypertension, poor sleep, and an increased risk of
Volume 14: Number 1. 2021 | Page 77
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developing cardiovascular disease due to increased sympathetic
activity.7,10 Furthermore, poor sleep caused by loneliness further
exacerbates the likelihood of developing cardiovascular disease
through improper control of blood pressure.11 These factors all
Middle-aged
individuals
and young
adults

contribute to a general overall increased risk of mortality.7,10
Regarding mental health, there is a positive correlation between
loneliness and depression, as well as decreased cognition.12,13
Long-term negative social interactions, such as exclusion or betrayal,

Elderly
Individuals

have been found to increase the likelihood of cognitive decline due to
the ensuing feelings of loneliness.13,14 Moreover, cross-sectional
studies have linked loneliness to poor outcomes in individuals with
pre-existing mental illnesses such as psychosis and personality
disorders.5 However, at present, there is a lack of longitudinal

Infants/young children

evidence to support this.5 Wang et al. completed a four-month
prospective study that investigated loneliness as a predictor of
recovery following a mental health crisis. It was determined that
loneliness could predict clinical outcomes following such crises.5

FIGURE 2: Pyramid displaying age stratification theory in the Western world.24

However, the authors acknowledged that future studies should
increase the amount of time between baseline and the follow-up

between one’s interpretation of social cues and one’s perception of

periods.5

people, is believed to be linked to loneliness.23 Both are associated
with the posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS). Decreased grey

Residents of senior housing facilities such
as nursing homes or assisted-living
residencies have consistently been found
to experience increased rates of
loneliness in comparison to the national
mean through self-reported data.

matter volume of the pSTS is thought to cause a predisposition to
feeling lonely for long periods of time, due to difficulty in recognising
social cues from ocular motion.23
In gerontology, the age stratification theory is used to display
age-linked inequalities that may contribute to loneliness. The theory
is based on the sociological principle of unequal resources, power, or
respect available to individuals at different stages of their life course
(Figure 2).24 It demonstrates a societal structure based on one’s age,

Factors that influence the likelihood of loneliness in the elderly

and differs between varying regions and cultures. The theory also

Among the elderly, loneliness may stem from a variety of complex

serves to explain societal differences in how the elderly are viewed.

environmental, social, and health factors. Specifically, loneliness is

While ageing is feared in certain regions, elders are greatly valued and

more common in unmarried, elderly women with pre-existing health

respected in others.24

conditions, although this is largely based on self-reported data.15

Within the Western world, the age stratification theory tends to place

There is also a positive correlation between loneliness and age.1

elders below middle-aged adults with respect to societal aspects of

Loneliness has been found to be increased in elderly individuals with

power, wealth, and respect.24 No longer feeling needed within one’s

a lower socioeconomic status, specifically in those who reside in

environment may impact one’s likelihood of feeling lonely in Western

Western societies.16-19 Residents of senior housing facilities such as

societies.25,26

nursing homes or assisted-living residencies have consistently been

Meanwhile, in some traditional Asian societies, lack of filiality or

found to experience increased rates of loneliness in comparison to the

experiencing divorce may be stronger indicators of one’s likelihood of

20-22

Despite access to

feeling lonely as one ages.27,28 The age stratification theory does not

communal areas and social spaces within senior housing facilities, this

remain static. Rather, with each passing generation, as well as

trend has persisted.20-22

changing societal beliefs, the theory can change. Overall, the age

Biologically, the structural anatomy of the brain is also thought to play

stratification theory attempts to display the way a society as a whole

a role in feeling lonely. Social perception, which considers the linkage

perceives the elderly.27,28

national mean through self-reported data.
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Social prescribing

Taking action

Many of the treatments surrounding loneliness arise from an intuitive

A variety of approaches have attempted to combat loneliness. The

understanding of loneliness but are lacking in robust evidence.

Campaign to End Loneliness was initiated in the United Kingdom in

Published research on the prevalence and underlying causes of

2010 with the aim of providing tools to tackle loneliness.34 This

29

loneliness tends to be based in Western societies.

Here, loneliness

campaign is multifaceted, including promoting research on loneliness

largely stems from factors that may be difficult to directly target and

by connecting like-minded researchers, developing press releases,

change. From gender to environment, a variety of combined elements

developing outreach among commissioners and the general public

influence one’s likelihood of feeling chronically lonely. As such, recent

through social media and movements, and using knowledge

loneliness interventions in Western societies have focused on engaging

mobilisation by providing organisations with educational resources

patients within community services such as volunteering, gardening,

on loneliness. Other countries, including Denmark and Australia, have

30-32

and dancing, through social prescribing.

followed suit with similar campaigns.8

Social prescribing describes an approach to healthcare wherein a
healthcare professional refers a patient to a link worker, who is a
30

non-clinical support.

Social prescribing is a phenomenon that has

recently gained more traction within the United Kingdom. It
incorporates community initiatives such as art classes, reading groups,
and sports, among others, as treatment options.30 Evidence around
the efficacy of social prescribing is lacking, and data largely relies on
self-reported outcomes from patients, which introduces a high risk of
bias as well as potential confounders.30 Despite this, one of the
long-term goals of the United Kingdom Department of Health is to
bring social prescribing to each locality.31 Husk et al. recommend that

This campaign is multifaceted, including
promoting research on loneliness by
connecting like-minded researchers,
developing press releases, developing
outreach among commissioners and the
general public through social media and
movements, and using knowledge
mobilisation by providing organisations
with educational resources on loneliness.

social prescribing be treated as a system with individual elements,
whereby each element, such as link workers, can then be further

On a macro level, the United Kingdom has taken the initiative by

investigated for impact on social prescribing as a whole.33 Although it

implementing a position for the ministerial lead for loneliness in

has yet to be well established worldwide, social prescribing is a

2017.35 AgeUK has also promoted ‘The Great Wirral Door Knock’, an

promising technique.33

initiative focused on targeting regions in the UK where populations
Volume 14: Number 1. 2021 | Page 79
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may be more likely to feel lonely.35 Volunteers provide resources such

treatment options can lead to a lack of consistency in treatment plans.

as information leaflets through canvassing.

While one patient may benefit significantly from options provided by

Social prescribing has also become prevalent in the United Kingdom

their healthcare practitioner, another may fall through the gaps and

National Health Service (NHS), where it is recognised as a key

receive minimal to no support.8

component of universal personalised care.31,36,37 In the UK, social

Furthermore, certain options to combat loneliness may not be feasible

prescribing is designed to supplement the traditional, pharmaceutical

for everyone affected by it. For example, while it has been shown that

prescription format that medicine follows, and holds great potential

elderly people who reside in a household as opposed to a nursing

for the future.38

home are less likely to feel lonely, this may not always be a realistic

In long-term care facilities, it is vital to devise unique strategies to

option.21,22,42,43 With regard to the causative factors contributing to

combat feelings of loneliness among the residents. In these

loneliness, each generation has unique factors to consider.

environments, an important aspect of well-being is remaining
connected with family members where possible. Frequent video

Conclusion

conferencing with family members can help an elderly individual to

Loneliness is now a recognised problem in the modern world. With

remain connected.

39

Keeping in close contact with family members

changing family dynamics, generational differences, and varying roles

may help elderly individuals to feel a sense of belonging. As well as

as we age, loneliness will continue to impact the elderly in terms of

this, indoor gardening and group game console use were found to

both physical and mental health.

improve cognitive ageing. Improved cognitive ageing combats

Ultimately, loneliness is a multidimensional issue that is highly variable

loneliness insofar as increased loneliness is correlated with poorer

and subjective. While social prescribing remains a relatively new

40

cognition.

Animal therapy sessions are frequently implemented in

concept that has yet to be implemented in many countries, it is a

long-term care facilities, which further helps to combat feelings of

promising method for providing additional support to populations

loneliness.

41-43

that are especially vulnerable to loneliness. Moving forward,

Healthcare workers and social service providers are faced with a lack

longitudinal studies would help to provide further evidence on best

of evidence for a robust approach to combat loneliness, as

practice, whether it be social, pharmacological, or another style of

35

highlighted by AgeUK. The current ambiguity involved in loneliness

intervention.
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Exploring the mental health
implications of COVID-19

Abstract
With the current COVID-19 pandemic, there has been a substantial focus on the maintenance
of the physical health of the population. Though understandable given the physical health
repercussions of the infection, the mental health impact of this global crisis should also be
prioritised through the mobilisation of resources and services. The emergence of previous
outbreaks has increased awareness surrounding the importance of addressing the mental
health concerns of healthcare workers and non-healthcare workers. It is of even greater
significance to address them now, as COVID-19 has presented widespread challenges that are
of longer duration than previous infections. This has left many individuals without their usual
financial and emotional support systems. Early intervention and mitigation strategies are more
essential than ever in order to prevent potential long-term mental health implications.
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland Student Medical Journal 2021; 1: 82-86.

Introduction
In March 2020, the World Health Organisation

increased uncertainty surrounding how to treat

announced that COVID-19 was considered a

COVID-19,

with

continued

efforts
2

towards

pandemic. The outbreak, which originated in

developing an adequate vaccine.

December 2019 in Wuhan, China, has had a

COVID-19 has been found to be more transmissible,

profound impact on the global population. As of

with a longer incubation period of 4-12 days, when

January 2021, there have been approximately 83

compared to SARS-CoV or MERS-CoV, making it

million individuals infected and over 1.8 million

harder to contain.2

deaths globally as a result of COVID-19.

1

In addition,

The reproductive rate (R0), or the number of people

Candice Parmar

Similar to previous outbreaks of coronavirus such

one infected person can spread the disease to, is a

RCSI medical student

as severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus

measure that estimates how quickly disease

(SARS-CoV) and the Middle East respiratory

outbreaks can spread and evolve into epidemics.2

syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV), there has been

Public health measures aim to reduce the R0 and
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assist with disease control. Countries across the world such as China,
Singapore, Germany, and Denmark have relied on methods involving
social distancing, quarantine, personal protective equipment (PPE), and
hand hygiene to assist in flattening the epidemic curve.2 The current

2. Mental health
and illness

public health measures in these countries are similar to those
implemented in the United States (US) during the 1918 influenza
pandemic, which decreased overall mortality by 20%.3 Death rates from
that pandemic were 50% lower in US cities that enacted earlier
interventions to reduce the burden on the healthcare system.3
Although it is imperative that we quickly contain the spread of
COVID-19, these measures, such as social distancing and self-isolation,

3. Behaviour
changes in
high-stress
environments

1. Subclinical
distress
responses

can take a substantial toll on our mental health. Times of public health
crisis can be distressing, especially given the uncertainty resulting from
changing safety measures, movement restrictions, and economic

1

2

3

climates. In these circumstances, it is imperative to take a holistic

Sleep disturbance
Fear
Worry
Altered
concentration

Resilience
Post-traumatic
stress disorder
Acute stress
disorder
Depression

Smoking
Evacuation
Alcohol
Over dedication

approach to our physical and mental well-being, with a heightened
focus on the resources available for mental health. This review will
explore the stressors experienced by healthcare workers (HCWs)
compared to non-HCWs, provide insight into the potential long-term
mental health implications of COVID-19, and outline possible mitigation

FIGURE 1: Stress and behavioural responses to disaster.18

strategies.

the COVID-19 pandemic is likely to have a long-term impact on their
mental health. HCWs who worked in high-risk infective environments

Fear and risk of infection for healthcare workers

such as the Ebola, SARS, and MERS outbreaks, were shown to develop

When citizens are faced with conflicting information regarding mask

symptoms of depression, anxiety, insomnia, anger, and obsession-

use or the severity of COVID-19, there is understandably an increased

compulsion.5,11 A study by Wu et al. surveyed hospital employees

4-7

three years after the SARS 2003 epidemic in China.15 Some 10% of

Compared to MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV, the containment of

respondents reported high levels of post-traumatic stress disorder

COVID-19

asymptomatic

(PTSD) symptoms.15 PTSD symptoms were two to three times more

transmission.2,4 Data from Iceland and China estimate that 43% and

likely if HCWs were quarantined, working on SARS wards, or if their

78% of cases were asymptomatic, respectively, which may worsen

loved ones contracted SARS (p<0.01).15 Similarly, HCWs in Wuhan

sense of uncertainty surrounding the best course of action.

has

been

more

difficult

due

to

8

existing fears of contracting the virus. In addition, many also fear

and Pakistan who were exposed to COVID-19 reported feelings of

transmitting the infection to loved ones. Community anxiety,

stress, anxiety, depression, anger, fear, hopelessness, burnout, and

unsurprisingly, grows after the first public death and with increased

insomnia.16,17 Similar PTSD symptoms have been found in frontline

media coverage of rising case numbers.9 The overall shortage of PPE

HCWs in natural and human-made disasters such as war, hurricanes,

and medical equipment further propagates anxiety regarding the

and tsunamis, where the work environment is consistently high risk

8

spread of the virus and one’s ability to survive once infected. HCWs

and potentially life threatening.18 After the 1998 bombing in Omagh,

experience an additional source of worry compared to non-HCWs as

Ireland, 25% of the doctors who treated survivors developed PTSD

they are directly exposed to infected patients.

symptoms.19 Benedek et al. also found that during Operation Iraqi

Nguyen et al. demonstrated that in the United Kingdom (UK) and US,

Freedom, HCWs on a hospital ship had higher rates of PTSD and

frontline workers were found to be three times more likely to test

depression compared to non-deployed HCWs.18

positive for COVID-19, with an estimated 10-20% of cases being

Additionally, following the attacks on the World Trade Centre, 11.1%

10

HCWs.

China, Italy, Spain, and France have also reported higher

of the workers involved in rescue, recovery, and clean-up displayed

rates of HCW infections compared to non-HCWs.11 This was especially

PTSD symptoms.20 PTSD symptoms can also be predicted by the

the case in the setting of PPE shortages, resulting in prolonged use

duration of exposure to trauma, high work demands, separation from

and reuse.10-14 The unrelenting stress and demand on HCWs during

loved ones, and the fear for personal safety.18,20 Figure 1 shows stress
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and behavioural responses to disasters.18 Although all of these events

In China, South Korea, and Singapore, contact tracing, social

were different, the emotional responses observed in HCWs were

distancing, and quarantine have helped to decrease the spread of

similar.

COVID-19 in both HCWs and non-HCWs.2 However, the long-term
ramifications of these preventive measures on the mental health of

An impending financial crisis

individuals need to be explored.

Although non-HCWs are at a lower risk of infection compared to

The implementation of isolation and quarantine is not a new method

HCWs, non-HCWs are faced with the threat of a potential economic

of infection prevention. Isolation entails separating an infected person

crisis caused by the pandemic. Employment loss, border shutdowns,

from those who have not been exposed.25 Quarantine requires the

travel restrictions, and reduced demand for manufactured goods all

separation of those who have been exposed to a pathogen while

contribute to the impending economic crisis.12 Almost all sectors of

monitoring whether they have acquired the disease.25 Unfortunately,

the economy have been negatively impacted, resulting in non-HCWs

there are many stressors that accompany quarantine and isolation,

needing to find other sources of income to support themselves and

especially when they are compounded by the uncertainties associated

their families.

with a pandemic. Importantly, increased isolation and home

Due to self-isolation policies and disruption in supply chains, staff

confinement have resulted in increased incidence of domestic

deficiencies can be highly problematic in the manufacturing industry

violence. Refuge, a UK charity, has reported a 25% increase in calls to

as these jobs cannot be carried out remotely.

12

The food sector was

its helpline relating to physical, sexual, or emotional abuse since

also impacted with restaurant and café closures, which resulted in job

COVID-19 lockdown measures were implemented.12 The UK has

12

losses or permanent closure for smaller businesses. In addition, to

reported that vulnerable populations have been subject to more

limit the spread of COVID-19, a decreased demand for aviation has

domestic abuse and more people are seeking support, with a 150%

resulted from border closures and travel restrictions. The World Travel

increase in visits to the national domestic abuse website.12 While

and Tourism Council estimates that 50 million jobs are at risk in the

non-HCWs can isolate with their families, for HCWs, isolation involves

travel and tourism sector.

12

Due to the underutilisation of these

separation from their loved ones due to the increased risk of

services, many non-HCWs have lost their source of income, leading to

transmission.13 Additionally, after quarantine there can be stigma

financial strain and anxiety about unemployment.

surrounding HCWs who are exposed to the pathogen, causing them

In order to predict the mental health impact of these financial losses,

to become even more isolated.4,6,24 In Senegal, some families of HCWs

it is appropriate to examine the effects of previous recessions and

believed that exposure to Ebola through contact with the HCW was

outbreaks. A study by Riumallo-Herl et al. found that job loss during

too risky.6 Similarly, in Libya, 31% of physicians felt stigmatised by

the recession of 2008 was associated with increased depressive

their family, friends, and neighbours due to their exposure to

21

symptoms of 4.78% and 3.35% in the US and Europe, respectively.

COVID-19.26 Being stigmatised has been associated with increases in

Higher levels of depression, anxiety, suicidal ideation, and substance

depressive and anxiety-related symptoms.26

abuse were related to the unexpected closure of businesses and the

It is difficult to determine the long-term impact that prolonged

21,22

presence of pre-existing financial strain.

Similarly, after the SARS

isolation will have on HCWs and non-HCWs. However, exploring the

epidemic, higher levels of depression were found in those facing a

effects of solitary confinement on inmates could provide some

greater economic burden.

23

In the setting of Ebola and SARS-CoV,

insight, though it is an extreme variation of social distancing. Solitary

governments provided financial assistance to those in need.6

confinement is a common punishment for breaking jail rules in the

However, compensation was often delayed or insufficient, causing

US.27-29 It involves isolation, sensory deprivation, and the absence of

lower-income individuals to become more dependent on their

meaningful social interactions.28,29 More than 10 days of involuntary

5

families, which could result in additional stress. Given that the

segregation can cause cognitive, social, physical, and emotional

economic impact of the Ebola epidemic still persists years after it first

pathologies, with increased risk of suicidal ideation, anxiety,

developed, it is likely that the effects of COVID-19 will continue for

depression, sleep disturbance, and paranoia.28,29 Although isolation

many years to come.

24

for COVID-19 does not involve sensory deprivation and technology
has allowed for alternative forms of interaction, individuals may be at

The impact of isolation and quarantine

risk of displaying similar symptoms in the future.

Since there is currently no clear treatment for COVID-19, prevention

Overall, longer duration of isolation and pre-existing mental illness

has been the primary focus for minimising the impact of the virus.4,5

results in worse mental health outcomes for individuals.4,6,15,17,25,30
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Studies have shown that loneliness and social isolation are associated
5

disasters and trauma by helping them feel safe, decreasing stress, and

with poor cardiovascular and mental health outcomes. A review by

promoting positive coping mechanisms to prevent symptoms of

Brooks et al. reported that prior to COVID-19, children who were

PTSD, depression, and substance abuse.4,33 Teams typically include a

quarantined for infection prevention were four times more likely to

psychiatrist, psychologist, social worker, clergy, and administrative

have PTSD symptoms than those who were not.6 Hossain et al. also

assistance.18 PFA involves initial contact with survivors, rapport,

found that before COVID-19, 30% of children and 25% of parents

stabilisation, assessment, and triage.18 Training first responders in PFA

met criteria for PTSD after quarantine for other infections.25

may even be beneficial for their own coping abilities and resilience to

Individuals who are less able to cope with stress due to a lack of social

stress.18,33

support are consequently more likely to develop unhealthy coping

It is also important to address the mental health of frontline HCWs as

mechanisms such as substance abuse.31 Additionally, having

they are especially vulnerable to infection. A study by Shah et al.

high-quality, diverse social networks was found to be protective

found that there is a lack of resources available to address anxiety,

against depression.

29,31

The strong evidence for the impact of isolation

depression, and suicidality among HCWs interacting with infected

on mental health warrants consideration when developing pandemic

patients.4 The study demonstrated that when resilience training was

response strategies, given that individuals are required to maintain

provided for medical professionals for H1N1, 76% of workers felt that

social distancing and have limited access to their normal social

the training improved their coping capabilities.4,35 This is compared to

support systems.

only 35% of individuals being able to cope without training.4,35
During COVID-19, China has sent more staff to Wuhan, providing

Psychological interventions

counselling, psychotherapy, printed resources, and phone support to

Early reduction of stress is important to prevent long-term issues such

reduce the stress on medical staff.5,16,33,36

as PTSD, depression, and substance abuse in both HCWs and
non-HCWs.30 Other general methods of reducing anxiety during

Conclusion

isolation or quarantine include avoiding excessive media intake,

With continued uncertainty surrounding when public health

consulting reputable sources, maintaining a healthy diet, and

measures for the COVID-19 pandemic will be relaxed, it is important

reaching out to support systems via social media.

4,6,25,32

to consider the mental health ramifications that could last long after

Having been previously affected by SARS-CoV in 2003, China was well

the physical threat of the virus is contained. HCWs and non-HCWs will

equipped with established interventions to address mental health

need to adjust to a new ‘normal’, since the impact of COVID-19 was

risks associated with the outbreak of COVID-19.

so widespread. This could elicit further anxiety, especially when

To maintain the care of non-HCWs, many medical institutions,

interacting closely with other people due to the stigma surrounding

universities, and hospitals across China have opened online platforms

exposure to COVID-19 and the persistent fear of becoming infected.

that integrate care, as well as telephone counselling helplines to

It is clear that early psychological interventions, alternative forms of

minimise contact.

4,6,9,12,25,33,34

However, many isolation units in

interaction, and increasing economic support can aid in addressing

hospitals do not have training for the provision of mental healthcare

the stressors experienced by HCWs and non-HCWs to prevent poorer

and studies have suggested that crisis response teams should

mental health outcomes. In times of public health crisis, risks to

incorporate psychological first aid (PFA).

4,9,32,33

PFA assists survivors of

mental health should be considered equally important to address.
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A review of the acute
treatment of illicit and
prescription drug poisonings

Abstract
Drug poisonings, both intentional and unintentional, represent a growing challenge to
healthcare systems worldwide. As acute poisonings can lead to rapid clinical deterioration,
physicians must be well versed in providing efficient, evidence-based management, including
supportive care, decontamination procedures, and antidotes. This review provides up-to-date
advice pertaining to the management of several of the most common drug poisonings.
Opioids are considered to be the most lethal drugs in the United States. Priorities in
management include airway, breathing, and circulation, followed by administration of the safe
and reliable antidote, naloxone. Several alternatives to naloxone have been proposed, including
buprenorphine, CX717, and doxapram, but evidence is limited.
Poisoning by benzodiazepines is usually treated with supportive care alone. A classic antidote is
flumazenil; however, this benzodiazepine antagonist may induce life-threatening withdrawal,
causing arrhythmias and seizures that are difficult to treat. Physicians should be well acquainted
with flumazenil’s contraindications and use this drug with caution.
Beta blocker and calcium channel blocker poisonings are treated in a similar fashion. Following
airway, breathing, and circulatory support, gastrointestinal decontamination may be
considered. Single-dose activated charcoal is preferred. Pharmacologic treatment may include
some combination of high-dose insulin euglycaemic therapy, epinephrine, atropine, calcium,
and glucagon.
Finally, in the case of acetaminophen (APAP) poisoning, physicians should consider single-dose
activated charcoal, as well as the safe and effective antidote, N-acetylcysteine (NAC). Dosing of
NAC is based on serum concentration of APAP following a single acute ingestion.
This review aims to educate clinicians as to the appropriate management of the
Aidan McKee
RCSI medical student

aforementioned poisonings, preparing them for encounters in which time is limited and the
proper treatment could be lifesaving.
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland Student Medical Journal 2021; 1: 87-95.
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Introduction
Globally, intentional and unintentional drug poisonings are
becoming increasingly common. In the United States, 67,367
deaths occurred in 2018 alone due to drug poisonings, reflecting a
steady increase since 1980 (Figure 1).1-4 It is estimated that total
poisoning cases far exceed fatalities in the United States, with less
than 1% of cases resulting in death.5 Approximately one-quarter of
reported poisonings are treated in a healthcare facility and the
remainder are managed out of hospital, with no medical treatment
given.5

Polydrug poisonings are an additional
consideration, owing to high mortality
and complicated treatment regimes.
In life-threatening cases, the time to
treatment plays a significant role
in a patient’s outcome.

FIGURE 2: Poisoning mortality in the United States by drug type. A. Poisoning
deaths per 100,000 persons in the United States in the years 1999-2016 by
individual drug (Synth Opioids OTM = synthetic opioids other than methadone). B.
Exponential growth in poisoning deaths per 100,000 persons in the United States
in the years 1980-2016. Adapted from Jalal et al.1

The most lethal drugs by far are prescription and illicit opioids
(Figure 2).1,3 However, physicians (especially emergency physicians)

In 2014, the ten drugs responsible for the most poisoning deaths in

must be well versed in treating poisonings resulting from a wide

the United States, in order of decreasing mortality, were: heroin;

range of substances, including common prescription analgesics and

cocaine;

antihypertensives.

oxycodone;

alprazolam;

fentanyl;

morphine;

methamphetamine; methadone; hydrocodone; and, diazepam.6

Polydrug

poisonings

are

an

additional

consideration, owing to high mortality and complicated treatment

FIGURE1: Drug poisoning mortality in the United States, 1980-2016. A. Exponential growth in poisoning deaths per 100,000 persons in the United States from 1980-2016.
B. Increase in heroin and prescription opioid deaths by age distribution. C. Geographical distribution of heroin and prescription opioid deaths. Adapted from Jalal et al.1
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regimes.7 In life-threatening cases, the time to treatment plays a
significant role in a patient’s outcome.
For this reason, it is important that physicians learn how to manage
a variety of acute drug poisonings. Physicians should become
acquainted with an evidence-based approach for providing
supportive and specialised care.
Common misconceptions, especially regarding contraindicated
antidotes and dangerous decontamination procedures, should be
dismissed. This review will examine evidence for the management of
acute poisonings by several of the most common drugs in the
United States: opioids; benzodiazepines; beta blockers; calcium
channel blockers; and, paracetamol. Due to the impossibility of
randomised clinical trials in humans, much of this evidence is
derived from case reports, case series, and animal studies.

Opioids
Opioids are responsible for an estimated 267,020 emergency
department visits in the United States annually, with 48% of the
visits due to non-medical uses, 39% due to therapeutic use, and

deaths beginning in 2010, and the onset of illicitly produced

Opioids have been responsible for

synthetic opioid deaths beginning in 2013 (Figure 3).7 Poly-drug

numerous sub-epidemics, including notable spikes in prescription

poisonings involving multiple types of opioids, illicit stimulants, or

opioid deaths beginning in the 1990s, an increase in heroin-related

benzodiazepines are remarkably common.7

13% due to self-harm.

8

Semisynthetic opioids
other than methadone1

Natural and semisynthetic opioids2

FIGURE 3. Sub-epidemics of opioid poisoning deaths in the United States, 1999-2018. Age-adjusted poisoning deaths involving opioids in the United States in the years
1999-2018. Adapted from Hedegaard et al.4
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Opioid toxicity characteristically results in constipation, lethargy,

symptoms than naloxone. A prospective, randomised trial recently

stupor, hypotension, miosis, respiratory depression, flushing,

showed

pulmonary oedema, and coma.5

methadone-induced respiratory depression in opioid-dependent

IV

buprenorphine

to

be

effective

in

reversing

patients.13

Naloxone is fast acting and usually
improves opioid-induced respiratory
depression within five minutes
of intravenous administration.
Establishing a patent airway, oxygenation, and ventilation are

However, research on buprenorphine is limited, and given that
naloxone does not frequently cause major adverse effects when
dosed properly, it remains the primary recommended antidote.
Moreover, in patients who have taken an opioid with either
ethanol or a benzodiazepine, buprenorphine may worsen
respiratory depression.11

critical first steps in the treatment of opioid toxicity. A
bag-valve-mask is usually sufficient to properly oxygenate the
patient, but endotracheal intubation may be necessary.9 The
mainstay of pharmacologic treatment for opioid poisoning is
naloxone, a competitive opioid receptor antagonist.5,10 Naloxone is
fast acting and usually improves opioid-induced respiratory

Buprenorphine reverses opioid-induced
respiratory depression, is longer acting,
and causes fewer withdrawal
symptoms than naloxone.

depression within five minutes of intravenous (IV) administration.9

Non-opioid airway stimulants have also shown promise in treating

Naloxone can be administered intramuscularly, intranasally, or via

opioid toxicity. Two ampakines – CX717 and CX1739 – have been

nebuliser. The recommended starting dose of naloxone is 0.04mg,

shown to lessen alfentanil- and remifentanil-induced respiratory

followed by steadily increasing doses of up to 10mg, until

depression, respectively, by stimulating respiratory drive in the

adequate respiratory effort is achieved.

9,10

Naloxone has a short

pre-Bötzinger complex in human studies.14

half-life of 30-90 minutes, and thus repeat dosing or a continuous

In rat studies, nicotine and the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor

infusion are often required. With regard to adverse effects,

agonist A85380 both reversed fentanyl-induced respiratory

naloxone is known to precipitate abrupt opioid withdrawal in

depression.14 Doxapram, a commonly used drug in veterinary

patients with a history of chronic use and dependence.9,10 In the

practice, has been shown to reverse respiratory depression in

acute setting, naloxone withdrawal causes catecholamine release,

humans post anaesthesia.14 These agents and several others are of

diarrhoea, vomiting, dehydration, electrolyte disturbances, and the

particular interest owing to their ability to preserve opioid-induced

potential for aspiration and acute lung injury.10 However, adverse

analgesia while improving respiratory effort. However, to date

effects are generally avoided with a small initial dose of 0.04mg

none have entered clinical trials.

and gradual upward titration.11
The efficacy of naloxone has resulted in widespread administration

Benzodiazepines

to at-risk individuals, with the assumption that faster treatment will

Benzodiazepines, like opioids, are depressants. They are taken

decrease mortality. However, the evidence for this practice is

orally in the vast majority of cases, although intranasal use is an

inconclusive. A retrospective cohort study in Ohio found that

alternative.15 In excess, benzodiazepines cause amnesia, ataxia,

heroin poisoning survivors who were given a take-home naloxone

confusion, lethargy, drowsiness, and coma.5

kit did not experience any subsequent reduction in emergency

Benzodiazepines are less dangerous than opioids as they rarely

department visits, hospitalisations, or deaths.

12

Naloxone is safe for

cause respiratory depression, and fatalities in the absence of

use in poly-drug poisonings even if the drugs precipitating

co-ingestions are rare.10,16 For this reason, supportive care is usually

poisoning are unknown. In fact, naloxone is an essential part of the

sufficient for benzodiazepine poisoning.

“coma cocktail” consisting of naloxone, dextrose, oxygen, and

However, this is not to say that benzodiazepines are harmless.

thiamine that is administered to patients with altered mental status

Combination of benzodiazepines with an opioid and/or alcohol

of unknown origin in an emergency.

9

greatly increases cardiorespiratory depression, thus increasing the

Buprenorphine, a partial opioid agonist, has been proposed as an

mortality relative to the risk of any one drug.6 Between 1996 and

alternative to naloxone. Buprenorphine reverses opioid-induced

2013, poisoning deaths involving a benzodiazepine increased by

respiratory depression, is longer acting, and causes fewer withdrawal

400%.15
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A benzodiazepine was involved in 30% of opioid poisoning deaths

Flumazenil has a half-life of 50 minutes, which is relatively short

in 2015.15 Alprazolam is the most toxic and is responsible for a

compared to that of benzodiazepines, and repeat dosing or

greater number of annual deaths compared to any other

infusion is often required.16

benzodiazepine.17

Unlike naloxone, flumazenil has not been made widely available to

As with opioids, there exists a fast-acting, highly-specific

the public. In fact, its use has been largely discouraged unless

competitive antagonist of the GABAA (benzodiazepine) receptor:

absolutely necessary, and it carries a black box warning in the

flumazenil.9,10,16 Flumazenil is usually administered to adults at a

United States.9

dose of 0.2mg intravenously, repeated every one to two minutes

The danger of flumazenil lies in the speed at which it can induce

until sedation is reversed.

9,16

An initial dose of 0.1mg may be a

more cautious approach.

benzodiazepine withdrawal, resulting in both arrhythmias and
seizures.
Benzodiazepines are a standard treatment for ongoing seizures,

Moreover, in the case of concurrent
stimulant poisoning, benzodiazepines
may suppress stimulant-induced seizures
and arrhythmias; therefore, reversal
may cause significant harm.

but are futile in flumazenil-induced convulsions due to GABAA
antagonism. Moreover, in the case of concurrent stimulant
poisoning, benzodiazepines may suppress stimulant-induced
seizures and arrhythmias; therefore, reversal may cause significant
harm.9,10,16,18 For this reason, flumazenil is contraindicated in
patients with chronic benzodiazepine use, previous documented
Volume 14: Number 1. 2021 | Page 91
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seizures, prolonged QRS interval, or co-administration of cocaine,
a tricyclic antidepressant, or any other convulsant.

5,9,10,16,18

intubation. 20,22

Whole

bowel

irrigation

is

effective

for

sustained-release CCB/BB poisonings presenting more than two
hours after ingestion, but before the onset of symptoms,

Beta blockers and calcium channel blockers

specifically ileus.19,23

Beta blockers (BBs) and calcium channel blockers (CCBs) are
commonly prescribed for hypertension and cardiovascular disease.
BB

poisoning

presents

with

bradycardia,

hypotension,

bronchospasm, seizures, and coma.5,10,19 CCB poisoning presents
with bradycardia, vasodilation, hypotension, lethargy, seizures,
and coma.5,10,19,20 CCB poisoning is associated with a 35%
mortality rate, causing more deaths than any other cardiovascular
drug. 20

BB

and

CCB

poisonings

are

managed

similarly.

In the setting of acute poisoning,
life-threatening bradycardia and
hypotension can be reversed by
pharmacologic treatment guided
by echocardiography or pulmonary
artery catheterisation.

Supplemental oxygen is a priority, as is endotracheal intubation in
the case of coma. IV fluids should be given if the patient is

In the setting of acute poisoning, life-threatening bradycardia and

hypotensive, though not in excess of one to two litres so as to

hypotension can be reversed by pharmacologic treatment guided

prevent fluid overload. 19,21 Gastrointestinal decontamination

by echocardiography or pulmonary artery catheterisation. First-line

should then be considered. Single-dose activated charcoal (SDAC)

agents include epinephrine and insulin, followed by atropine,

will significantly reduce absorption of a life-threatening CCB or BB

calcium, and glucagon. 5,19 Epinephrine, or an alternative

dose if administered within two hours of acute poisoning.

5,19,20,22

vasopressor

such

as

norepinephrine,

phenylephrine,

or

SDAC can be given orally at a dose of 1g/kg if the patient is fully

vasopressin, is administered in the case of persistent hypotension

awake and alert, or via nasogastric tube following endotracheal

following fluid resuscitation. Epinephrine often improves heart
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If all else fails, patients in severe
refractory shock or cardiac arrest have
been treated with IV lipid emulsion
therapy, in which oils, phospholipids and
glycerin are injected intravenously, or
venoarterial extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation, in which venous blood is
removed from the body, oxygenated,
and finally returned to an artery.
Adverse effects of these antidotes should be anticipated and
avoided. Calcium overload may present with constipation,
altered mental status, or cardiac depression.10 Glucagon may
cause nausea and vomiting, and thus aspiration; it is often given
with metoclopramide or ondansetron.10 High-dose insulin causes
hypokalaemia and hypoglycaemia – additional doses of dextrose
and potassium supplementation may be required.10,19,20,24
If all else fails, patients in severe refractory shock or cardiac arrest
FIGURE 4: Single acute acetaminophen poisoning nomogram

have been treated with IV lipid emulsion therapy, in which oils,

(Rumack-Matthew nomogram). APAP plasma concentration is recorded
following a single, acute ingestion; if concentration falls above the treatment
line, N-acetylcysteine should be administered. Adapted from: EMNote.org.31

phospholipids, and glycerin are injected intravenously, or
venoarterial extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, in which
venous blood is removed from the body, oxygenated, and finally

rate, contractility, vessel tone, and overall survival. 19,20,24

returned to an artery.

Vasopressors are especially important in CCB-induced vasodilatory

While there is no convincing evidence supporting IV lipid

shock.

19

High-dose insulin euglycaemic therapy (HIET) – a

simultaneous infusion of insulin and dextrose – is complementary

emulsion therapy, there is some evidence of improved survival
when

treating
10,19,20,24,25

with

extracorporeal

to epinephrine in the setting of acute poisoning. HIET greatly

oxygenation.

improves myocardial contractility and blood pressure while

to cutaneous or trans-venous pacing.10,19

membrane

Refractory bradycardia may also respond

maintaining serum glucose in the normal range.19,24 Traditionally
reserved for refractory bradycardia and hypotension, HIET has now

Acetaminophen

become a first-line therapy.19 It has been shown in numerous case

Acetaminophen (APAP) is one of the most popular analgesic drugs

studies to significantly improve haemodynamic stability and

worldwide. APAP toxicity begins at a dose of greater than 4g/day.

survival.19,24 However, as its effects are delayed by 15-60 minutes,

Common presentations include large suicidal ingestion of 15g or

HIET should be given early alongside epinephrine.

10,19,20

Other treatments for acute poisoning are less reliable. IV atropine

APAP-containing drugs. 26 Poisoning presents with anorexia,

IV calcium chloride or

lethargy, jaundice, vomiting, and liver failure.5 Non-specific signs

calcium gluconate can sometimes diminish the harmful effects of

are prevalent in the first 24 hours following poisoning, whereas

CCBs on the heart and blood vessels, improving myocardial

liver injury tends to present after 24 hours.

automaticity, conduction and contraction, and blood vessel

Decontamination should be the first consideration in the setting of

boluses rarely reverse bradycardia.

tone.

10,19,24

10,19,20,24

more and accidental therapeutic combination of multiple

Importantly, calcium should not be given in the case of

APAP poisoning. Activated charcoal is effective in lowering APAP

concurrent digoxin toxicity due to a risk of asystole. Glucagon

absorption if administered within four hours of ingestion (maximum

infusion moderately improves myocardial automaticity and

efficacy within one hour).5,22,27 Gastric lavage is less effective, but

contractility in BB poisoning only.10,20,24

perhaps better than no treatment.27,28 Ipecacuanha (ipecac syrup)
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has fallen out of favour despite being used extensively in the past.

In

Indeed, the American Academy of Clinical Toxicology and the

4-methylpyrazole (fomepizole), calmangafodipir, metformin, and

European Association of Poison Centres and Clinical Toxicologists

methylene blue are now being evaluated as antidotes to APAP

29

addition

to

acetylcysteine,

several

drugs

including

have both recommended against its routine use.

toxicity.34 Although initial human and animal studies have shown

The antidote of choice for APAP-induced hepatotoxicity is

promise, more research is needed. While haemodialysis can be

N-acetylcysteine (NAC).

27,30

NAC prevents the formation of and

detoxifies APAP’s hepatotoxic metabolite, N-acetyl-p-benzoquinone

beneficial for patients with massive APAP poisoning leading to
metabolic acidosis, it is rarely used.35

imine (NAPQI), by replenishing glutathione and acting as a
glutathione substitute.10

Conclusion

Following a single large poisoning, the need for NAC is evaluated

In summary, drug poisonings are a major cause of morbidity and

by plotting serum APAP concentration on a Rumack-Matthew

mortality worldwide, and have been on the rise for several

nomogram (Figure 4).

5,10

decades. Many of these poisonings are managed acutely in a

Oral and IV administration of NAC are equally effective if

healthcare facility, and it is therefore essential that physicians

administered within eight hours of a poisoning, but only IV NAC is

possess a working knowledge of supportive care, decontamination,

effective in fulminant hepatic failure.10

and common antidotes in order to be well equipped to manage

The American College of Medical Toxicology advises NAC infusion

these scenarios.

for 21 hours (approximate time to APAP elimination) to effectively

In all poisonings, the importance of addressing airway, breathing

prevent hepatotoxicity and reduce mortality following APAP

and circulation must be stressed. Certain decontamination

poisoning.

30

However, there is evidence that a 12-hour regimen may be equally
effective.

32

procedures are useful in the acute setting, most notably the
administration of single-dose activated charcoal. While some

There is also evidence that using a smaller loading dose

antidotes such as naloxone and NAC are safe, reliable, and highly

of NAC results in fewer anaphylactoid reactions, while providing

effective, others such as flumazenil can trigger dangerous

equal benefit in reducing hepatotoxicity and mortality.32,33 Clinical

complications. Still other treatments, such as HIET, have only

endpoints that must be achieved in order to discontinue NAC

recently become prominent and are not yet fully understood or

include undetectable serum APAP, normal or improving hepatic

accepted. This review examines up-to-date evidence for the

aminotransferases, normal liver function as defined by an

treatment of acute drug poisonings, and prepares readers for

international normalised ratio (INR) <2, and no evidence of altered

future poisoning encounters in which time is limited and proper

mental status.5,10,30

treatment could be lifesaving.
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Skin deep: is curriculum
reform a responsibility
of the student?
RCSI medical student KATHRYN HALEY makes the case for improving
the representation of diverse skin tones in the medical curriculum.

Introduction
In the current climate of persisting racial injustice, which extends

challenged to reflect on the racial injustice that persists in our

far beyond the confines of the United States (US), addressing

modern day society, it became abundantly clear that the deaths

racial inequalities in the field of medicine has re-emerged as a

of innocent Black men and women should not have been

priority. In 2020 alone, the US witnessed multiple homicides of

necessary as a catalyst for equality. Indeed, the status quo

innocent Black individuals, including the deaths of George Floyd

remains rife with racial injustice, and change is long overdue.

and Breonna Taylor. In no way exempt from racial injustice,

Medicine is no exception.

Ireland witnessed the death of George Nkencho in December
2020. The undeniable injustice surrounding each of these events

Racial inequalities in medicine

sparked civil unrest and a collective anger with a calibre

To that end, it is first necessary to examine where our inherent

reminiscent of the peace protests of the 1960s. However, when

biases and shortcomings in addressing racial inequalities in
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medicine stem from. In order to address the inequalities affecting

degree do medical students of this generation have a responsibility

our patients, it is logical to take a roots-up approach by first

to their future patients to educate themselves on the relevance of

assessing for racial inequalities that exist in medical education.

dermatological conditions in black and brown skin tones?

How can we expect future doctors to accurately identify and
diagnose a plethora of medical conditions in a diverse patient

Current representation of diverse skin tones in medical

population if the medical curriculum is not representative of

education

clinical presentations in a diverse range of skin tones?

The representation of dermatological presentations for most

Moreover, if our educators are uninformed, how can we expect

medical conditions is largely reflective of a white patient

them to accurately instruct medical students on the variability in

population. The lack of diversity presented in both medical lectures

dermatological presentations that they will inevitably encounter in

and

their practice? One must question how a medical curriculum can

inequalities that drive higher morbidity and mortality in BAME

acknowledge some disparities between Black, Asian and minority

patient populations.1 If medical students are not taught to identify

ethnic (BAME) and white patient populations, and yet entirely

clinical presentations in a range of both dark and light skin tones,

disregard others. For example, medical students are taught that

they are less likely to accurately identify and diagnose

Black patients present with lupus at a higher prevalence than white

dermatological conditions in dark skin tones if they have not

patients.

previously been exposed to them. This puts BAME patient

medical

textbooks

ultimately

perpetuates

the

racial

populations at increased and unnecessary risk of delayed or

When it comes to dermatological
presentations, where accurate diagnosis
is heavily reliant on the visual
presentation, the disparities between
white patient populations and BAME
patient populations are disregarded
or overlooked entirely.
Equally, in the setting of heart failure, we are taught that Black
patients respond better to hydralazine and isosorbide dinitrate as
compared to ACE inhibitors (the standard of care). Yet when it
comes to dermatological presentations, where accurate diagnosis

inaccurate diagnosis.
Unsurprisingly, analysis of the clinical presentations represented in
dark skin tones in medical textbooks showed that only 4.5% of
images contained dark skin tones.2 Adeleuken et al. recently
assessed for improved incorporation of dermatological images of
dark skin tones into medical textbooks relative to a similar
investigation performed by Ebede et al. in 2006.3,4

Symptoms of erythema migrans or
even cellulitis on dark and white
skin tones can look vastly different,
so why don’t we see both?

is heavily reliant on the visual presentation, the disparities between

Further highlighting the inaction on racial inequalities in the field,

white patient populations and BAME patient populations are

Adeleuken et al. found that only one medical textbook, Sauer’s

disregarded or overlooked entirely. Symptoms of erythema

Manual of Skin Diseases, demonstrated more than a 1% increase in

migrans or even cellulitis on dark and white skin tones can look

images representing phototype V or VI skin. 4 Moreover,

vastly different, so why don’t we see both? If we are taught about

dermatological conditions such as erythema dyschromicum

sarcoidosis, which affects roughly 43 patients per 100,000 in the

perstans, which are known to disproportionately affect Black

population, then why aren’t we taught about dermatological

patients, were not consistently represented.4 Not only is there

presentations on BAME skin tones, which account for a far greater

insufficient representation of BAME skin types in medical curricula

patient population?

and resources, but perhaps even more concerning, when medical

Ultimately, it is incumbent upon medical universities to ensure that

textbooks do represent dark skin tones, they are perpetuating the

both their educators and their students are well informed on the

stereotypes that continue to drive racial injustice in medicine. In

variability of presentations that they can expect to encounter in

assessing under-representation of skin of colour in dermatology

their practice. Yet if faced with inaction on behalf of a university, it

images, Lester et al. found that of the 28% of images of infectious

is important to ask: as burgeoning medical practitioners, to what

disease that were presented on dark skin tones, the depictions
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1A

1B

FIGURE 1: Comparison of varying clinical presentations on while and dark skin tones. 1A: Comparison of atopic dermatitis on infants with dark pigmented versus light
pigmented skin. 1B: Comparison of Kawasaki disease on dark pigmented versus light pigmented skin. Images adapted from www.BrownSkinMatters.com.12

were twice as high for sexually transmitted infections.5 It is

future medical practitioners. As illustrated in Figure 1, clinical

abundantly clear that there is a prevailing white normativity that

presentations of the same disease in light versus dark skin tones

exists in educational resources for medical students. Having

can look vastly different.12

acknowledged this, it is our responsibility as students to effect
change that champions racial equality in medical education.

Impact of white normativity in medical education
resources
Though not often acknowledged, the effect of skin tone on clinical
practice is immense. The dearth of representation of black and
brown skin tones in medical textbooks and lectures renders
medical students unprepared to accurately identify and diagnose
dermatological presentations in BAME patient populations. This
directly affects BAME patient populations insofar as it can and does
result in misdiagnoses, delayed diagnoses, or inability of the doctor
to confidently examine and treat BAME patients.6-8 Currently, the

In this day and age, the role of the
medical student is no longer that of a
passive recipient of knowledge. Instead,
facing a healthcare sector where glaring
racial inequalities persist, today’s medical
students must be vocal in their concerns
for the future of their patients, and arm
themselves with an education that
acknowledges the diversity of clinical
presentations that are encountered in
day-to-day medical practice.

five-year survival rate for patients with melanoma is 70% for Black
patients as compared with 94% five-year survival for white
9

In practice, diagnostic skills are acquired through gained exposure

patients. To an extent, the five-year survival disparities between

and experience in the field. By denying students sufficient

white and Black patient populations can be attributed to medical

exposure to variability in dermatological presentations in a range

education. Indeed, dermatologists cite the inadequacy of reference

of skin tones early in their careers, universities are directly

images representing conditions such as Lyme disease and cancers

hindering the clinical acumen of medical students who aim to

on dark skin tones as one of the prevailing reasons for delayed

tackle racial inequalities in the field. Finally, the lack of

diagnosis or misdiagnosis in BAME patients.

10

The inadequacy of

representation of skin tones in the medical curriculum further

medical training can result in dismissal or misdiagnosis of

impairs the integrity of the field insofar as our values as a medical

dermatological presentations on dark skin tones, thereby

community are reflected by what we choose to place emphasis on.

compromising the physician-patient relationship.11

By neglecting to incorporate a diverse representation of clinical

Moreover, white normativity in medical textbooks further poses a

presentations, medical curricula are only further perpetuating

threat of reinforcing the unconscious biases that we develop as

racial inequalities in the field of medicine.
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Table 1: Resources available for identifying clinical presentations on diverse skin tones.12-15
Resource

Description

Mind the Gap13

Handbook of clinical signs

file:///Users/student/Downloads

in black and brown skin

Skin Deep Project14

Link

Comparison of
light vs dark
skin tones?

Accepting
submissions
to add to clinical
content?

/MIND%20THE%20GAP%20FINAL.pdf

No

No

Free, open-access bank of

https://dftbskindeep.com/

Yes

Yes

high-quality photographs of

diagnoses-gallery/

No

Yes

No

Yes

medical conditions in a range
of skin tones

Black and Brown Skin15

Educational platform to

https://www.blackandbrownskin.co.uk

showcase clinical signs
in black and brown skin

Brown Skin Matters12

Reference photos of

https://www.instagram.com/

dermatological conditions

brownskinmatters/?hl=en

on skin of colour

Resources available to improve representation of

The origins of the aforementioned initiatives are significant insofar

diverse clinical presentations

as they further highlight the collective inaction of the medical

Where to begin? Admittedly, there is an overwhelming paucity of

community in addressing racial inequalities in medical education.

resources on dermatological presentations in a range of skin tones.

With little guidance with which to navigate the racial inequalities

However, recent efforts through projects such as Mind the Gap,

that persist in the field, the medical community has become reliant

the Skin Deep Project, and Brown Skin Matters have begun to

on students and bystanders to champion reform.

address the gaps in resources that include representation of dark
skin tones in clinical presentations (Table 1).12-15
It is interesting to note that all of the three aforementioned
projects were only initiated within the past two years, and only
one, the Skin Deep Project, was initiated by a dermatologist. The
Mind the Gap initiative was started by a medical student at St.
George’s University in the United Kingdom in light of the lack of

It is interesting to note that all of the
three aforementioned projects were only
initiated within the past two years, and
only one, the Skin Deep Project, was
initiated by a dermatologist.

resources available to him in the medical curriculum. The Brown

Curriculum reform: a responsibility of the medical

Skin Matters project was initiated by a mother in the United States

student?

with no medical background, who has since been approached by

Acknowledging the heightened racial literacy of a younger

medical schools and physicians who are eager to use her resource

generation, some universities have enlisted students to co-develop

as a diagnostic tool.

medical curricula that address racism and racial inequalities in
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collaborative approach by inviting students to shape their curriculum
and fill in the gaps, then the responsibility of championing the
importance of addressing racial inequalities in the medical school
curricula falls largely on the shoulders of the students.
In this day and age, the role of the medical student is no longer that
of a passive recipient of knowledge. Instead, facing a healthcare
sector where glaring racial inequalities persist, today’s medical
students must be vocal in their concerns for the future of their
patients, and arm themselves with an education that acknowledges
the diversity of clinical presentations that are encountered in
day-to-day medical practice.

Acknowledging the heightened racial
literacy of a younger generation, some
universities have enlisted students to
co-develop medical curricula that address
racism and racial inequalities in medicine.
Advocating for curriculum reform is ultimately the responsibility of the
student. One would hope that prompting medical students to assess
medicine.1 This is especially interesting because it reinforces the

their role in curriculum reform and in advocating for racial equality

importance of student advocacy in shaping the medical school

will cultivate a generation of medical practitioners who are acutely

curriculum. If deans and faculty are willing to adopt an increasingly

aware of their responsibility to their patients and their practice.
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Telehealth: ‘Travelling’
to US electives
RCSI medical student CELINE SOOKNARINE describes her experience
of telemedicine electives.

Introduction

One study found that when incorporating simulation-based,

Following elective cancellations due to the COVID-19 pandemic,

flipped classroom-style teaching into a surgical clerkship, students

telemedicine electives became a promising alternative for medical

responded with positive reviews.2 Some 90% of students rated the

students to gain clinical experience. In fact, even prior to the

curriculum as “excellent” or “outstanding”, while 85% were

pandemic, medical students have sought out telemedicine electives
1

and online learning to gain or supplement clinical experience.

confident that the same curriculum could be applied to other
clerkships. Studies have also found telemedicine opportunities to
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be beneficial in that they provide students with the knowledge and

accepted as many as five. The cost was also elective dependent,

3

though the general range of virtual elective prices fell between

skills to help populations with less access to quality care.

Telemedicine can be an efficient, low-cost, and innovative method

1,500 USD and 3,500 USD.

of healthcare teaching in remote locations.4,5 Even surgical
training residencies were able to successfully implement
telemedicine electives by including online teaching and testing,
teleconferencing, telemedicine clinics, procedural simulation, and
pre-recorded surgical videos.5 This briefing discusses my personal
experience as a medical student with two telemedicine electives
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

A range of options

Even surgical training residencies
were able to successfully implement
telemedicine electives by including
online teaching and testing,
teleconferencing, telemedicine
clinics, procedural simulation, and
pre-recorded surgical videos.

I chose to enrol with two companies: AMOpportunities and
Chicago Clerkships. An important deciding factor was that these

Obstetrics in Chicago

companies had a full range of specialisations. AMOpportunities, in

My first elective through Chicago Clerkships was in the field of

particular, had a wider range of elective options, including options

obstetrics and gynaecology in Chicago during the month of

from plastic surgery to family medicine, with both in-person and

August, which cost a total of 2,500 USD. Although I was unable to

virtual options. Both AMOpportunities and Chicago Clerkships

interact with patients via phone or video conference, I was

offered additional resources to supplement the elective experience.

presented with cases and expected to detail their history,

For example, AMOpportunities provided on-call support and

examination findings, investigations, differential diagnoses, and

offered meetings to help students decide on electives prior to

management.

payment. Chicago Clerkship offered free resumé editing and a free

I was tested on my history-taking and examination skills through

simulation session to their clients. The electives offered by both

informal sessions with a senior doctor. Questions were directed to

companies were one month long and availability was elective

one person followed by an open discussion with the student

dependent. Some electives accepted one student whereas others

group.
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If the group was unfamiliar with the concept, the physician would

eight students, most from international medical schools. Despite

either provide an explanation or the topic would be assigned to

this being an online elective, my clinical knowledge improved

one student to present on the following day. Three hours each day

substantially over the course of the month. Being face to face with

would be devoted to this exercise, and we received detailed

a physician for approximately four hours each day allowed for

feedback from the senior doctor on our case presentation skills.

much more personalised testing and teaching.

When appropriate, I was asked to describe surgical techniques and
their complications. All students were expected to detail the

A dedicated telemedicine experience

American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG)

My second elective, through AMOpportunities, was based in

guidelines.

Miami and cost 3,200 USD. This elective was unique as the clinic
itself was a dedicated telemedicine clinic. The physician conducted

During my final three days, I was
no longer the only online telemedicine
student, but rather one of eight
students, most from international
medical schools.

the clinic from home, while one nurse was physically on site,
tending to patients.
The nurse performed the physical exams while the physician and I
consulted with patients. On a given day, I interacted with 10-20
patients and the clinic was open for a minimum of eight hours
daily. In contrast to my previous experience, this physician
preferred informal, impromptu presentations.

I was also tasked with preparing numerous presentations for both
in-house and online students; the other three in-house students
were from American medical schools. Examples of presentation
topics included pre-eclampsia, gestational diabetes, sexually
transmitted infections and their effects on the foetus, and pre-term
labour. I was also questioned on these topics and given detailed
feedback on my knowledge level. During my final three days, I was
no longer the only online telemedicine student, but rather one of

On a given day I interacted with 10-20
patients and the clinic was open for a
minimum of eight hours daily. In contrast
to my previous experience, this physician
preferred informal, impromptu
presentations.
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I was expected to be engaged and well informed on every

to

build

presenting complaint in order to give a presentation to the other

communicating with other medical professionals via online

students on this rotation. I found this challenging and worthwhile

platforms.

as it simulated an exam setting where I could be questioned on any

To other students in the same position as I was at the start of the

topic. While I was attached to this physician for the month, other

pandemic, I would recommend telemedicine electives as a method

students cycled in and out of the elective as well.

of

I was the only student attached to the rotation on some days, but

recommendation. I believe these electives will maintain their

on others, there were as many as five other students online. Most

popularity, particularly as they continue to improve in the coming

online students attended an American medical school; however,

months and years, given the current status of the world.

some were from Caribbean and Indian medical schools.

Technological advancements have made telehealth consultations

I also had the opportunity to rotate through the ultrasound

much more feasible and user-friendly for both healthcare providers

department once weekly. This was beneficial as it allowed me to

and patients. For example, tools such as electronic stethoscopes,

practice my ultrasound interpretation skills and fill in any

tele-ophthalmoscopes,

knowledge gaps.

dermatoscopes have all assisted in the transition to virtual

both

confidence

gaining

in

carrying

experience

and

out

consultations

obtaining

video-otoscopes,

and

and

letters

of

electronic

healthcare.6

Technological advancements have made
telehealth consultations much more
feasible and user-friendly for both
healthcare providers and patients.

Even specialties including, but not limited to, neurosurgery,
gastroenterology, and obstetrics are able to implement these
changes.7-9
Most importantly, their application has proven effective and safe
for patients, even for cases that require subspecialty care and

Valuable and worthwhile

time-sensitive cases. 8,9 Pertaining to the current situation,

Although not in-person, both of my telemedicine electives were a

telehealth has allowed for remote screening, prevention, and

valuable and worthwhile alternative for me. I feel much more

mitigation of the devastating impacts of COVID-19 on our

confident in my knowledge in the field of obstetrics and

healthcare systems.10 I look forward to seeing the continued

gynaecology, but more importantly, I thoroughly enjoyed my

developments in telehealth for the benefit of both patient care and

telemedicine experiences. These electives gave me an opportunity

medical student education.
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Clinical and sociodemographic
associates of depression and
anxiety in systemic lupus
erythematosus
David Eldeiry
RCSI medical student

Background

Results

In our recent systematic review, we have shown a high prevalence of

A total of 341 patients (89.7% female) were studied. The prevalence

depression (D; 35%) and anxiety (A; 26%) in patients with systemic

of A and D in the cohort was 34% and 27%, respectively, while 21%

1

lupus erythematosus (SLE).

A better understanding of the SLE

of the cohort was found to have AD. Patients with A had significantly

phenotypic manifestations associated with D and A may lead to

higher odds of skin system involvement compared to patients with

enhanced early diagnosis and treatment strategies.

neither A nor D (OR=1.8; 95%CI: 1.1-3.0). Patients with D had higher
odds of MSK (OR=1.9; 95%CI: 1.1-3.5) and skin system involvement

Objectives

(OR=1.8; 95%CI: 1.04-3.2) compared to patients with neither A nor

The aim of the study was to determine the overall prevalence of A and

D. Additionally, the odds of skin system involvement were

D in a cohort of SLE patients, and to study the association of A and D

significantly higher among patients with AD, compared to the group

with SLE-implicated organ systems and socio-demographic factors.

with neither A nor D (OR=2.0, 95%CI: 1.2-3.9). In all three models (A,
D, and AD), socio-demographic factors – specifically employment

Methods

status – and fibromyalgia were also significant correlates. Additionally,

Patients attending the Toronto Lupus Clinic from August 2017 to

age at enrolment was a significant correlate in the D and AD models,

January 2019 were included in the analysis. D and A were diagnosed

while inception patient status was a significant correlate in the D

based on the Center for Epidemiological Studies-Depression Scale

model exclusively.

(cut-off ≥26), the BECK Depression Inventory-II (cut-off ≥18), and the
BECK Anxiety Inventory (cut-off ≥19). SLE phenotypic manifestations,

Conclusions

which were stratified based on organ systems included in the 10-year

SLE phenotypic manifestations involving the skin or MSK systems,

SLE Disease Activity Index 2000 (SLEDAI-2K), included: skin;

along with fibromyalgia, socio-demographic factors, and inception

musculoskeletal (MSK); ocular; neuropsychiatric; and, internal organ

status, were associated with A or D in patients living with SLE. Routine

manifestations (renal, pulmonary, immunologic, and haematologic).

patient screening and evaluation for the SLE-associated factors

Separate multivariate logistic regression analyses for D, A, and

identified herein may facilitate the diagnosis of A and D in SLE

co-morbid AD were performed to study the associated factors.

patients, thereby allowing for more timely diagnosis and intervention.
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Lives on the line
War Doctor provides a fascinating insight into medicine in conflict
zones, says Senior Staff Writer CHRISTINE OKEEFE
War Doctor: Surgery on the Front Line
David Nott

Paperback: 320 pages
Publisher: Pan MacMillan
Published: 2019
ISBN 9781509837052

Medicine can be a challenging, daunting profession at the best of

Particularly poignant is the effect they have on everyday medicine,

times. That is perhaps taken to the extreme in humanitarian

especially in the field of maternal and foetal care. While the book

conflicts where healthcare workers literally put their lives on the

is primarily focused on David Nott’s experiences and cases, it

line to provide care. This is one of those stories. War Doctor: Surgery

emphasises the collaborative effort of everyone in these settings:

on the Front Line recounts the experiences of David Nott, a

from the nurse manager who triages the patients, to the workers

London-based surgeon who has spent the last 25 years

who try to provide adequate facilities, to the physicians working

volunteering in various humanitarian conflicts around the world. It

with limited equipment in life-altering circumstances. It becomes

tells his story from growing up in the Welsh countryside, to his

clear that there isn’t just one person who makes humanitarian

journey through medical school and training, and his forays into

medicine possible; it’s the teamwork of multiple individuals, often

volunteering with aid organisations such as Médecins Sans

from diverse cultural and professional backgrounds, that’s needed

Frontières, particularly focusing on his experiences during the

to make something like this work.

Syrian civil war.

The book also provides insight into the emotional and physical
costs of engaging in this line of work, and inspires a deep level of

The book also provides insight into
the emotional and physical costs
of engaging in this line of work, and
inspires a deep level of respect for
those who choose to donate their
time to this endeavour.

respect for those who choose to donate their time to this
endeavour.
Ultimately, the book is so much more than the challenging cases,
the daring operations, and the MacGyver-like manoeuvres. It’s
about people coming together in the face of impossible
circumstances to practise a vocation they believe in. For those who
may be considering pursuing a similar path, it’s a good look at
the challenges and triumphs facing those in the field. For the rest,

Collaboration in conflict

it’s an important reminder of how healthcare reflects the

At times humorous, heart breaking, and inspiring, War Doctor is an

well-being of society. Regardless, it’s an engaging read for any

unabashed view into the human costs of wars and conflicts.

healthcare student.
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